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B. ABSTRACT

ONR Grant ONR N00014-06-1-0889 has supported a research program for the development of new materials in
thin film and bulk form, and of both the spinel and garnet magnetic oxides as well as high magnetization metallic
ferromagnets, for Navy microwave devices and systems in particular and overall defense applications in general.
The program has focused on (1) the development of new materials, (2) the elucidation of the loss properties and high
power properties of these materials that hold the key to military applications, (3) a new push to incorporate these
new magnetic materials into multifunctional systems based on the use epitaxial wide band gap semiconductor and
ferroelectric films under development in related ONR programs, and (4) microwave work on new thin film materials
and multiferroics. During the funding period from June 4, 2006 to August 3, 2007, there were numerous
accomplishments. Seven archival papers were published on (1) ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements in
Permalloy films with an emphasis on the comparison of measurement methods, (2) FMR resonance saturation and
Suhl instability processes in Permalloy films, (3) low field effective linewidth in polycrystalline ferrites, (4) Fermi-
Pasta-Ulam recurrence for spin wave solitons in yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film strips in a feedback ring system, (5)
the Hamiltonian formulation of two magnon scattering microwave relaxation, (6) fundamental properties and
structure connections for Fe-Ti-N films, and (7) the detection and analysis of the nonlinear ferromagnetic resonance
response in Permalloy films by the magneto-optic Kerr effect. Additional work, not yet published, was done on the
FMR response and microscopic loss processes in Co-Cr-Pt thin films, oblique pumping and the nonlinear first order
Suhl response in Permalloy films, and the fabrication of barium ferrite - barium strontium titanate ferrimagnetic-
ferroelectric heterostructures for multifunctional high frequency devices.
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C. RESULTS

1. Overview
In addition to the above microwave/millimeter

There are few centers of expertise in the world wave materials characterization and device physics
which are capable of quality research and development development work, the Colorado State University
work in the area of microwave magnetic materials. The program has provided numerous contributions that have
Magnetics Laboratory in the Department of Physics at advanced the understanding of microwave loss
Colorado State University (CSU), Fort Collins, is well processes and nonlinear spin wave interactions, both for
equipped for a wide range of high frequency magnetic ferrites in general and for thin films in particular.
measurements at low and high power, at low and high These include (1) a general formulation of the theory of
field, over a wide range of frequencies, and as a magnetostatic waves in anisotropic magnetic materials,
function of temperature. This team also has the resident (2) theoretical analysis of spin wave instability
expertise to select and investigate the critical materials processes, both first and second order, for materials
problems that are relevant to the needs cited above, with a general ellipsoidal shape, a general anisotropy,
Much of this infrastructure has been established over and a general pumping field configuration, (3) direct
the past decade with Office of Naval Research (ONR) identification of the spin wave interactions responsible
support. for the onset of nonlinear loss in ferrites at high power,

Past CSU work has addressed and solved numerous and (4) practical theoretical models of the two magnon
microwave loss and materials problems as they relate to scattering interaction and calculations of the resulting
both fundamental understanding and device needs. In linewidths and off resonance losses in ferrite materials.
the area of ferrites, these include (1) the role of A significant part of this work has also been
microstructure in the low and high power loss accomplished under ONR support.
properties of polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet (YIG), The presentation of results in this Final Report is
(2) the low and high power microwave properties of intended to be brief and succinct. Section C.2 lists
substituted lithium ferrite materials, (3) the microwave personnel supported, in whole or in part, by category.
properties of arc plasma spray lithium ferrite, (4) the Section C.3 contains copies of the slides presented at
origins of the large losses in hexagonal ferrite materials the annual ONR Electronic Device Materials Review
for millimeter wave applications, (5) the high power (EDMR) meeting, August 7 - 10, 2007, in Troy, New
microwave properties of hexagonal ferrite materials, (6) York. Section C.4 contains a list of the seven archival
the characterization of liquid phase epitaxy yttrium iron publications realized during the funding period from
garnet (YIG) films produced with special fluxes, (7) the June 4, 2006 to August 3, 2007 on this grant.
characterization of ultra dense polycrystalline ferrites
for microwave applications prepared by hot isostatic 2. Education and Human Resources
pressing (HIPPING) techniques, (8) the growth and
characterization of pulsed laser deposited (PLD) ferrite Personnel supported in whole or in part and
films of YIG and barium hexaferrite with losses which degrees granted during the current grant period are
are as good as the best bulk single crystals, and (9) the indicated below:
successful PLD growth of low loss zinc lithium ferrite
films. Visiting scientists: 2

In the area of metallic ferromagnetic films, which Senior Staff 2
represents a promising system for wide band tunable Postdoctoral fellows: 7
filters in the microwave and millimeter regime, for Ph.D. Graduate students: 2
example, CSU has been a key contributor to (1) the Undergraduate students: 3
understanding of phenomenological damping in metal
films, (2) the elucidation of microwave loss properties Names, degree specifics, and dates are available on
and most recently, (3) a new understanding of the high request.
power properties as well. A significant part of this
work has been accomplished during the past and current
grant periods under ONR support.
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3. ONR EDMR Presentation

2007 ONR Electronic Device Materials Review Meeting, Troy, New York, August 9, 2007

Mlemwave Nn !inew Dymmics in MQpat Rtm
C. Scott Brown, Jaydip Das, Misbah ul Islam, Boris A. Kalinikos, Pavol Krivosik, Nan Mo, Heidi Olson,

Carl E. Patton, Wei Tong, and Mingzhong Wu
Department of Physics, Colorado State University

ONR Program Officer: Dr. Colin Wood

Topic 1: Ferromagnetic resonance lirewidth of Co-Cr-Pt films - Loss at low microwave power
Topic 2: Spin wave parametric excitation in Permailloy thin films - Loss at high microwave power
Topic 3: Ferrimagnetic-ferroelectric layered structures
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Quick Tutorial on Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR) 2
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Quick Tutorial on Spin Waves

There are dipole interaction and exchange interaction between neighboring spins.
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FMR Linewidth Measurement on Co-Cr-Pt Films4
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Contribution from Inhomogeneity Line Broading5
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Total FMR Linewidth7
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Parametric Excitation of Spin Waves in Permalloy Films 8
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Threshold Microwave Field vs. Static Field9
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Ferrimagnetic-ferroelectric Layered Structures

OBJECTIVE FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
BaM-SST0 layered structure for mm wave devices BaM and BSTO layers - pulsed laser deposition
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Static and high frequency magnetic and dielectric properties
of ferrite-ferroelectric composite materials

Sangita S. Kalarickal,a) David Mdnard,b) Jaydip Das, and Carl E. Patton
Department of Physics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

Xubai Zhang, Louise C. Sengupta, and Somnath Sengupta
Paratek Microwave Inc., Columbia, Maryland 21045

(Received 8 December 2005; accepted 25 July 2006; published online 20 October 2006)

A series of sintered composite materials was fabricated from ParascanTM barium strontium titanate
(BSTO) and Trans-Tech nickel zinc ferrite powders. The ferrite loading was varied from zero
(BSTO only) to 100 wt % (ferrite only). X-ray diffraction data show the presence of a third,
nonmagnetic phase that sets the ferrite loading at values somewhat lower than the as prepared wt %
amounts. The average magnetization is found to scale linearly with the loading. The initial
susceptibility, saturation field, and coercive force as obtained from hysteresis loop data show trends
consistent with these data. Ferromagnetic resonance linewidth and effective linewidth
measurements at 10 GHz show reasonable values for the 100 wt % samples, but any amount of
BSTO causes a severe degradation in both loss parameters. Similarly, it is found that any amount of
ferrite causes a rapid drop in the relative dielectric constant that is consistent with standard mixing
models. Loss tangent measurements gave modest values in the 0.001-0.005 range at 1 MHz and
much larger values in the 0.02-0.03 range at 10 GHz. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.2357990]

I. INTRODUCTION X-ray diffraction (XRD) data indicate that the processing
produced a titanium oxide phase in addition to the NZF and

Ferrites and ferroelectric materials are used in a large BSTO phases. Electrical permittivity measurements indicate
family of microwave and millimeter wave devices. Ferrite changes that scale with loading in a manner that is consistent
devices typically have high figures of merit, larre band- with electromagnetic mixing models. Static and dynamic
widths, low insertion loss, and frequency agility. Current magnetic property measurements generally scale with the
ferrite components, however, present two critical problems amount of the ferrite component. The composites generally
for advanced system applications: large size and high cost. show high loss, both electrical and magnetic. These results
Ferroelectric components, on the other hand, provide solu- indicate that further work is needed to produce composites
tions both in size and cost.2,3 Size reduction arises from the that (1) retain the useful low loss properties of the separate
large relative dielectric constants. These components are also phases and (2) yield the additional multifunctionality needed
tunable with the application of a modest voltage. Since the for tunable microwave devices.
tunability is not as good as for ferrites, the voltage tunability The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
and the low cost are advantageous for many applications the materials preparation and the XRD results. Section III

It is likely that ferrite-ferroelectric composites could be presents room temperature magnetization versus field data
used to produce small, low cost, and highly tunable elements for all of the composites and considers these data in terms of
for microwave applications. Because of the wide variety of a simple model of noninteracting magnetic particles in a non-
possible applications, there has been considerable interest in magnetic host. Section IV presents fenromagnetic resonance
composite materials. - Previous works on multifunctional (FMR) results. Section V extends the high frequency analy-
ferrite-ferroelectric composite materials have emphasized sis to include the microwave response at magnetic fields well
static magnetization properties 4'14 and complex permeability above the FMR resonance field. This response is used to
and permittivity. 15 The objective of this work was to prepare determine the high field effective linewidth for the different
a series of ferrite-ferroelectric composite materials with a loadings. Section VI gives basic data on the dielectric prop-
systematic variation in the ferrite loading and to examine the erties of the composites. Section VII presents the summary
static and high frequency magnetic properties and dielectric and conclusions.
properties of these materials. The magnetic component was a
standard commercial nickel zinc spinel ferrite (NZF) from II. MATERIALS PREPARATION AND X-RAY
Trans-Tech, 1T2- 111. The ferroelectric component was spe- CHARACTERIZATION
cially prepared barium strontium titanate (BSTO). The composite materials consisted of thick disks of

ParascanTM tunable dielectric materials, nominally ferroelec-
')Present address: Institute far Experimentalphysik, Freie Universitat Berlin, tric BSTO, with different loadings of the NiZn ferre. Dif-

Arnimallee 14, 14197 Berlin, Germany; electronic mail:

sangita@lamar.colostate.edu ferent nominal weight percentages of the TT2- 111 NiZn fer-
h'Prescnt address: Polytechnique Montr,dal, Qudbec, Canada. rite powder (0.3, 1, 5, 10, 25, and 50 wt %) were mixed with

0021-8979/2006/100(8)/084905/9/$23.00 100, 084905-1 © 2006 American Institute of Physics
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1000' 100 wt % ferrite as the focus of this work is on magnetic properties, no work0 L _ , _ -_ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ has been done to further identify the chemical makeup or the

400 30 A 40 50 50 wt % ferrite 70 crystallographic nature of this phase.01, A A e,. , The effective loading of the ferrite component of the

800 2 309 40 50 25 wt % ferrite 70 composite in vol %, taken as L, will play an important role in
0-A .. . . ... the data presentation and discussion in subsequent sections.
C 0 309 40 50 70

=100 o10 wt % ferrite The L values for the different samples were deduced from
02 0 A - - the relative areas under the main peaks for the three phases
20 30 40 50 70

'.1000 - 5 wt% ferrte7 identified in Fig. 1. Due to the additional titanium oxide
SA .. phase, the nominal ferrite loadings of 50, 25, 10, and 5 wt %

o800 30 40 50 1 wt % ferrite 70 from the preparation process are converted to L values of 27,
r ' I , 1 1 .. . 16, 6, and 4 vol %, respectively.
020 30 40 50 0Magnetic and microwave measurements were made on

0 , I A, I ,_ A . spherical samples with nominal diameters of 2 mm. For
20 30 40 50 70

10or 0 wt % ferrite these measurements, spheres were fabricated from 3 mm
0 - , , I I cubes cut from the optimum density fired disks. The densities

20 30 40 50 60 70
X-ray diffraction angle 29 of the individual cubes and spheres were different from the

densities measured on the starting disks, with about the same
FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction results for all the samples as indicated. The solid spread as indicated above. These variations in density may
circles, squares, and triangles indicate the main peaks for the BSTO, the be taken as an indication of inhomogeneous starting disks.
ferrite phase, and the Ti-O phase. Two types of pure ferrite samples were also measured. First,

the TT2-111 powders were used to fire disks and then fabri-
powders of BSTO materials. In addition, pure TT2-1 11 pow- cate spheres at 100 vol % ferrite loading based on the samc
ders were independently processed and sintered to produce a procedures given above. Second, fired TT2-111 blocks from
fully loaded ferrite reference material. All mixtures were alu- Trans-Tech were used to fabricate sphere samples for base
mina ball milled for 24 h in ethanol. The slurries were then line magnetic and microwave measurements.
dried and sieved. For each loading, a set of samples was All dielectric measurements were made directly on as
pressed into I in. diameter disks and sintered at various tem- fired disks. The low frequency dielectric measurements were
peratures of 1200-1450 'C. A sintering temperature of made on 0.064 cm thick and 2 cm diam disks with screen
760 'C was determined to yield the highest overall density printed with silver electrodes on both faces. The microwave
for the pure BSTO material. Disk densities were then mea- dielectric measurements were made on discs with a 49.5 mm
sured. Optimum density samples were used for all of the diameter and a thickness of 0.5 mm with no electrodes.
measurements reported below. Sample densities, as measured
on the starting cubes for the sphere samples used for the
magnetic measurements (see below), ranged from
4.20 to 5.25 g/cm3 . There was no apparent correlation be- Static magnetic induction versus field data were obtained
tween loading and density. by vibrating sample magnetometry at room temperature for

A full x-ray diffraction analysis was done in order to applied fields up to 5 kOe. The data below are given in terms
check the phases in the fired materials. The measurements of the magnetic induction 41rM. Volumes were calculated
were made with a Bruker AXS system with a copper x-ray from the densities of the fired disks and the masses of the
source, a scintillation detector, and an angular step size of individual samples. Cubes and spheres gave similar results
0.02'. Figure 1 shows a collage of XRD intensity versus for all the loadings. The specific data below for the materials
angle of 20 scans for all the samples. The individual scans with partial ferrite loadings were obtained on spheres. Fig-
are identified by the nominal NZF loading values in wt % for ures 2-4 show data on the saturation induction versus load-
the different samples. In each scan, solid circles and solid ing, data on magnetization versus field, and various hyster-
squares serve as markers for the main BSTO and NZF dif- esis loop parameters versus loading, respectively. Considered
fraction peaks, respectively. The solid triangles mark the as a whole, these data show that the static magnetic response
peaks that identify the additional Ti-O phase. For the 1 and is consistent with a model of a composite medium with an
0.3 w % samples, there are no resolved NZF peaks. unmodified ferrite phase in a nonmagnetic matrix.

These XRD data show that the basic mixing of the Figure 2 shows the data on average saturation induction
BSTO and NZF components of the composite takes place as (4rM),,t data versus the ferrite loading L. These measure-
intended. The size of the BSTO peak decreases somewhat as ments were made at an external field of H=5 kOe. As the
the ferrite loading is increased, and the NZF peaks increase, hysteresis data in Fig. 3 will show, a 5 kOe field was suffi-
The integrity of the peaks also indicates that there is no deg- cient to achieve magnetic saturation. The solid circles show
radation of these primary phases due to the preparation pro- the data for the composite samples. The solid square shows
cess. The critical result from the XRD data is in the identi- the saturation induction for the TT2-I Il reference sphere.
fication of a small titanium oxide component in the final The solid line shows the linear response one would expect
materials. The magnetic data presented below indicate that for an unmodified ferrite phase with a saturation induction
this phase has no effect other than an overall dilution. Insofar value the same as that obtained for L= 100 vol %.

Downloaded 20 Oct 2006 to 160.45.35.32. Redistribution subject to AlP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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o r L /300
TT21 II errte2 <41r AT10

0. 0 (a)

O3
=~~ .047 4 X=3o lo
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FIG. 2. Average saturation magnetic induction (4"rM).t as a function of . 60
ferrite loading L. The data were obtained for an applied magnetic field of . )30

5 kOe. The solid circles show the data for the composites. The solid square (c 0 0
shows the value for the commercial TT2-111 ferrite. The solid line shows

the linear response expected for an unmodified ferrite phase. ..) 0 20 40 60 80 100
Ferrite loading L (vol.%)

These data serve to make two important points. First, the FIG. 4. Saturation field H,t, initial susceptibility 41rX, and coercive force

(4"M)sat value of 4.3 kG at L= 100 vol % is close to the Hc as functions of ferrite loading L. The solid circles in (a) show the satu-
ration field data. The dashed line corresponds to H,,,=L(41rM),, 100/300,

(4WM),at value for the standard TT2-111 material. This indi- where (4rM)...oo is the (4rM). t value for the 100 vol % sample. The

cates that the preparation process maintained the basic NZF solid circles in (b) show the susceptibility parameter data. The solid line
properties. Second, the data show that the magnetic induc- corresponds to 4lrx= 3 and the dashed line corresponds to 41rX=3L/100.

tion of the sample scales linearly with the ferrite loading. The solid circles in (c) show the coercive force data.
This confirms that the basic ferrite properties for the com-
posite samples were also maintained, that the 100 vol % sample behaves as expected from simple

Figure 3 shows full hysteresis loop data on the average demagnetizing field considerations. The lower H,, values for
magnetic induction (47rM) as a function of the applied mag- the lower loadings indicate that it is the average mean field

netic field H from -5 to +5 kOe for L values of 4, 6, 16, 27, saturation induction of the sample as a whole, rather than the

and 100 vol %. One sees that all of the samples show a clear saturation induction of the individual NZF grains, that de-

saturation at some loading dependent (47trM)sa value for lines the saturation point. If the NZF grains defined the mea-

fields above 1-2 kOe. As noted above, these (4rM),a, val- sured Hsat, all of the samples would saturate at H

ues scale linearly with L. -(4-nM.)t.10o/3, where "sat-100" refers to the (4,7rM),., for

The Fig. 3 data serve to make two further points. First, L= 100 vol %. This is discussed in further detail below.

from the outward shift in the knee of the hysteresis curves, Second, consider the (41rM) vs H response in the H

one can see that the saturation field increases with loading. -- 0 limit. The slope of this low field response corresponds to

The 4 and 6 vol % samples have saturation fields well below 41rX, where X is the initial susceptibility. The data show that
500 Oe. For the 100 vol % sample, one has a saturation field as the loading is reduced, the 4 7TX valtes also decrease. An

H,at 1.2-1.4 kOe. This H,at value for the pure ferrite is effective medium comprised of noninteracting magnetically
very close to one-third of the measured (47rM)sat. This means soft spherical particles would saturate at a field equal to one-

third of the saturation induction value. This means that for
independent spherical ferrite particles of any kind, the 47rx

0.4, should depend only on the loading and vary as 3L 100. Fur-
ther discussion will follow below

5 0.0 L 100 vol.% Figure 4 shows results on Hsat, 
4 "TX , and the coercive

4 .force Hc as a function of L, based on the data in Fig. 3.
3 -4 Graph (a) shows Hsat values obtained from the extrapolated. -1 0 1 7 o.
2 - 27 vol.% low field responses shown in Fig. 3 to the (4irM)5 t points for
1 each data set. These data are shown by the solid circles. The
0 dashed line corresponds to a linear change in Hsai according

to Hsat=L(47TM)sat.l/300, where (47TM)sat.10 is the
.- -2 vo(4M),at value for the 100 vol % sample. Graph (b) showsa ,0 L - 16vol.%

-3 o L = 6 vol.% the 47rX results. The data are shown by the solid circles. The
-4 ,+ L = 4 vol.% solid line corresponds to the value of 4 7rx= 3 expected for a

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 spherical ferrite phase. The dashed line shows the linear
Applied magnetic field H 4trx=3LI100 response expected for independent ferrite

FIG. 3. Average magnetic induction (41rM) as a function of the applied spherical grains. Graph (c) shows the coercive force data.

magnetic field H for the different ferrite loadings, as indicated. The inset The solid line simply connects the data points.
shows an enlarged view for samples with loadings of L=4, 6, and 16 vol %. Apart from the sample with the lowest ferrite loading,
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the H,, data in Fig. 4(a) show a nearly linear increase with L (a) (b)
and an end point value at L= 100 vol % that is close to Denvative profiles Absorption profiles

(41rM),at/3. The linear response shown by the dashed line is TT2-111 1.0 TT2-111
0.5.what one would expect from a mean field model, that is, a E D0.0 .. .

sample with strongly coupled magnetic particles that acts 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6
like a uniformly magnetized material with an (4rM),,, equal V 10 VOL% 1.0 100 Vol.%
to (47TM)sat10/100 and Hsat=(41TM)sat/3. The fact that the 0 .5
data lie slightly above the dashed line is -an indication that . 200 0.0 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 01 2 3 4 5 6the coupling is not perfect and a mean field model is not 27 v.% 2 127 vol.%
strictly applicable. Fully noninteracting particles would give .2 0.5
an L-independent H,,, equal to (4irM)sat-0o/3 for all "a -__________ 0.0 _ _ _ _ _

samples. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

The 4rx data in Fig. 4(b) show an increase with loading, . % 0 166 vl

but the points generally fall well above the linear response 0.5___________________ 0.0
line. Interactions between the spherical particles would give 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
an L-independent susceptibility value of 3. Completely inde- Applied external magnetic field (kOe) Applied external magnetic field (kOe)
pendent ferrite inclusions, on the other hand, would give a FIG. 5. Ferromagnetic resonance profiles at 9.5 GHz. The (a) graphs show
linear dependence of susceptibility on L. The somewhat the measured derivative of the absorbed power vs applied magnetic field
larger than linear 41rX values for intermediate L values indi- profiles for the TT2-1 l, 100, 27, and 16 vol % samples, as indicated. The
cate, therefore, that there may be some level of interaction (b) graphs show the integrated profiles for the derivative profiles in (a).

between the ferrite particles.
The Hc data in Fig. 4(c) show a small coercive force at clusion is carried over to the extreme for the samples with

large loadings and a rapid increase when one drops below smaller loadings. These samples showed no recognizable
L= 16 vol %. The small values at the large loadings are con- FMR response.
sistent with the properties of the original TT2-I11 material Figure 5 shows the actual FMR data in two formats. The
and support the existence of essentially unmodified ferrite (a) graphs show the measured derivative of the absorbed
grains in the composites down to L= 16 vol % or so. How- power versus applied magnetic field profiles for the FF2-111
ever, it is not clear why there is such a drastic increase in the and L= 100, 27, and 16 vol % samples, as indicated. The (b)
coercive force as the loading is reduced below 16 vol %. graphs show the integrated profiles for the derivative profiles

in (a). The absorption profiles in (b) have all been scaled to
give a peak absorption value of unity. Both the raw data and

IV. FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE RESPONSE the integrated profiles show that the FMR lines are narrow
and symmetric for the FF2-1I and 100 vol % samples.

FMR and high field effective linewidth techniques were These line shapes are near Lorentzian. On the other hand, for
used to characterize the microwave losses. This section pre- the 27 and the 16 vol % samples, the absorption profiles are
sents the FMR results. Section V gives the high field effec- broad and distorted, and nowhere near Lorentzian in shape.
tive linewidth results. The FMR profiles were measured by a One can also see that the peaks for the 27 and the 16 vol %
shorted waveguide reflection technique at an operating fre- samples are also shifted up in field relative to the FMR po-
quency f of 9.5 GHz. Measurements were made on nominal sitions for the two dense samples.
1 mm diameter spheres for the T2-111 and the 100 vol % Table I summarizes the basic FMR parameters obtained
materials and nominal 3 mm diameter spheres for the mate- from the measurements, namely, the FMR field HFMR, the
rials with lower loadings. The samples were mounted at the effective gyromagnetic ratio Yeff expressed in frequency units
center of the waveguide cross section on a Rexolite® rod and as leffI /21r, the FMR half power linewidth AHFMR. and the
positioned a half wavelength from an adjustable short. The high field effective linewidth AHeff. The samples are listed
additional loading introduced by the samples at the FMR loss according to the vol % loading L values from the XRD data.
point in field was so small that field modulation and lock-in The FMR field is taken at the peak loss point in the (b)
detection methods were needed to observe the response. The
raw data consisted of profiles of the uncalibrated field deriva- TABLE I. Summary of 9.5 GHz ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and effec-
tive of the FMR absorption versus field. Absorption profiles tive linewidth measurement results.
of loss versus field were obtained from direct integration of
the raw data. These integrated data were then used to deter- Effective High field

gyromagnetic FMR effectivemine the resonance field peak position HFR and the half Vol % ferrite FMR field ratio linewidth linewidth
power linewidth AHFMR. loading L HFMR (Oe) Iycf/2 r AHFMR (Oe) AH n (Oe)

The FMR derivative profiles for the F2-111 and 100
samples were well resolved and close to the general response 100 (TT2-1 11) 3223 2.95 157 6

expected from dense nickel zinc ferrite materials. The data 100 3175 2.99 168 8

for the 27 and 16 vol % samples, however, showed that any 27 3549 2.68 1596 97

appreciable drop in the ferrite loading below 100 vol % 6 .... ... 367

causes a large degradation in the FMR response. This con-
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graphs in Fig. 5. For spherical samples, Iye /21r is equal to with 6, 16, 27, and 100 vol % loadings. For the samples with
f/HmR. 16 For electron based atomic moment systems, Yeff is lower L values, the high field losses were too large to obtain
negative. For spin only moments with a Land6 g factor of 2, meaningful determinations of the effective linewidth. Section
le,ff/21r is equal to 2.8 GHz/kOe. The linewidth AHFmR is V A introduces the working equations for the high field mi-
taken as the full width at half maximum of the profiles in (b). crowave response and the effective linewidth analysis, and
The AHeff results are considered in the next section. provides brief experimental details for the composite materi-

The table shows that the FMR fields for the TT2-11 I and als measurements. Section V B gives the experimental re-
the 100 vol % are close to 3.2 kOe and the corresponding sults.
I y.ff/2r values of about 3 GHz/kOe are slightly higher than
the free electron value. These samples also show relatively
narrow linewidths in the 150-170 Oe range. These represent A. Experimental procedure and data analysis
typical FMR parameters for dense ferrite materials. This situ-
ation is not maintained for the samples with lower ferrite The effective linewidth technique is based on measure-
loadings. Here one finds higher FMR fields and much lower ments of the change in the frequency f and quality factor Q
Iy,I/2 r values than one would expect for any reasonable with field for a high Q cylindrical microwave cavity with the

ferrite. At the same time, one sees large departures from a magnetic sample in place. Typically, the measurement is

Lorentzian line shape and very large increases in the line- made with applied fields well above the FMR field. For such

widths by a factor of 10 or so. Such a behavior indicates high fields, the spin wave band is shifted well above the

irregularly shaped ferrite inclusions along with complicated nominal cavity and signal frequency. This eliminates, in prin-

interparticle dipolar interaction. ciple, any contribution to the magnetic losses due to any

It is evident that a simple change in the ferrite loading inhomogeneities that may be present in the sample.

has a drastic effect on the FMR response for these composite Such measurements allow one to access the high field

materials. The data show that any reduction in the ferrite tail of the FMR response and determine the relaxation rate r/

loading below the 100 vol % level serves to degrade the for the driven mode that is applicable in the high field re-

FMR response rather severely. It is worthwhile to consider gime. Expressed in linewidth units, one can write an effec-

two possibilities, among many, for this degradation. First, it tive linewidth parameter AHff=2r/ . This AHff simply

is likely that the imbedding process yields ferrite particles expresses the relaxation rate in field units for convenient

with irregular shapes, large strains, and impurities. All of comparison with actual linewidth data. For simplicity, the

these factors are known to produce large linewidths. Second, conversion from a relaxation rate to AH,ff uses the free elec-

in the extreme view, one can consider the composite as a tron gyromagnetic ratio y rather than the yff introduced in

polycrystalline ferrite with a very large porosity. It is well Sec. IV. The difference is small. In the high field regime of

known that even a small amount of porosity in a ferrite ma- loss, the intrinsic y is also more applicable.

terial can produce a large inhomogeneously broadened line. For a typical polycrystalline ferrite, one may have a

Typical porosity broadened half power linewidths for spinel 10 GHz FMR linewidth in the 100-200 Ge range, while the

ferrites at 10 GHz are in the 30-40 Oe per percent. high field effective linewidth will be in the 10-20 Oe range.

It may also be noteworthy that for the L= 16 vol % In the case of very dense ferrites, one finds that AH,ff ap-

sample, the FMR absorption profile is also highly distorted. proaches intrinsic single crystal linewidth values in the limit

The indication here is that for dilute loadings, the factors of very high fields. As the results below will show, the effec-

enumerated above result in more than a simple line broaden- tive linewidth situation for ferrite-ferroelectric composite

ing. Details of the origins of these distortions are not yet materials is more complicated.

clear. Reference 18 provides a full description of the high field
effective linewidth analysis procedure for materials in which
one finds a constant AH,ff in the high field regime.' This is

V. HIGH FIELD EFFECTIVE LINEWIDTH the applicable situation here. The sample is placed in the
center of a TEO,, cavity with a high Q, typically in the

The FMR results presented in the previous section show 20 000 range. The cavity frequency f and quality factor Q
that any amount of ferroelectric loading causes a severe deg- are then measured as a function of the field H in the high
radation of the linewidth. This section considers the micro- field regime, and the data are analyzed to obtain a high field

wave loss as measured at high field rather than at ferromag- AHeff parameter. The analysis procedure is summarized be-

netic resonance. In conventional ferrites, one can use high low. Details of the measurement procedure as it applies to

field measurements of the so-called effective linewidth to the present composite samples are given at the end of the

determine near intrinsic losses even when the FMR linewidth section.

is broadened by microstructure effects or inhomogeneities of The working cavity response equations may be written
various types. 17 This section presents the results of similar as

measurements on the present ferrite-ferroelectric composite
materials. f = f- - KXF(H,f) (1)

The high field microwave response was evaluated for the and
composites for a field range of 5-11 kOe at 10 GHz, and
high field effective linewidth determinations were made from 1 1 K. (2)-- - - + KAHefIXQ(H,P) 2
these data. Reasonable results were obtained for the samples Q Q.
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In the above, f., and Q. denote the cavity frequency and 0 6 vol.%

quality factor, respectively, in the limit of very high fields. In 2 vo,.%
this limit, the magnetic response is essentially frozen out. 2

The K parameter takes the form 0 0.2 L

K=Cv' (3) o.
, 1 o 0 ' " 1025

where V,, denotes the active magnetic volume of the sample, -1Fert loading

C is a fixed parameter that depends on the cavity dimensions 0 10 20 30
and cavity mode, and V.. is the cavity volume. For the cav- Dispersion parameter X, (GHz)

ity used for this work, C/Vcav is equal to 0.109 cm - 3. FIG. 6. Reduced cavity frequency shift (f-f])/V, as a function of the
The XF(H,f) and XQ(H,f) denote field and frequency dispersion parameter XF for the different ferrite loadings, as indicated. The

dependent dispersion and absorption parameters, respec- solid lines show linear fits to the different data sets. The inset shows the

tively. In the case of an isotropic spherical magnetic sample, response slope parameter K/V, as a function of the ferrite loading L. The
solid circles in the inset show the slopes of line fits in the main graph, and

these parameters may be written as the line shows the calculated theoretical response based on microwave per-
turbation theory.

41rMsHfXF (H,f) - H2 
- (f/I 3 2 (4)

B. High field effective Iinewldth results

and Figure 6 shows measurement results for the cavity fre-

quency shift as a function of field. The data in the main
4X( Ms[H2 + f/ (5)2 ) graph are shown in an (f-f)/V, vs XF format for the 6, 16,

XQ(H,[f) = ( ,11 27, and 100 vol % samples, as indicated. The solid lines

show linear fits to the different data sets. The solid points in
where 47rMs is the saturation magnetic induction value for the inset show the slopes of line fits as a function of the
the magnetic sample. For composites, it is a reasonable loading L for the different samples, and the straight line
choice to set 47rMs equal to 47rM)sat , O since it is the uni- shows the expected slope response from Eq. (6).
form mode microwave response of the ferrite phase that de- The X, values were obtained from the raw f vs H data
fines the response equations listed above. Note that in the and Eq. (4). The (f-f,)/V, format for the vertical axis dis-
high field limit in which H2 > (f/V )2 is satisfied, typically play was used so that all the data for the samples with dif-
for fields above 5-6 kOe or so, the XF(H,f) scales essen- ferent loadings could be compared in a consistent manner.
tially as I/H and XQ(H,f) scales as I/H 2. The plots to be While the extrapolated f. values vary from sample to
considered shortly for f vs XF(H,f) and I/Q vs XQ(H,f) sample, depending on the overall cavity loading, a display
should be considered in this light, based on (f-f)W/V, will extrapolate to a vertical axis value

From Eq. (1), one can see that the slope of the line of zero in the XF=0 limit. From Eq. (6), one sees that the K
obtained from a plot of the measured cavity frequency as a parameter scales with the sample volume V,. The slope of a
function of XF(H,f) will correspond to -K. From Eq. (2), given (f-f-)/V, vs XF plot, therefore, should scale with the
one can also see that the slope of the plot of I/Q as a func- loading L.
tion of XQ(H,f) will correspond to KAnff. The ratio of the All of the data plots in Fig. 6 conlirm the expectation
two slopes will then yield the high field effective linewidth from Eq. (1) that (f-f )/V, is a linear function of Xh- with a
AH,fl. negative slope. The general trend of the slopes from these

The data to be presented in the next section confirm that plots to scale with the loading L, with the notable exception
such linear f vs XF(H,f ) and I /Q vs XQ(H,f) responses are of L= 16 vol %, is also consistent with the expectation from
obtained for the series of composite samples of interest here. Eqs. (1) and (6). The slope results in the inset make this trend
For ferrite-ferroelectric composites, however, it is also im- quantitative and show that the response is reasonably close
portant to consider the way in which the K parameter scales (except for the L= 16 vol % point) to the solid line result
with the sample mass and ferrite loading L. For the current from perturbation theory. The fact that the fitted slope values
samples, one may write the active magnetic volume as Vm from the data fall about 10 vol % above the solid line is
= VL/ 100, where V, is the density of the ferrite component. consistent with sample loading effects measured by Truedson
Based on this relation, one obtains a K parameter to sample et al."
volume ratio as It is not clear why the (f-f.)/ V, vs Xp response for the

16 vol % sample should be so anomalous. There is no incon-
K sistency in the corresponding static magnetization versus
- 0.001 09L. (6) field date that would point to such a large anomaly in theVs

off-resonance microwave response.
This simple connection provides a simple test of the ef- Figure 7 shows corresponding results on the inverse cav-

fect of loading on the cavity frequency response. The volume ity Q factor as a function of field. The data in the main graph
to the measured samples ranged from 0.0722 to 0.2486 cm 3. are shown in a (1 IQ- I /Q.)/K vs XQ format for the same
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0.10- so. For the 16 and 6 vol % loading samples, however, the Q,,
is degraded to about 7000 and 5000, respectively.

400 The fact that the KIVs value for the L=6 vol % sample,

o0.o 16 Vol. as shown in the Fig. 6 inset, is consistent with the corre-
0200 sponding values for the 27 and 100 vol % samples indicates

0.04 -'Jrv. ' '.. that the drop in Q did not affect the cavity calibration. It is

7- 0.02- v 0 -- possible, however, that the factor of 4 AH.fr increase in going.. -  0 25 50 75 100 from L=27 vol % to L=6 vol % could be due to the same
0.00 100 vol,% Ferrite loading L process that causes the factor of 4 drop in Q.. It is possible

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 that the large ferroelectric component introduces OhmicAbsorption parameter Xo losses that affect both Q=. and A Heft. Truedson et al. Is have
shown that Ohmic losses in a ferrite disk can give the ap-

FIG. 7. Reduced sample loss parameter (I IQ- I /Q.)IK as a function of the

absorption parameter XQ, for the different loadings of the ferrite, as indi- pearance of a contribution to the high field AHeff.
cated. The inset shows the calculated effective linewidth AHet t as a function
of ferrite loading L.

VI. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
samples as those used for the data in Fig. 6. The format is the
same as for Fig. 6. The solid lines show linear fits to the Three specific dielectric properties as a function of load-

different data sets. The solid points in the inset shows the ing were measured: the dielectric constant, the loss tangent

slopes of line fits as a function of the loading L for the (tan b), and the electric field tunability. Measurements of the

different samples. dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent were made at

The XQ values were obtained from the raw f vs H data I MHz and 10 GHz. The 1 MHz measurements were made

and Eq. (5). The (I IQ-1 /Q-)/K format for the vertical axis with a Hewlett Packard (HP) impedance gain/phase

display was used so that the data for the samples with differ- analyzer.19 The 10 GHz measurements were obtained with a

ent loadings could be compared in a consistent manner. For a 10 GHz cavity resonator and a HP vector network analyzer.

linear (I/Q- IIQ.)/K vs XQ response, moreover, one can The tunability determinations were based on measurements
see from Eq. (2) that the slope for a given data set corre- at 1 MHz of a change in capacitance with applied voltage for
sponds directly to the high field effective linewidth AHff. the electroded disk samples discussed in Sec. I1. For the

All of the data plots in Fig. 7 confirm the expectation present purposes, the tunability is taken as T= SC/C, where
from Eq. (2) that (1/Q-1 I Q.)/K is a linear function of XQ C is the nominal capacitance at zero voltage and C is the
with a positive slope. This means, as noted above, that one measured change.
has a well defined high field effective linewidth that corre- Table II and Figs. 8-10 summarize the results of the
sponds to the slope of the response for each data set. As the dielectric property measurements. The table gives numerical
inset to Fig. 7 shows, with the exception of the data for L values on the relative dielectric constant E,, the loss tangent
= 16 vol %, there is a general trend in these slopes, and hence tan 8, and the electric field tunability T. The P, and tan .5 are
AHeff, to decrease as the loading is increased. The actual fits taken at 1 MHz and 10 GHz, while the tunability values are
give relatively small effective linewidth values of 8 Oe at taken at two values of the electric fields, 2 and 4 V/A.m. In
L= 100 vol %, 93 Oe at L=27 vol %, and 392 0e at L general, one can see that the dielectric constant E, and tun-
= 16 vol %, and 232 Oe at L=6 vol %. As a point of refer- ability T tend to decrease as the ferrite loading is increased,
ence, the TT2-111 material had AHeff=6 Oe. It is important but the change does not scale linearly with loading. The
to note that the anomalously large slope and corresponding composite loss tangent data show low values at 1 MHz and
AHeff value of 392 Oe for the L= 16 vol % sample is not a
carryover from the anomaly noted for the (f-f.)/ V, vs XF 450 - 1MHz
response discussed above. This anomaly is normalized out , 400 - 0 10 GHz

by the K divisor in the vertical axis display used for Fig. 7. 350 -
This anomalously large AH,ff provides evidence in its own = 300 - Maxwell- Gamett model

right that there is something problematic about this sample. 8 250 -
These AH,ff values are the same as those listed in Table I. 200

There are several effects that are passed over in the . 150
(l/Q-I/Q)/K vs XQ display format used for Fig. 7. This 100
relates to the actual values of the high field Q that lead to the _ 50 -
1 /Qo. offset in the first place. It was found that a decrease in 0 Lichtenecker model
loading to the 16 or 6 vol % level caused a significant drop 0 20 40 60 80100 120

in the Q_ values for the cavity. Typical Q_ values for the Ferrite loading L (vol.%)

cavity with the TT2-111 sample, the 100 vol % composite,
were in the 20 000-22 000 range. It is interesting to note that FIG. 8. Relative dielectric constant s, as a function of the ferrite loading L.
even a drop in loading to 27 vol % caused only a drop in Q. The solid circles show the 10 GHz data. The open circles show the I MHz

data. The dashed curve is a calculation based on the Maxwell-Garnett model
value to about 20 000. These values amount to a very small and the solid curve is a calculation based on the Lichtenecker model for

degradation from the nominal empty cavity Q of 22 500 or inclusions in a dielectric matrix.
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TABLE II. Summary of dielectric property measurements.

Relative Relative Dielectric Dielectric Tunability (%)
Vol. % dielectric dielectric loss tangent loss tangent
ferrite constant at constant at (tan h) at (tan 8) at

loading L 1 MHz 10 GHz 1 MHz 10 GHz 2 V/Am 4 V/.m

100 12.6 0.0390 .

27 69 0.0069 3.2% 6.8%
16 154 128 0.0025 0.0301 8.5% 16.0%
6 246 203 0.0019 0.0279 9.0% 19.0%
4 262 255 0.0018 0.0245 8.0% 19.0%
1 365 342 0.0009 0.0191 11.0% 24.0%

0.3 383 ... 0.0006 ... 12.0% 25.0%
0 395 412 0.0010 0.0235 17.0% 29.0%

high values at 10 GHz that then switch from low to high Figure 10 shows results for the normalized tunability
(1 MHz) and high to low (10 GHz) for the pure ferrite, parameter T as a function of L. The open and solid circles

Figure 8 shows results for the relative dielectric constant show the data for electric field values of 2 and 4 V//zm,
Er as a function of ferrite loading. The open and solid circles respectively. The data sets for the two fields appear to track
show the data for 1 MHz and 10 GHz, respectively. The each other and show that the electric lunability decreases, as
solid and dashed curves show computed sr vs L responses the ferrite loading is increased. Except for the initial dip in T
based on two commonly used dielectric response models for at low L, the trend of the response is nearly linear.
mixtures. The solid curve is for the Lichtenecker model Overall, one can say that the effect of the ferrite loading
and the dashed curve is for the Maxwell-Garnett model. on Er is consistent with well established mixing models and

There is a very rapid initial decrease in r, with L at the that the loading reduces the electric tunability of the compos-
lower loading values and an apparent leveling off in the L ite. The ferrite loading has an adverse effect on the dielectric
=50-60 vol % range. It is clear from the theoretical curves loss, especially at microwave frequencies. The large tan S
that the Lichtenecker model fits the data nicely. This model values at 10 GHz represent a significant challenge. It is clear
is essentially a power law rule for inclusions in a dielectric that significant advances in preparation methods will be
matrix. Such a rule appears to account nicely for the initial needed in order to produce low dielectric loss composite ma-
rapid drop in e, with L. It is clear that the Maxwell-Garnett terials for microwave applications.
model based on spherical inclusions in a dielectric matrix
does not fit the data. VII. SUMMARY

Figure 9 shows results on tan 8 as a function of ferrite
loadng t 1 MHz nd 0 0 z, a inicaed. ata wer ohThe above sections have described preparation methodsloadi ng at I M H z an d 10 G H z, as indicated . D ata w ere ob - a d m a u e e t r s l s o h a n t c a d d e e t itained for L values up to 27 vol %. The inset shows the and measurement results on the magnetic and dielectric

1 MHz data for L values up to 6 vol % on an expanded scale. properties a ferrite-ferroelectric composite fabricated from aThese data show a slow and gradual increase in tan dewith L. Paratek barium strontium titanate material and a Trans-TechThese 10ta hw val are mu ger, increase mor rapwidl, L nickel zinc ferrite TT2- 111 material. The ferrite loading lev-T he 10 G H z values are m uch larger, increase m ore rapidly, el w re v i d f o m t e p e B S O a e i l( = ) to u e
and show a bigger spread than the 1 MHz data. The results eTs were v o the pure s scmatrility,0)ture
for 10 GHz are somewhat perplexing. Catalog values of Tf2-l 1 a (L=100 vol %). Initial susceptibility, saturation
tan 8 for commercial TT2-111 at 10 GHz are in the 0.0001 field, and coercive force data show trends consistent with the
range. saturation induction results.
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FIG. 9. Loss tangent tan (5 as a function of ferrite loading L. The solid FIG. 10. Normalized tunability T as a function of ferrite loading L. The
circles are the data at 10 GHz, whereas the open circles are the data at open and solid circles show the data for electric field values of 2 and
1 MHz. The inset shows the low L 1 MHz data on an expanded scale. 4 V/tam, respectively.
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Ferromagnetic resonance saturation and second order Suhl spin wave
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High power ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) loss versus static field H profiles and the corresponding
spin wave instability threshold microwave field amplitude h,rit vs H butterfly curves were measured
for in-plane magnetized thin Permalloy films of thicknesses 35, 57, 74, 104, and 123 nm at a
nominal pumping frequency of 9.11 GHz. Cavity loading and calibration issues that proved to be
problematic in past attempts to obtain accurate resonance saturation data over the full FMR profile
in ferrites and metal films were resolved through a careful decoupling of the pump field and a full
cavity response calibration. The FMR profiles show a drop in the loss peak, a shift in the peak to
lower field, a broadening, and the development of a foldover-like asymmetry as the power is
increased. The butterfly curves show a minimum hcit at the low power FMR field and a smooth
rounded increase on either side, except for a small kink on the low field side associated with the shift
and asymmetry development. Apart from the kink, the second order Suhl spin wave instability
theory, suitably modified for thin films, provided good fits to the butterfly curve data through the use
of a single spin wave linewidth AHk value for each data set. The AHk values ranged from
16 to 35 Oe, with the implied critical mode in-plane wave vectors always directed parallel to the
static field. These spin wave linewidths translate into Gilbert damping parameter ak values in the
0.002-0.005 range, the sane order as expected for intrinsic magnon-electron scattering losses in
metal ferromagnets. These ak values are about a factor of 2 smaller than those implied by the low
power FMR linewidths. The FMR in-plane precession cone angles at threshold were on the order of
30-6'. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2756481]

I. INTRODUCTION While there has been extensive work on Suhl processes

Dobin and Victoral have recently demonstrated a direct in ferrites, high power FMR work on metal films is limited to
connection between the nonlinear dynamics in large angle a few studies in the 1960s. High power resonance saturation
magnetization switching in thin films and parametric Suhl for in-plane magnetized Permalloy films was first observed
spin wave instability processes. 2 The additional losses asso- by Comly et al.fFollow-up work by Berteaud and Pascard6,7

ciated with these nonlinear processes can, in principle, have revealed resonance saturation at high power as well as evi-
a dramatic effect on magnetization switching in recording dence for the so-called subsidiary absorption at lower fields
applications. The extra losses, for example, can serve to re- associated with Suhl first order processes. All of these early
duce switching speeds in conventional heads and media ap- data were somewhat limited in focus and there were no quan-
plications. At the same time, the nonlinear interactions can titative connections to the Suhl theory.
also promote magnetization reversal. This has been recently Recent work by An et al.8 extended measurements of
demonstrated for a variety of current driven nanocontact and subsidiary absorption to include full data on the Suhl SWI
nanopillar spin torque devices. 34  threshold microwave field amplitude versus static field for

One clear way to examine the basic nonlinear interac- in-plane magnetized films. These authors also provided a full
tions that are relevant to large angle switching in thin films is analysis of the data based on the Suhl first order theory,
to study the Suhl second order spin wave instability pro- suitably modified for the thin film geometry. As a result of
cesses that occur at ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) for high cavity loading and calibration issues, Ref. 8 did not include
microwave power levels. While high power FMR experi- any quantitative work on resonance saturation or Suhl sec-
ments do not extend to angles as large as those that occur in ond order processes.
switching, they provide a measure of the precession angles at This work is concerned specifically with the quantitative
which nonlinear effects come into play. In Permalloy films, study of the high power resonance saturation response for
for example, the onset of Suhl spin wave instability (SWI) thin Permalloy films. The cavity loading and calibration is-
processes and resonance saturation effects generally occur at sues from Ref. 8 have been resolved. The sections below
precession angles in the 3'-6' range. give a full description of the experimental methods, present

comprehensive data on resonance saturation, and provide a
')Electronic mail: heidio@lamar.colostate.edu theoretical analysis of the relevant Suhl processes over the
")On leave from the Department of Electromagnetic Field Theory, Faculty of full FMR profile. The main results are (1) FMR profiles as a

Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia.
c)Present address: Spintronics, Media and Interface Division, Data Storage function of input power, (2) a determination of the SWI

Institute, Singapore. threshold microwave field amplitude (hcf) as a function of
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TABLE 1. Summary of low power 9.11 GHz ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements and derived parameters.

FMR field H-'MR (0e)

Effective IPSF IPSF equivalent
Perpendicular-to- saturation Gyromagnetic half power FMR Gilbert damping

Film thickness In-plane static plane static field induction constant I-l/2ir linewidth parameter
d (nm) field (IPSF) (PPSF) 41nM,,f (G) (MHztOe) AHFMR (Oe) am

35 806 13878 10820 2.976 44 0.0072
57 838 13591 10510 2.954 41 0.0066
74 782 14 275 11 210 2.974 37 0.0060
104 830 14494 11 320 2.869 59 0.0093
123 850 13560 10460 2.938 56 0.((9)

the static magnetic field (H) over the entire FMR profile, and Fe. The films were all prepared by S. Konishi, Kyushu Uni-
(3) an analysis of the hcri, vs H data in terms of the second versity, Fukuoka, Japan in the 1970s. In spite of the age of
order Suhl theory. Such h.r vs H profiles are termed butter- these films, the FMR profiles were all clean and reasonably
fly curves. Item (3) yields the critical modes and spin wave narrow.
damping parameters applicable to resonance saturation. The basic film properties were determined by standard
These results represent the first comprehensive measure- low power FMR measurements for both in-plane static field
ments and analyses of Suhl processes at FMR for metal (IPSF) and perpendicular-to-plane static field (PPSF) con-
films. They also represent the first work on spin wave insta- figurations. Measurement details are given in the next sec-
bility over the full FMR profile and the measurement of full tion. Table I lists key results. The in-plane and out-of-plane
butterfly curves for resonance saturation in metal films. FMR field values (HFMR) were used to determine the effec-

Section H gives an overview of the thin film materials, tive saturation induction 41rM,.,ff and the gyromagnetic con-
the low power microwave characterizations, the FMR sys- stant 1j/21r from the standard Kittel formula with the small
tem, and the measurement procedures. Section III introduces uniaxial anisotropy ignored. The table lists the measured
the high and low power FMR responses and gives details on FMR fields for convenient transfer to the computed 41rM,-,
the decoupling of the cavity and general calibration issues. and 1L/2ir parameters shown. The listed 4?rM,.,fl and
Section IV presents the experimental results on resonance 1"/2- values match reasonably well to literature values for
saturation. This includes representative calibrated data on the saturation induction and the gyromagnetic constant for
microwave loss as a function of the microwave field ampli- Permalloy.
tude, Suhl threshold determinations, and butterfly curves. The last two columns show the measured half power
Section V (1) gives a brief review of the uniform mode and FMR linewidths (AHFMR) and the corresponding Gilbert
spin wave theory modified for thin films, (2) provides a con- damping parameters (aFMR) for the measured films. These
ceptual introduction to second order Suhl instability theory damping values were obtained from the standard connection
for thin films, and (3) develops the working hcri, equations derived from the Gilbert damped equation of motion, alMR
and operational procedures for the evaluation of butterfly =yJ AHrMR/2wop, where top/27r corresponds to the cavity
curves. Section VI considers the theoretical butterfly curve frequency of 9.11 GHz. The reasonably small linewidths and
fits to the data, along with a discussion of the spin wave low aFMR values are indicative of good quality low loss
linewidths, damping parameters, and maximum precession films. The base parameters in Table I will be important for
angles at FMR that come from the analysis. Section VII pro- the analyses in later sections. The quantities listed, as well as
vides a summary and conclusion, parameters and equations to follow, are in Gaussian cgs

units. Measurement details follow in the next section. Ex-
II. THIN FILM MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENT perimental results will focus on the 104 nm film.
PROCEDURES

A. Thin film materials and characterization B. FMR system and measurement procedures

Permalloy films with thicknesses (d) of 35-123 nm All measurements were made with an X-band pulsed mi-
were thermally evaporated on glass substrates in a nominal crowave reflection cavity spectrometer system similar to that
vacuum of 10-6 Torr and in the presence of an in-plane static described in Ref. 9. The empty TE102 cavity had a nominal
field. The films evidenced the usual field induced uniaxial center frequency f=cop/27r of 9.11 GHz, a power reflection
anisotropy with effective anisotropy fields in the range of coefficient p0 of -30 dB at cavity resonance, and a loaded
5 Oe or so. This anisotropy plays no critical role in the re- quality factor QL of 2600. The cavity was undercoupled and
sponse of interest at fields around 800 Oe. Two of the films, had a nominal empty cavity calibration coefficient C,
with d values of 35 and 104 rn, were deposited on sub- =h 2/p of 3.54 0e 2/W, where h is the amplitude of the mi-
strates held at ambient room temperature. Three films, with crowave field for sample placement at the cavity end wall
thicknesses of 57, 74, and 123 nm, were deposited on heated and P is the peak input power to the cavity. The setups were
substrates at about 300 'C. All films were 5 mm in diameter such that the linearly polarized microwave field was always
and had nominal compositions of 82 at. % Ni and 18 at. % in the plane of the film.
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The high power capability was provided by a low duty 0.25 - 'A

cycle 8-18 GHz traveling wave tube amplifier with a peak P= h g

power capability of 2 kW. All high power data were ob- " 0.20 0.44 W H
tained in the IPSF configuration, with 4 /s wide linearly
polarized input pulses at a 40 Hz repetition rate, peak powers C 0 13W
up to 1 kW, and with the film samples placed on the cavity
end wall. The duty cycle was set low enough to avoid sample

S0.10heating effects. All of these measurements were made with 85 W
12 in. diam magnet pole pieces, a 5 in. magnet gap, and a H

corresponding high homogeneity static field at the sample a 0.05

position. The field change from the sample position to the 6 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000
position of the Hall probe used for the field measurement, Static field H (0e)
about 1 cm away, was less than 0.2 Oe.

Two types of microwave measurements were made: (I) FIG. 1. Voltage reflection coefficient p vs the static external magnetic field
uncalibrated FMR absorption profiles of cavity voltage re- H for the 104 nm thin film, the in-plane static field configuration, and a

microwave frequency of 9.11 GHz. The symbols show data for different
flection coefficient p versus static magnetic field H for a peak input power P values, as indicated. The dashed lines show cuts at
range of peak power P values and (II) uncalibrated (II-u) and 830 Oe, the ferromagnetic resonance field HlmR line cut A. and B at a lower
calibrated (II-c) threshold curve profiles of p vs P for a range field value of 770 Oe. The H field and the linearly polarized microwave field
of H values over the full FMR profile. The term "uncali- h were in plane and mutually perpendicular at 0=90*, as shown in the inset.

brated" means that the data were obtained under cavity load-
ing conditions for which the connection between P and h determine the maximum coupling for a calibrated response.
was not fixed. This is generally the case when the static and These coupling considerations and related calibration issues
microwave fields are mutually perpendicular and the FMR are given in Sec. III B. Finally, type II-c (calibrated) p vs P
coupling is strong. Through a reduction in the coupling angle data were obtained for a full range of fields over the FMR
0 between these fields, the coupling can be reduced to the profile for a small enough coupling angle, typically at 0
point where one can define C=h2 /P for the sample loaded -60' , to ensure a calibrated connection between P and h.
cavity and transition to a "calibrated" measurement. As a These data, in turn, were used to obtain the threshold hcrit

rule of thumb, one can calibrate the microwave field-power values as a function of H, the so-called butterfly curves in-
response as long as (1) the change in the cavity QL over the troduced in Sec. I. As already noted, all of these data were
resonance line is less than 20% and (2) one performs the obtained with the film sample on the end wall of the cavity
calibration as a function of p. with the microwave and static fields both in plane.

The type I p vs H measurements were used for the low Sections III and IV are intended to provide a step-by-
power FMR position and linewidth determinations for both step development of the overall high power analysis proce-
the IPSF and the PPSF configurations. The microwave field dure. This starts (Sec. III A) with the general effect of high
coupling angle 0 was held at 900 in all cases. Even though power on the p vs H FMR profiles. This is followed (Sec.
the use of this maximum coupling means that the p vs H III B) with an analysis of p vs P data for a fixed field cut at
profiles are uncalibrated, the half power linewidths extracted the FMR peak to establish maximum coupling limits for a
from the profiles are still accurate. This was confirmed from calibrated response. Appendix A then gives technical details
actual response simulations based on the loaded cavity re- on the procedure to obtain the cavity calibration parameter

sponse. The low power IPSF FMR position and linewidth C=h2 /P. This parameter has meaning only in the low cou-

measurements were made at P=0.44 W and the same pulse pling limit. Section IV then uses data on p vs h to determine

width and repetition rate as given above. The corresponding threshold field values (Sec. IV A) and develop butterfly

low power PPSF measurements were made with P curves of hcit vs H (Sec. IV B).

=0.44 W and 10 As wide input pulses. For the PPSF mea-
surements, fields in excess of 10 kOe were needed. It was III. QUALITATIVE FMR RESPONSE PROFILES AND
necessary to place the samples on the sidewall of the cavity MICROWAVE FIELD CALIBRATION
and fit the electromagnet with tapered pole pieces. The field A. FMR response as a function of power
change in this case from the Hall probe to the sample posi-
tion was on the order of 0.75 Oe. The fields shown in Table Figure 1 shows example uncalibrated FMR response
I for both IPSF and PPSF FMRs, as well as the values given profiles for the 104 nm film. The graph shows data on the
in the results below, show the corrected field values at the cavity reflection coefficient p versus static field H for peak
sample position, with an estimated accuracy of an oersted. input power levels to the cavity (P) of 0.44, 13, and 85 W, as

Types I and II measurements were both used for the indicated. The static and microwavc fields were in plane and
IPSF configuration high power work. First, uncalibrated type mutually perpendicular at 0=900, as shown in the diagram
I p vs H profiles as a function of power were used to survey inset. The vertical dashed line at the FMR field, labeled A,
the changes in the FMR absorption curve response with P. and the off resonance line, labeled B, correspond to H values
These results will be considered in Sec. III A. Second, type of 830 and 770 Oe, respectively. These lines show p vs P
Il-u (uncalibrated) p vs P threshold curve data for H values cuts at fixed H that will be useful for the discussion in Sec.
close to resonance and different coupling angles were used to IV. It is important to emphasize that these FMR curves are
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obtained at full coupling (0=90') and there is no one-to-one,- 1.0ilple if * 0 =g0
correspondence between P and the microwave field ampli- a 0= 70*

tude h over a given profile. In other words, constant P does 4 0 o = 60*

not mean fixed h. E 0.9 -o9 a 0 50*
As noted, the low power FMR peak in Fig. 1 is at a t

830 Oe and the half power linewidth is about 59 Oe. The =. **
qualitative changes in the profiles as P is increased provide o 0.6 h
an indication of the overall nonlinear response. The profile h *

for P= 13 W is broader, lower in amplitude, and slightly H t. ILA
asymmetric, relative to the low power profile. The asymme- 0.7 ' ' 1 ' 0 ' 2 3 .* & .
try amounts to a shift of the profile to lower fields and a 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
development of a low field shoulder. This trend continues to P SIn 0(W)

an even greater extent for the P=85 W profile. FIG. 2. Reduced loss parameter LR vs the effective pumping factor ,,P sin 0
The drop in amplitude and broadening of the FMR peak for the 104 nm thin film, where P is the peak input power to the cavity and

with increasing power is the basic resonance saturation (RS) 6 is the coupling angle between the static field H and the microwave field h,
es eassociated with second order Suh SWI processes. as shown in the inset. Both fields are in plane. The data are for Hresponse asoitdwt eododrSh W rcse. =830 Oe and a pumping frequency of 9.11 GHz.

It is important to keep in mind that such processes occur for

power levels well below those for which saturation effects
are expected from classical theory. It is also important to LR - Prt)(1- P())
note that the change in p with increasing power at a fixed (P0 - Pret)(1p - P)
field is not a continuous effect. Calibrated data on p vs h, to Here, pp is the measured p value for the input peak power P
be considered shortly, will show that the change in reflection value of interest and Po is the p value in the low power limit,
coefficient occurs more or less abruptly at some threshold h with both obtained at the FMR field, while Pre, is the refer-
value. It is this change that defines the threshold microwave ence p value with the static field set far from the FMR field.
field amplitude h.rj. The introduction of a reduced loss parameter LR for the

The shift to low field and the development of the low data comparison for different coupling angles deserves brief
field shoulder with increasing power is the manifestation of a comment. Recall that at or close to FMR, the voltage reflec-
foldover effect for metal films. The asymmetry development tion coefficient p is comprised of two parts, the empty cavity
also leads to a kink in the butterfly curve, h,ri, vs H profile, at part Po and the component related to the FMR loss. As dem-
a field somewhat below the minimum H point. The foldover onstrated in Fig. 1, the component related to FMR decreases
shifts the high field response to a lower field and the nonlin- as the power is increased. A decrease in coupling has a simi-
ear broadening increases the high field response to higher lar effect. As a result, one cannot use p as a basis of com-
fields. The combination of these produces high field re- parison for different coupling angles.
sponses that appear to be independent of power with no mea- The standard microwave perturbation theory analysis for
surable threshold. Preliminary work suggests that the a weakly coupled cavity indicates that LR should correspond
foldover is due to two magnon scattering interactions. t1 Fur- to the ratio of the high and low power negative imaginary
ther work on two magnon effects in RS processes will be components of the microwave susceptibility. In other words,
published separately. in the small coupling limit for which perturbation theory is

valid, plots of LR versus the effective pumping field should
all show the same nonlinear response. Recall that the micro-
wave field amplitude h at the sample position scales with the

square root of P and that only the component of h that is
B. Cavity calibration transverse to the static field drives the FMR response. For a

given angle 0 between H and h, the effective pumping field
As noted, accurate cavity calibration is critical to precise amplitude will scale with rP sin . A determination of the

hcri, determinations. Before calibrations can be made, how- maximum allowable coupling angle in this step of the cali-
ever, it is necessary to determine the maximum allowable bration procedure may be obtained from plots of LR vs
FMR coupling for perturbation theory to be applicable. Once FP sin 0.
this limit is set, the coupling can be reduced to acceptable Figure 2 shows representative data on LR vs CP sin 0 for
levels and the actual calibration coefficient C as a function of the 104 nm film and a range of coupling angles that demon-
p can be obtained. strate the loading effects described above. These specific data

The upper limit on the FMR coupling for a valid cali- are for H= 830 Oe, at the FMR line cut A in Fig. 1. Data are
brated response was determined from data on p vs P for shown for 0 values of 90', 700, 600, and 50', as indicated,
different coupling angles (0) between the microwave field and input powers from 0 to 49 W. For the two largest 0 val-
and the static magnetic field. These data were obtained for a ues, 70' and 90', excessive cavity loading gives a LR vs
static field at the low power FMR peak. For comparison CPf sin 0 response that depends on the coupling and shows a
purposes the p data were converted to a reduced loss param- larger distortion for higher powers. For the two smaller 0
eter LR according to values, 500 and 600, the LR vs N,P sin 0 response profiles are
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FIG. 3. Voltage reflection coefficient p vs the reduced microwave field amplitude h sin 0 for the 104 nm thin film at 9.11 GHz. The insets show the coupling
geometry, with the in-plane static field H and the is-plane linearly polarized microwave field h at 0=60' for both sets of data. Graph (a) shows a representative
threshold response for H= 830 Oe, at the low power ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) peak position. Graph (b) shows the corresponding response for H
=770 Oe, on the low field side of the low power FMR profile. The straight lines are guides to the eyes. The intersections marked by the vertical dashed lines
give estimations of the spin wave instability threshold microwave field amplitude hi, for the two different cases illustrated here.

identical within the error of the data. This is an indication shows that the nominal off resonance C value of
that coupling angles at or below 60' or so are sufficient to 3.54 Oe2/W is 50% higher than the value at FMR. If this
put the cavity response in the regime where (1) perturbation value is used for the h vs P calibration, the apparent micro-
theory is applicable and (2) a proper calibration between P wave field values are about 25% too high. The combination
and h is possible. Calibrated data on LR vs h sin 0 in this of these considerations gives field calibration errors at FMR
regime give Suhl saturation response profiles that are inde- for the old off resonance approach in excess of 35%.
pendent of the coupling angle and give an accurate and reli-
able determination of the hcrit threshold at a given static field.
It is also important to note that the change in the cavity QL IV. HIGH POWER FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
over the full range of the data in Fig. 2 for the two smallest RESPONSE
0 values is less than 20%. This is the order of change in
coupling that sets an upper limit on the applicability of per- As already noted, the change in the FMR response as the
turbation theory and a valid microwave field calibration, input microwave power level is increased is a threshold ef-

Turn now to the determination of the calibration coeffi- fect and not a gradual change. The threshold microwave field
cient C=h2/p that connects the measured power P to the amplitude, previously defined as hcnt, is the subject of this
microwave field amplitude h. The traditional approach is to section. Section IV A is concerned with the calibrated p vs
bias the cavity at a field far from ferromagnetic resonance h sin 0 responses obtained from the p vs P measurements at
and use the standard recipe from Ref. 1 I for a determination fixed static field, the change in these responses as one moves
of the various cavity parameters. This approach is inadequate across the FMR profile, and the extraction of hj, values
for resonance saturation measurements. The changes in the from these data. Section IV B focuses on the butterfly curve
cavity frequency, the Q. parameters, and the calibration profiles of hcri, vs H.
change substantially as one sweeps the static field across the
full FMR profile. These changes make it impossible to obtain
accurate hcn, values based on a single high field cavity ref- A. High power threshold response
erence measurement.

In the process to establish a workable calibration proce- Recall the two vertical A and B line cuts through the
dure, it was discovered that even though C changes as one uncalibrated FMR profiles in Fig. 1. The A cut, at the low
moves across the FMR profile, this sought after calibration power FMR peak position, shows that the reflection coeffi-
parameter is a unique function of the cavity reflection coef- cient decreases as the power is increased. The B cut, posi-
ficient p. This is found to apply to all of the data for different tioned well off the FMR peak, shows that p increases with an
samples, different coupling angles, and different static fields. increase of power. Properly calibrated data based on the pro-
The details of the procedure to determine the universal C(p) cedures given in Sec. III yield quantitative p vs h sin 0 plots
calibration function are given in Appendix A. This calibra- that show the threshold effect.
tion recipe represents a major improvement over previous Graphs (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 show calibrated p vs h sin 0
work. With the exception of Ref. 9, most past FMR satura- responses that correspond to the A and B field cuts at 830
tion measurements have been made for maximum coupling, and 770 Oe from Fig. 1. The insets show the H-h- 0 coupling
that is, with perpendicular static and microwave fields. From configurations. Recall that only the transverse component of
Fig. 2, one can see that a large coupling can lead to a distor- h relative to the static field direction is effective in driving
tion in the threshold curve. This can result in an overestima- the response. The data are for the same 104 nm film and 0
tion of the onset h value by as much as 10%. The calibration = 60*, as before. The straight lines provide guides to the eyes
performed for this work, given in Fig. 5 (Appendix A), for the estimation of hcri values from the data.
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Both graphs demonstrate the threshold nature of the non- 10
linear response. For the FMR situation in (a), line a-I shows 9
that p is large and a weakly decreasing function of h sin 0 for C 8
low power and small h, while line a-2 shows a more rapid -H
decrease at high power and large h. The intersection of the 7
two lines defines the threshold h,fi, Off FMR, as in (b), the i. 6

Esituation is different. Now, p is relatively small and essen- u 5

tially constant below threshold and then shows a rapid in- "o

crease above threshold. In parallel with graph (a), lines b-I 4
and b-2 show the low and high power trends and the inter- 1H
section that marks the h,,i,. Note also that the threshold re- 2 720 760 800 840 880
sponse is not particularly sharp in either case. Static field H (e)

Figure 3 shows three things. First, both data sets show a

threshold effect. The corresponding hc,it values can be taken FIG. 4. Resonance saturation butterfly curve of the spin wave instability
to define a SWI threshold. The physical basis for the insta- threshold microwave field amplitude h,,., vs static magnetic field H for the

bility was established by Suhl in 1957. 2 The idea is that the 104 nm thin film. The pumping frequency was 9.11 GHz. The coupling
geometry is the same as in Fig. 3. The solid circle denotes the FMR field

driven uniform mode couples energy into parametrically position. The vertical line at Hx marks the jump in the h,,i data. The solid
pumped half frequency spin waves at a power dependent rate curve shows a fit of the thin film second order spin wave instability theory
Gk. At the point in power at which Gk exceeds the relaxation to the data.

rate of the spin waves, taken as 77k, the occupation numbers
of the spin waves increase above thermal levels and one sees The data in Fig. 4 show two main features. First, the
an abrupt change in the loss. A more detailed statement of overall h,,i, vs H profile shows a minimum threshold at the
the Suhl theory will be given in Sec. V. FMR field and a symmetric increase in the threshold as one

Second, one sees quantitatively different threshold re- moves to lower or higher fields. Second, there is a departure
sponses on and off resonance. At the low power FMR field from the overall smooth symmetric profile for fields close to
position, as in (a), the change in the rate of decrease in p with the Hx crossover point and a distinct jump in the hcri, vs H
increasing at h-hci is due to an initial lockup in the FMR response at Hx.
amplitude and a decrease in the effective microwave suscep- The overall shape of the butterfly curve profile is tied
tibility. Off resonance, as in (b), the loss starts out small closely to the low power FMR response. At the FMR peak
because the static field position is on the tail of the FMR where the FMR precession angle is large, the coupling to
response. As h exceeds hcrit, the parametric generation of parametric spin waves is strong, and h,,i, is at a minimum. As
spin waves leads to additional loss and p increases, the static field is shifted above or below FMR, the precession

The third point to note is that the threshold transitions angle decreases, the coupling also decreases, and a higher
are fairly gradual and do not show the sharp threshold effects microwave field is needed to reach the instability threshold.

of the sort expected from the original nonlinear Suhl theory Qualitatively, this means that the h,ri, vs H profile is an in-
or in defect-free single crystal ferrites, for example. Suhl has verted rendition of the low power FMR absorption profile.
also shown, however, that two magnon scattering interac- This connection is only qualitative because the actual cou-
tions can lead to this type of rounded response. As noted pling depends on the uniform mode response in a compli-
above, Krivosik l° has extended the two magnon analysis of cated way. The analytical formulas for the response are sum-
Suhl in the context of metallic thin films. Reference 10 marized below and in the Appendix. The good theoretical fit
shows that such processes can give a rounded rather than a to the data shows that the rigorous analysis gives quantitative
sharp transition at threshold as well as the asymmetry in the agreement.
high power FMR profile of the sort shown in Fig. 1. As noted above, H=Hx marks the crossover point in

field between the two types of responses shown in Fig. 3.
The deviation in the h,rit data from the smooth solid curveand the jump are related to the foldover effect in Fig. 1.

Figure 4 shows a representative resonance saturation Consider the situation for fields below 1t x . In this regime, the
butterfly curve for the 104 nm thin film. The threshold fields shift of the broadened FMR profile to lower fields as the
were obtained from data similar to those in Fig. 3. At the power is increased will correspond to a decrease in hcrt. For
high H limit of the data shown, the threshold responses were H < Hx, a higher p at a given field point in Fig. 1, compared
extremely weak or nonexistent. This is connected with the to what one would have without a shift, corresponds to a
power independent high field FMR tail responses in Fig. 1. lower threshold. The data in Fig. 4 do show a small drop in
No reliable h,ri, determinations were possible for static fields the threshold relative to the solid curve. Conversely, tihe
above about 880 Oe or so. The vertical line at Hx=810 Oe higher p for Hx<H<HFMR causes an increase in threshold.
marks the threshold crossover point in field between the two For this field range, the data in Fig. 4 show a relatively large
types of responses shown in Fig. 3. The solid circle indicates effect. The drop in hcrit for H <Hx and the increase for H
the FMR field point from Table I. The solid curve shows a fit > Hx then give the jump shown in the data.
to the data based on the modified Suhl theory to be consid- The results given above for the 104 nm thin film are
ered in Sees. V and VI. typical of the results for the other samples. Good theoretical
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fits were obtained and all samples showed the same distor- I and 4. The critical low power experimental parameters are
tions and jump around the Hx point as just discussed, this FMR field and the half power linewidth AHFMR, as in-

troduced in Sec. II.
It is the m0 (t) response that drives the second order spin

V. SECOND ORDER SUHL SPIN WAVE INSTABILITY wave instability in the Suhl theory. The formulation is usu-
THEORY SUMMARIZED ally done in terms of a reduced transverse i- linear re-

Reference 8 outlines a simplified version of the Suhi sponse function, written here as ao(t)=[mo,(t)+imo(t)]/M,.

spin wave instability theory for RS and subsidiary absorption From Eq. (2) with damping included, the working equation

(SA) processes in thin films but gives the working equations for a 0(t) may be written as

for the first order SA processes only. This section reviews the
foundations of the theory, gives working equations that lead a 2() = ( i + qAe-i'), (4)
to the instability threshold microwave field amplitude hcri,
and the corresponding critical modes for second order RS where the qL and qA amplitudes denote the Larmor and the

processes, and outlines an operational procedure for the anti-Larmor contributions to the response and are
analysis of RS butterfly curve data. (a + WN + &)P

qL 2 2 (5)
to-op+ i2w~,, 7

A. Uniform mode and spin wave basics and

The starting point for the analysis is the magnetic torque (OH + M - OJP

equation of motion for the dynamic magnetization m(r,i), qA =  2 i2w io (6)

din(r, t)
dt f-trjM(r,t) X HC(r,t). (2) The frequency parameters wH and coM, defined as 1-H and

d yj4i'M, respectively, express H and 4rM, in frequency

Here, M(r, t) represents the total magnetization and Heff(r, t) units. The relaxation rate parameter rk is given by
is the total effective field. The magnetization is further ex- I yAHFMR
panded as 27b 2 (7)

M(r,t) = M,i + mo(t) + I mk(t)e -i(kr - kt), (3)
k9o where 1-HAHFMR/2 expresses the half power FMR linewidth

as a decay or relaxation rate in frequency units. The multi-
where the M, is the saturation magnetization, mo(t) is the plier E is equal to Jn(2HFMR+41rM,)/2top and represents an
uniform mode part of the steady state dynamic magnetization ellipticity correction. 3 For Permalloy films at 10 GHz, this
response, and the mk(t)e - i(k r-Wk') terms denote quasi-plane- factor is about 2. The above formulas apply to isotropic in-
wave spin wave excitations with an in-plane wave vector k plane magnetized films.
and frequency ok. The total field, H,ff(r, t), is comprised of Turn now to the spin wave components denoted by the
the external static magnetic field H=Hi, a uniform, trans- Mk(t) terms in Eq. (3). If one includes only linear spin wave
verse, in-plane, and linearly polarized microwave pumping terms in the torque equation analysis with no damping and
field h0(t)=h cos(wt)i, and the applicable uniform demag- works in the small signal limit with Imk <M,, one can ob-
netizing field, spatially varying dipole field, and effective tain the spin wave dispersion relation written here as
exchange field.

For the thin film problem at hand, the i-directed static Ok(k) = f{[H + Dk2 + 41rM,(1 - Nk)sin2 Ok](H + Dk2

field is taken to be sufficient to saturate the film. The micro- + 4-M,Nk)} 2 . (8)
wave field drives the uniform mode mo(t) response. All of
the mk(t) spin wave amplitude factors are taken to be at The D parameter denotes an effective exchange stiffness
thermal levels as long as one is below the Suhl instability field, 13 4 1rMsNk represents an effective dynamic dipole-
threshold. The theory gives expressions for the threshold mi- dipole field, and Ok is the angle between the in-plane k vector
crowave field amplitude h, at which some particular Mk(t) and the i-directed static field. For Permalloy, D may be taken
shows exponential growth. The k mode with the lowest as 2.1 X 10-9 Oe cm2/rad2.14 Keep in mind that the wave
threshold he, value is taken as the critical mode correspond- vector k is constrained to the i-i film plane. Following
ing to some ke:i,. In principle, the corresponding threshold Harte, the Nk function may be written as
microwave field amplitude hi then corresponds to the SWI N = (I - e-kd)/kd. (9)
threshold.

The uniform mode response plays a key role. The stan- Recall that d denotes the film thickness. The above relations
dard linearized torque equation analysis in the small signal apply (1) in the magnetostatic limit with wave numbers
and low damping limit, with a uniform drive and damping much larger than the corresponding pure electromagnetic
included, yields specific expressions for m0 (t). The peak re- wave k value at ok=w, and (2) under the assumption that
sponse is at the well known Kittel FMR frequency, 0oo(H) kd< 1 is valid and mk(t) is uniform across the film thickness.
=IY H(H+4TMs). The condition &o(H)=wp then defines Reference 8 gives a detailed discussion of the spin wave
the FMR field HFMR. This is the field point indicated in Figs. dispersion relation in Eq. (8) and the role of the correspond-
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ing spin wave band in SA processes. The main difference for the exponential growth in the ak(t) for these modes. In the
RS processes is twofold. First, the relevant spin wave modes experiment, one will see an effect for the particular set of
are at wk=w p rather than at &)k=(op12. Second, the range of (k, wk) modes with the lowest threshold. From Eq. (11), one
fields is limited to those close to the FMR field and the can see, at the outset, that modes with tOk=Wp will have a
frequency shift of the spin wave band is much smaller than lower G(2) than other modes. Subject to this condition, thek
that for SA processes. For all practical purposes, one can threshold condition for the unstable growth of parametric
shift all of the spin wave band diagrams in Fig. 4 of Ref. 8 so spin waves at Wk= w, reduces to the relatively simple form(2z) = IIH 2
that the k=0 convergence point is at 9.11 GHz, and draw a Gk k=yAHk/2. (21
horizontal line across the band through this point to define Apart from the quadratic dependence on h, G 2 ) is in
the range of allowed spin wave modes for resonance satura- general not a simple function. In order to obtain an hcri de-
tion. termination from the threshold condition, it is useful to sepa-

rate out the h2 part of the G( 2) function according to

B. Resonance saturation second order processes G(2)(k, 00 2) (H, k, 0).

The Suhl spin wave instability theory has been recast in

various forms by Schloemann, Schloemann et al., The new dimensionless V(. (H,k Ok) function includes the
Patton, Chen and Patton, and Nazarov et al., among remaining dependences on the static field H, the spin wave
others. In brief, the magnetic torque equation of motion with- propagation parameters k and 0k, and all of the other param-
out damping can be taken and the (1) linear terms in mk(t) eters enumerated above, An explicit recipe for Wk2
and (2) higher order terms that include products of mk(t) and X(H,k, Ok), as obtained directly from the Suhl theory
uniform mode amplitudes as well as direct pumping field adapted for thin films, is given in Appendix B. The algebra
terms can be considered. As with the uniform mode, it is also follows from the citations listed above and only the final
convenient to convert the transverse i-9 part of Mk(t) into a results in compact form are given in Appendix B.
reduced scalar complex amplitude ak(t)=[mk, (t) From the above form, one can see that the theoretical
+imk,y(t)]/M,. Spin wave damping is added at the end of the threshold h(2) for a general k mode will be given as 12)

analysis through the replacement Wk___*Wk+ir7k. The yk cor- 22(/ / k O&)]1/2. At a given H, the
responds to the spin waveand 

0 k values will be defined by the w(k) dispersion

at k and tk. In parallel with the 2 g= ~ I AAH R/2 connec- relation of Eq. (8), again subject to the wk=oo, constraint.
tion, it is useful to cast 7k in terms of a spin wave linewidth The minimum threshold h (2) that corresponds to the mea-
parameter AHlk= 2

yk' I that expresses the spin wave relax- crit o t e
sured hcrit is then obtained as the minimum value of h

ation rate in linewidth units. Note that no ellipticity factor among all of the available modes at 64=10p.
has been incorporated into this connection, so that AHk is not
a true linewidth but, rather, serves one simple function to [(2) 1Hk ]
cast 7 k into linewidth units. h L2 mini(,Hk J " (13)

The final result for second order Suhl processes is a so- l H , Od I
lution for the ak() that takes the form The separate k and 0k parameters have now been replaced by

ak(t) = akoe 2) (10) a single 0 k variable. This is because the dispersion constraint,

r (w2) ik(k, Ok)= wp, allows one to write 0 k as a function of k.
where f3 is an exponential growth or decay parameter For the present purposes, the spin wave linewidth pa-
given by rameter AHk will be treated as a constant. In general, the spin

(l2)= Ga2)12 _ (Ik - &)P)2 _ rk. (11) wave relaxation rate 77k and the corresponding AHk param-
eter can be a function of the spin wave frequency and wave

In general, G(2) is one of several functions that prescribe the vector k. From the butterfly curve fits to be considered
coupling between the uniform mode and a given spin wave shortly, it will become clear that it is not necessary to con-

modeat andWk.The (2)mode at k and (Ok. TheGk scales with the square of the sider such dependences explicitly in order to match the thin
uniform mode amplitude and, hence, with h2. The fact that film Suhl theory to the present data. In contrast, this is usu-
the coupling scales with the square of the uniform mode ally not the case for first order processes. 8,1 3 Further com-
amplitude is the origin of the "second order" label for this ments on this point are given in the next section.
particular Suhl process. Details of the analysis may be found The numerical minimization procedure to obtain a theo-
in the above cited references. retical h(2) for a given H is discussed at length in Ref. 21 andcrit

The form of 3 ) shows the instability effect even with- elsewhere. One starts with a fine mesh of the available Okd kn g o (2)
out a detailed knowledge of the Gk function. For a suffi- values defined by the Wk(k, Ok) = p constraint, evaluates the
ciently small h, G(2) will be small, 3(2) will be negative, the resulting h(2) at each point, and selects the minimum value of
ak(t) will always show a decay, there will be no spin wave h(2t At the same time, the values of 0 k and k at this mini-
instability, and the spin wave modes will continue to reside mum threshold point define the critical mode propagation
at thermal levels. As h is increased, however, G(2) Will grow. angle Ok-,

at G wil gow. ange 0
-c, and wave number kct One then repeats the pro-

At the point where/3:) becomes positive for some mode or cess for the field range of interest and constructs a theoreticalpi (2)
set of available (k, 0) modes, there will be a threshold for butterfly curve of hcrit vs H as well as predicted field profiles
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TABLE II. Summary of parameters for the fits of the Suhl theory to the resonance saturation butterfly curve data for all samples.

In-plane static field
Static field at the (IPSF) FMR Spin wave linewidth Equivalent FMR Spill wave In-plane

Film butterfly curve half power linewidth (relaxation rate rk in Gilbert damping Gilbert damping precession
thickness minimum AHmR (0e) linewidth units) parameter parameter angle
n (nm) H'/"} (Oe) (from Table I) AH=2 7]/I-l (Oe) aFMR ak CR (deg)

35 808 44 35 0.0072 0.0046 5.5
57 841 41 17 0.0066 0.0026 3.7
74 787 37 16 0.0060 0.0025 3.5
104 830 59 32 0.0093 0.0050 4.9
123 852 56 30 0.0090 00048 4.9

for Ok-c,it and kf,t. This entire process may be repeated with X 105 rad/cm, while the critical mode remains at 0k.cnt= 0 ° .

AHk as a control parameter to obtain a best fit to a given The resultant shape of the theoretical butterfly curve is then
experimental hit vs H profile. One can use such a fit to determined only by the uniform mode susceptibility and the
make an empirical determination of AHk. corresponding field dependent coupling factor W 2)(H,k, 0k)

defined above and given in detail in the Appendix. In con-
VI. BUTTERFLY CURVE FITS AND IMPLICATIONS trast, the changes in the critical mode kri, and 0k,t values

over the wide range of fields associated with the SA butterfly
Figure 4, as discussed in Sec. IV B, gives representative curve in An et al. are substantial and the resultant fits to the

butterfly curve data for the 104 nm film. The solid curve SA butterfly curves were k dependent. Figure 6 in Ref. 8
shows a fit to the data based on the theory summarized in shows, in particular, that the k,rn and 0

k-,it values range from
Sec. V. The fit is based on the film parameters listed in Table about 1.5 X 105 to 3.0X 105 rad/cm and from 00 to 17*, re-
I, the D value from Sec. V A, and a constant spin wave spectively.
relaxation i7k value of 2.8 X 108 I/s. Recall that the conver- Table II summarizes the results from similar fits for the
sion AHk=2nk/Ivl is used to cast r7k in convenient linewidth full ensemble of films. Again, the fits are based on the film
units. The conversion gives AHk=32 Oe. For reference, the parameters listed in Table I and the D value from Sec. V A.
corresponding Gilbert damping parameter, (xk The critical modes for all the fits were at 0 k.crt= 0 ° and the

=(7k1(k)/(aWkd y1H), is about 0.005. corresponding narrow range of k,,it values defined by the
The computed hcri,(H) response shown in Fig. 4 is ac- wk=wp constraint and the change in field. The fits for the 35

companied by critical mode k,rit and Ok_crit vs H profiles. For and 123 nm thick films were similar to that shown in Fig. 4
the full range of static fields shown the critical mode propa- for d= 104 nm. The data for the other two samples showed
gation angles were at 0k.,rit= 0 ° . Interestingly, 0k_cit= 0 ° also good fits for fields down to about 60 Oe or so below the
comes out of the original Suhl SWI theory for bulk isotropic butterfly curve minimum but poor fits for lower fields. For
ferrites biased at the FMR field. 2 The corresponding k,ri, val- some reason, the measured hcrit values in this lower field
ues are in the small range 9.1 X 105-9.6 x 105 rad/cm, with range for these samples show a more rapid increase than the
the highest value at the low field limit of the data and the smooth data trend and corresponding theoretical response in
lowest value at the high field limit. Recall that the critical Fig. 4.
mode W0k is equal to wp for second order processes, so that The table gives results for all five samples. It lists the
the 0 k_,t= 0 ° determination in combination with Eq. (8) measured static fields at the butterfly curve minimum (H "n),
completely specifies k,,i,(H). the FMR linewidths and aFMR values from Table I, the spin

From Fig. 4, one can see that the thin film second order wave linewidths (AHk) and the Gilbert damping parameters
Suhl spin wave instability theory, with the spin wave relax- (ak) from the butterfly curve fits, and the in-plane FMR pre-
ation rate or linewidth taken to be constant, gives a good cession angles (eFMR) at threshold. The Gilbert damping pa-
match to the data. These RS butterfly curve data and the rameter associated with ferromagnetic resonance, aFMR, is
corresponding fits are only the second such results of record. generally taken as the standard measure of the FMR loss. As
The first such results, by Cox et al.,9 were for in-plane mag- such, the corresponding ak parameter for spin waves can
netized single crystal Zn-Y-type hexagonal ferrite disks with provide a useful basis for comparison here. The FMR pre-
planar anisotropy. For these samples, the Suhl theory with a cession angle at threshold is also a useful measure of the
constant 77k gave only a poor qualitative fit to the data. Good instability response. The initial effect as the microwave
semiquantitative fits required the introduction of a substantial power exceeds the Suhl threshold is a lockup in the uniform
k-dependent component to the spin wave relaxation rate. mode precession cone at OMR as energy is pumped into spin

The ability to achieve a good theoretical fit to the experi- waves. This angle, therefore, is an important parameter in
mental butterfly curve for a single 7 k value in the case of spin wave instability processes.
metallic ferromagnetic films is likely due to the simple fact Apart from the expected match up between the H8c" val-
that the critical mode wave vector remains essentially con- ues and the IPSF HFMR values in Table I, there are three main
stant over the full FMR profile. As noted above, the kcri, points to be made from the results in Table H1. First, one can
values are all limited to a very small range, 9.1 X 105-9.6 see that the spin wave Gilbert damping parameter ak values
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from the butterfly curve fits are lower, sometimes by a factor 9.11 GHz and room temperature. Careful attention to cavity
of 2 or more, than the corresponding FMR Gilbert damping loading and calibration issues has yielded the first compre-
parameter aFMR values. Note that the aFMR values in Tables I hensive data on Suhl spin wave instability processes at FMR
and II are based solely on the measured linewidths and the and over the full FMR profile for thin metal films. For each
AHFMR=2aFMRop/I connection. These aFMR values likely film, a theoretical analysis of the threshold data, based on the
contain the effects of inhomogeneity and two magnon effects Suhl theory, suitably modified for thin films, yielded good
as well as the intrinsic magnon-electron scattering losses nor- fits to the butterfly curve data on hcrt versus in-plane static
mally ascribed to the a parameter.22 23 On the other hand, the field H based on a single field independent value of the spin
generally lower ak values are the result of the fact that the wave linewidth. These linewidths and the corresponding Gil-
Suhl SWI derives from the renormalized mode with the low- bert damping parameter values are consistent with those ex-
est threshold. Renormalization can reduce, and in some cases pected for intrinsic magnon-electron relaxation. The implicit
eliminate, the broadening effects due to inhomogeneities, for critical modes are consistent with the original Suhl theory
example. The generally lower a k values listed in the second and the FMR precession angles at threshold are quite small,
to last column of Table II are in the 0.002-0.005 range nomi- on the order of few degrees.
nally associated with intrinsic magnon-electron These conclusions also raise several questions for future
processes. 24- 26  study. First, the evolution in the shapes of the FMR profiles

Second, it is also important to note that two magnon with power and the apparent connections between these
scattering effects are expected to affect the extrapolated hc'it shapes and two magnon effects reported by Krivosik need
values of the sort shown in Fig. 3 to some degree. It was further study. The second question, also related to two mag-
already noted in connection with Fig. 3 that the change from non effects, relates to the lack of a sharp threshold response
the expected abrupt transition at threshold to a rounded re- and the rounded onset curves in Fig. 3. Finally, there are
sponse is a two magnon effect. This introduces a certain level important questions about the response well above threshold
of ambiguity in any determination of a specific hit value, and the connections between large angle switching pro-
Any corresponding effect on h,, will also modify the fitted cesses, resonance saturation effects in FMR, and spin wave
a k . For a complete threshold analysis that includes two mag- instability processes. The present results show that SWI pro-
non effects, it is necessary to include not only the nonlinear cesses result in a relatively small FMR precession lock-up
interactions between the uniform mode and spin wave modes angle. How are these processes connected to those that op-
but also the interactions between the parametric spin waves. erate in large angle dynamics?
These additional terms complicate the theory greatly. Za-
kharov and Lvov27 and Cherepanov, among others, have ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
calculated the increase in threshold due to two magnon ef-
fects for first order Suhl SWI processes. But calculations This work was supported in part by the Information Stor-
have not been done for second order processes. Apart from a age Industry Consortium EHDR program, the Office of Na-
recent conference presentation,' 0 however, there has been no val Research, Grant No. N00014-06-1-0889, and the U.S.
detailed analysis of two magnon effects on second order RS Army Research Office, Grant No. W91 1NF-04-1-0247. The
instability processes. Such work is in progress. late Professor S. Konishi of Kyushu University, Fukuoka,

The third and final point concerns the FMR precession Japan provided the Permalloy films used in this work. Dr.
angle just at the Suhl threshold, the lock-up angle 02R' The Ralf Meckenstock, of the University of Duisberg-Essen, Ger-
last column in Table II shows the calculated in-plane FMR many, is acknowledged for helpful information on low linc-
precession angle just at threshold. One can see that this angle width films and intrinsic Gilbert damping values.
is generally in the range of a few degrees. As one moves
above threshold, the lockup gradually relaxes, but there is a APPENDIX A
sizable increase in loss, well above the levels indicated by all This appendix provides technical details on the determi-
of the AHk and ak parameters discussed above. Large angle nation of the calibration coefficient C=h2 /P. First, a point-
precession dynamics is an important element in many mag- by-point calibration of the cavity was done over the entire
netic sensor and information storage applications, among FMR profile, typically in 5-10 Oe steps, depending on the
others. Reference 1 describes one way to adapt Suhl theory linewidth. Details on the determination of C in terms of the
to large angle switching dynamics. The present lock-up angle basic cavity parameters may be found in Refs. 11 and 30.
determinations provide a measure of the inherent limitations These calibration data were then used to determine the C vs
in a simple damped equation of motion analysis of large H response. As mentioned in Sec. III B, these C values, for a
angle switching processes and the switching angle limits for given cavity, are actually a universal function of the cavity
the validity of such analyses. reflection coefficient p. This means that one can use a uni-

versal C(p) response function for all of the data for different

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION samples, different coupling angles, and different static fields.
This is also consistent with the C=A(I -p) 2 result from per-

Resonance saturation FMR profiles have been measured turbation theory, where A is a known function of the cavity
as a function of microwave power and spin wave instability mode, cavity volume, and frequency." I

threshold h,ri, measurements have been made over the full Figure 5 shows representative data for the 104 nm thin
FMR absorption line for a series of Permalloy films at film at 9.11 GHz. The coupling angle was at 0=60' , with
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3.4 h " - +W (Bl)

3 .2 * HThe W1, W2, W3, W4, and W 5 functions are given by

3.0 W) = qL[r(Ak + w) - Bkv], (B2)

2.FMR W2 = qA [r(Ak ) - Bv], (B3)

2.6 -

2.4 W3 = q;qL[S(Ak + Wp) + s(Ak - wp) - Bu ] , (B4)

2.2 1
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 W 4 = qL(Ak + &)p - Bk), (B5)

Voltage reflection coefficient p 2

FIG. 5. Calibration coefficient C vs voltage reflection coefficient p for the and
104 rum thin film at 9.11 GHz. The inset shows the coupling geometry, with
the in-plane static field H and the in-plane linearly polarized microwave I '(A (16)
field h at a coupling angle O of 600, as indicated. The pumping frequency W5 2qA A k  Bk).
was 9.11 GHz. The data are for a cw microwave input power at about
10 dBm. The open square data points are for fields from 700 to 830 Oe and The Ak and Bk functions are given by
the open circle data points are for H values from 825 to 960 Oe. The arrow
indicates the open square data point associated with the FMR peak. The 2 I
solid line shows the theoretical response based on C=A(I -p) 2 with A set to Ak = W11 + I 'Dk + (OM[(1- Nk)sin2 0k + Nk] (B7)
3.68 Oe2 /W. 2

and
both fields in plane as in the inset. The field ranged from
700 to 960 Oe. Recall that the low power FMR peak is at Bk = Om[(1 -Nk)sin 2 Ok-Nk]. (B8)
H=830 Oe. The cavity voltage reflection coefficient p 2

ranged from about 0.22 at the FMR point to 0.03 at the high The r, v, s, and u functions are given by
and low field end limits given above. The QL change over the
range of the data was less than 20% and in line with the r= It&M[(I- Nk)2 cos2 ok-- I]+ [Dk,  (B9)
criteria established in Sec. III B. The data in Fig. 5 are shown [ 2

in a C vs p format. For the undercoupled cavity, p is a maxi-
mum at the indicated FMR point. As one moves away from 1
the FMR peak, either to lower or higher fields, p decreases. v = 4 WM, (B10)
The open circles and squares correspond to fields above and
below the FMR point, respectively. The solid line shows a 2
best fit to the data, based on C=A(I-p)2, with A taken as a s= - 4Om[(l -Nk)sin 2 Ok- (1 + Nk)], (B 11)

single fitting parameter. The fit shown is for A
=3.68 Oe2/W. The X(2 parameter for the fit was 0.000 13. and

Figure 5 demonstrates two major points. First, the fact
that the above resonance and the below resonance data fall u = -WMo[(l - Nk)(3 cos2 0k- 1)- (1 + Nk)]. (B 12)
on the same C vs p response curve provides proof that the 2

universal C(p) response function assumption is valid. Sec- The qL and qA parameters correspond to the Larnor and
ond, the fact that the data match the C=A(1-p0) 2 relation anti-Larmor uniform mode response functions given in Sec.
provides further support for the thesis that perturbation V. Also as defined in Sec. V, the wu and WH express 47rM,
theory is indeed applicable. The A value for the C=A(I and H in frequency units and are equal to 1 l41rM, and YIt11,
_p)2 fit is nominally the same as obtained from perturbation respectively.
theory. For the nominal QL from the cavity calibrations and
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The low field microwave effective Iinewidth in polycrystalline ferrites
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High precision measurements on the low and high field effective linewidth AHe at 10 GHz have
been made on ultradense (UD) and conventionally sintered (CS) polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet
(YIG) materials. The high field data confirm previous results on the role of two magnon scattering
to low wave number (k) electromagnetic Larmor branch spin waves that lie below the light line. The
low field data reveal two important contributions to the effective linewidth. For a field regime from
the low k edge of the usual dipole exchange spin wave band down to the point in field (H=Hx)
where above-the-light-line electromagnetic branch Larmor (EML-HI) spin waves appear, AHff is
connected with scattering to relatively high k dipole exchange Larmor (DEL) spin waves. The
coupling to these modes comes from grain boundaries in the YIG materials. A grain boundary
scattering theory gives reasonable agreement with the data. While the high field effective linewidth
due to pseudo in-manifold scattering is larger for the CS samples compared to that for the UD
samples, the high k DEL scattering is larger for the LD samples compared to that for the CS
samples. This is due to the dominant role of the grain boundaries in the low field AHeff. For fields
below Hx, additional scattering appears for the EML-HI modes. The abrupt appearance of an
additional AHf f component for H < Hx provides direct experimental evidence for the presence of
such modes in the spin wave dispersion. Part of the loss contribution for H<Hx may be due to
subthreshold nonlinear effects. 0 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2426379]

1. INTRODUCTION can be field and frequency dependent. Microwave measure-

ments at high or low field, very far from the FMR field for a
In the last decade, an increasing need for low loss poly- given drive frequency, correspond to a density of states

crystalline ferrite materials for high frequency applications (DOS) situation for degenerate magnon modes that is very
has provided an impetus for renewed work on the fundamen- different from the situation at ferromagnetic resonance.
tal understanding of microwave loss and relaxation, damping There are also many microwave magnetic devices that oper-
processes, and precessional dynamics in such systems. Fer- ate at fields that are very far from the FMR field. The corre-
romagnetic resonance (FMR) and the FMR linewidth have sponding losses can be quite different from those inferred
long been the mainstay for such work. from a single FMR linewidth parameter.

In the late 1960s and 1970s, however, there was a The basic effective linewidth results from the 1960s and
gradual realization that the off resonance losses, expressed in 1970s have stood unchallenged until recent work by Mo
terms of an effective linewidth, could be substantially lower er al.I The old work confirmed four expected effects. (1) The
than those defined through a single FMR linewidth param- effective linewidth is field dependent. (2) It is large and
eter. Just as the usual field swept FMR linewidth AH is an shows considerable structure in the manifold region, where
expression of the uniform mode relaxation rate rk at reso- there are a large number of low wave number spin waves
nance, given by AH=2yo/y for spherical samples, for ex- that are degenerate with the driven FMR mode. (3) At very
ample, the effective linewidth AHeff expresses the relaxation high fields, it is generally much lower than the FMR line-
rate -q(H) for a general static external magnetic field H in width and the in-manifold AHff. (4) At H values well below
field units according to AHeff=271(H)/Iy. This AHff param- FMR field but still sufficient to achieve a saturated sample,
eter has proven to be a convenient basis for the comparison AHff is typically a little higher than the average high field
of off resonance losses with FMR losses as well as off reso- values.
nance losses for different materials, microstructures, etc. In The old data, however, also showed two key contradic-
the above, y denotes the electron gyromagnetic ratio of the tions. First, the average high field effective (HFE) linewidth,
material of interest. All equations here and below are in denoted as AH) , was always higher than the correspond-
Gaussian units. ing FMR linewidths in single crystals.2 This is problematic

These H-dependent losses can be extremely important because at high field, the spin wave band is shifted to fre-
because the now well-accepted two magnon scattering con- quencies that are much higher than the drive frequency, and
tributions to the microwave losses in many magnetic systems there should be no two magnon scattering contribution what-

soever to the linewidth. This means that AH H0 F) should be
'tElectronic mail: monan@lamar.colostate.edU identical to the intrinsic single crystal linewidth. Second,
')On leave from the Department of Electromagnetic Field Theory, Faculty of MHF)

Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Slovak University of Anff was also found to have a strong microstructure
ec 2,4,5 •(H F)

Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia. dependence. There are substantial increases in AH.f,
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with both increasing porosity and decreasing grain size. Both described in Ref. 1. This section provides a brief recap of the
responses are inconsistent with the idea of a high field "in- samples, the effective linewidth measurement, and analysis
trinsic" loss parameter in the absence of two magnon scat- methods, and adds additional information that is needed to
tering. deal with the low field case.

The work in Ref. 1 has resolved many of these contra- The samples consist of nominal 2 mm diameter spheres
dictions. The authors were able to perform meticulous high fabricated from ultradense polycrystalline YIG and conven-
accuracy measurements of AH(HF) vs H in both convention- tionally sintered Trans Tech G 113 YIG starting materials.

effally sintered (CS) and ultrahigh density (UD) hot isostatic The UD sample is 99.9% dense or greater, relative to the
pressed (hipped) samples of polycrystalline yttrium iron gar- theoretical YIG density. The CS sample is greater than 99%
net (YIG) spheres. The data showed that Af4fH is, in fact, dense. High density gives low loss. The porosity contribu-
not constant at high field, but instead decreases steadily as tions to the linewidth that often dominate the losses in many
the field is increased. Remarkably, AH (H") approaches single ferrites become small and even negligible. 6 Hence, many of
crystal YIG linewidth values in the high field limit. Equally the fine points related to intrinsic and two magnon scattering
remarkable, Ref. 1 also established a correlation between the losses can be readily investigated. Another important consid-
AM/MH) response and the field dependent density of states eration for the LFE linewidth will relate to grain size. The
for low wave number electromagnetic spin wave (EMSW) hipped UD sample has a nominal grain size of about 8 Am,
modes. Two magnon scattering from the driven FMR mode while the CS G113 YIG samples have a grain size on the
to these extremely long wavelength EMSW modes had not order of 20 /Am.
been considered previously. The cavity is the same as in Ref. 1, a TEO,I cylindrical

The above HFE linewidth results also lead to further cavity with a nominal center frequency of 10 GHz and nomi-
realizations about the low field effective (LFE) linewidth re- nal quality Q factor of 22 000. Based on the metrological
sponse. The focus in Ref. I was on the EMSW modes that ABA method given in Ref. 1, the cavity center frequency w
are slightly below the co=ck0/F light line dispersion, and quality factor Q were measured as a function of static
where o is angular frequency, c is the light speed in vacuum, external field H from a high field limit value of 7 kOe down
k0 is the wave number (k) for pure electromagnetic waves, to a low field limit of 1 kOe. As in Ref. 1, fields in the bulk
and Er is the relative dielectric constant. It is these low k and manifold region of degenerate moderate k spin waves from
low (o below-the-light-line EMSW modes that give rise to 3 to 4.5 kOe were excluded. The high losses in the manifold
the HFE linewidth response discussed in Ref. 1. The impor- region generally cause a severe degradation in the Q of the
tant point for the present work is that there are also low k and cavity and precision Q measurements are not possible. The
high w EMSW modes that lie above the light line. Based on low field limit of 1 kOe is set by the onset of sample demag-
the high field effective linewidth results in Ref. 1, it is ex- netization effects. The high field limit of 7 kOe was adequate
pected that both sets of EMSW modes, as well as the usual to obtain the high field limit cavity frequency and Q values
high k dipole exchange spin wave modes, can have a signifi- needed for the analysis.
cant effect on the low field effective linewidth. For effective linewidth measurements in the low field

This paper reports on recent measurements of the LFE regime, it is necessary to go beyond the approximate treat-
linewidth, AH f (H), and makes connections with the vari- ment for the high field AH,ff analysis in Ref. 1. At low field,

ous classes of spin wave modes enumerated above. As with one cannot assume a priori that the condition AHerfH is
the connections in Ref. 1 between the HFE linewidth and the valid. In addition, one cannot take the operational gyromag-
below-the-light-line EMSW modes, this connection is pos- netic ratio parameter that appears in the susceptibility expres-
sible only because of (1) the extended capabilities for high sions equal to the intrinsic gyromagnetic ratio. The equations
accuracy effective linewidth measurements and (2) the re- below summarize the approach that gives exact expressions
fined understanding of the role of the EMSW and the dipole for AHff that are generally valid at any field, out of as well
exchange branch spin waves in two magnon scattering. as in manifold.

Section II considers materials and the microwave mea- One starts with the standard small signal microwave re-
surement methods. Section III presents the experimental re- sponse of a spherical ferrite sample defined through the com-
suits. Section IV provides theoretical connections. Section plex external susceptibility tensor X,. In the experiment, the
IV A gives a brief overview of the spin wave band consid- cavity is used to measure the diagonal component X, of this
erations relevant to the effective linewidth problem and Sec. tensor. It is convenient to rewrite Xe explicitly in terms of the
IV B gives qualitative connections with the data from Sec. real part X' and the negative imaginary part x"
III. Sections IV C and IV D provide working equations for a =x-ix . The power absorbed by a ferrite sample scales
theory of grain boundary scattering (GBS) and give quanti- with Ae. The full width at half maximum of the Je' versus
tative connections with the low field effective linewidth data. field profile corresponds to the usual FMR linewidth AH. As
Section V gives a summary and conclusion, will be evident shortly, data for both X; and 41 are needed to

obtain the effective linewidth AH,ff as a function of field.

II. FERRITE MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENT One may obtain relatively simple expressions for X,
METHODS from a torque equation of motion analysis with microwave

loss introduced through a complex frequency approach or
The samples and the details of the cavity measurement other means. For uniformly magnetized nonconducting

technique for the determination of effective linewidth are spherical samples with a uniform linearly polarized micro-
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LFE region Manifold HFE region FIG. 1. Measured out-of-manifold effective linewidth
me region AHff as a function of static exteral field H fromeO 1 to 3 kOe and from 4.5 to 7 kOe for the nominal

3- M1 CS 2 mm diameter ultradense (UD) hipped and conven-
tionally sintered (CS) YIG spheres at a nominal signal1 drive frequency of 10 GHz. The open circles and the

C open squares show the UD and the CS data, respc-
tively. The error bars are shown for all data points. The

2vertical dashed lines indicate five important field refer-
UD 0 ence points related to the spin wave band at HA

MU D =2.3 kOe, H4=2.8 kOe, H,=3.38 kOe, H(K)
=4.15 kOe, and Ho=5.3 kOc. The low field effective

O/I (LFE) linewidth, manifold, and high field effective
1, (HFE) linewidth regions are also labeled. The solidSDOS curve in the high field regime shows a best fit to the UD

Hx  H0  H ,0  H0  H; data based on AHOff=A -DOS+AHb, where A is a con-, 0, stant scale factor, DOS denotes the density of states for
6 the Larmor electromagnetic branch spin waves, and

4' 6 7 AHb is a constant background linewidth parameter.
Static external field H ( kOe )

wave drive at frequency o and a harmonic time dependence to w,. and Q., are not too large. Reference I contains corn-
taken as e '" t, one may write the complex susceptibility as4  plete details on the overall high field cavity calibration pro-

yI-M,(jy H + it/) cedure. It is based on the fact that in the high field limit, x
X, = X, - ixe= -+7 _ (1) for the uniform mode is a function of H, M , w, and y only.

No linewidth parameter is involved. The M, value for YIG is

where M, denotes the magnetization of the sample and &o is known. One can see from the cavity response equations
the microwave drive frequency. The nominal saturation in- given above that the measured frequency w should be a lin-
duction 4rM, for YIG is 1750 G. The in phase X' part of the ear function of 4,rX(H, Ms, a, y) with a slope of - 1/K and
response corresponds to dispersion. The out of phase x" part an intercept of w.. The operational procedure was to (1)
corresponds to loss. measure w vs H in the high field regime, (2) plot the fre-

In the past work, various ways have been used to extract quency as a function of 41rV'(H, M , o, y), and (3) determine
AHeff(H) from measurements of x;(H) and -,(H). A simple the y value that renders the best linear function. The slope of
and direct method is used here. Based on Eq. (1) and the this fit then gives K. In Ref. 1, the nominal free electron
AH,ff=277/I connection, the effective linewidth can be ob- value of y was used. The fitted y values from the present
tained as procedure were slightly off the free electron value and con-

2M,HXe sistent with known values for YIG.
AHeff = . (2) Prior to the application of the full susceptibility analysis

2H[ + (Xe ) - M e to obtain AHff(H) from the t and Q data, an additional

It is noteworthy that the working equation for AHeff given in correction was applied to the measured Q values to account
Eq. (2) does not involve the gyromagnetic ratio y. In the for the small but possibly significant frequency dependence
present approach, a numerical value of y is needed only for of the nonmagnetic part of the quality factor. In the working
the cavity calibration needed for the determination of X, and equations given above, it is assumed that the Q change with
J." at a given field H. Calibration is considered below. Apart field comes only from the magnetic losses. However, the
from this operation, therefore, y does not play a crucial role change in the cavity frequency due to the change in X" with
in the analysis. field can also affect the Q through the frequency dependence

Based on standard microwave cavity perturbation theory of the conductivity losses in the cavity walls. The nonmag-
methods, x and X, are related to the various cavity param- netic Q of a microwave cavity generally scales with the in-
eters through the eeuations 4irX=-K(t- w=)/o and 41rX" verse of the electromagnetic skin depth of the metal that
=K(IIQ- 1/Q o)I2. In the above, o. and Q. correspond to makes up the cavity, and this skin depth, in turn, scales with
the frequency and quality factor of the cavity, respectively, I/.8 If the frequency changes are small, this means that
with the magnetic effects frozen out, so to speak. The K the frequency shift Q correction is given as 6Q=Q(w
parameter is a cavity calibration factor that scales with the
volume of the sample and depends on the nature of the elec- - w)/2w and the 4irx/Q connection changes to 47rx1
tromagnetic mode in the cavity. These parameters are gener- =K[l /(Q-,5Q)- 1/ Q.]/2. One uses 6Q, as obtained directly
ally obtained from high field measurements with the sample from the data, to back correct from the measured Q and f at
in place and a high field extrapolation procedure. These call- a given field to the value without the eddy current shift of the
bration parameters are then taken to be applicable over the nonmagnetic Q from Q_. For the present low loss samples,
full out-of-manifold high and low field regimes. The above this correction, along with the changes in the AHeff calcula-
connections are valid as long as the sample loading of the tion procedure from that used in Ref. 1, amount to a change
cavity is relatively small and the changes in to and Q, relative in the LFE linewidth by 10% or less.
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III. EFFECTIVE LINEWIDTH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS the low field regime as well. The spin wave bands that result
from a full solution of Maxwell's equations and the linear-Figure 1 shows representative measurement results on

the nominal 10 GHz out-of-manifold effective linewidth at ized torque equation of magnetization motion for plane wave

both low and high fields. The open circles and squares show spin waves in an infinite insulating medium were presented

the data for the UD and the CS YIG samples, as indicated, in the seminal text Microwave Ferrites and Ferritnagnetics

The graph shows HFE linewidth data for fields from about by Lax and Button.10 One may also write the analytical spin

4.5 to 7 kOe and LFE linewidth data for fields from about wave band response in the form of a governing equation,

1 to 3 kOe. No data are shown in the high loss manifold
region delineated by the vertical dashed lines at H [k2(I +COS 2 00

=3.3 kOe (H90) and H=4.15 kOe (H0o), or below kOe in I= 4  Ms[(2-k)
the region where spherical samples start to demagnetize. The
vertical dashed lines labeled H0 and H are the shifted H00  V(k2( + (4rM) 2k4 sin 4 Ok 4-rM,
and H9 field points which are shifted due to local pore de- -DO -y+ 4(k2 - k')2 k=H 3
magnetizing fields.5 The vertical dashed Hx reference line (3)
marks a transition field for EMSW dispersion properties.
These field designations will be important for the discussion
of Sec. IV. The solid curve overlaid to the data in the HFE In the above, Hi denotes the static internal field, Ok denotes
region with the DOS label shows a fit to the UD data as the spin wave polar propagation angle relative to the static
described in the caption. These fit results will be considered field direction, Wk is the spin wave frequency, and D is an
shortly. exchange parameter. All other parameters are the same as

What do these data show? Consider the high field (HFE) given previously. Equation (3) applies to any material with a
region first. The high field data for both samples show a homogeneous internal field. The last term, H-41rM,/3, is
gradual decrease in effective linewidth as the field is in- included only to make a specific connection with the external
creased. For fields above the H* point, both sets of data also field H for spherical samples. When one chooses the "+" in
closely follow to the scaled DOS curve. For fields below the front of the square root term, one obtains the dispersion
H 0 point, however, the HFE linewidth data points for the CS branches for modes with a Larmor (L) sense of precession.
sample break from the UD data and the computed DOS Choice of the "-" gives the anti-Larmor (A) precession
curve. This break is related to pore-demagnetizing field and branches. Recall that k0= 'FrW/c denotes the wave number
pseudo-in-manifold two magnon scattering effects. 9 Such for pure electromagnetic waves. For YIG materials, one has
pseudo-in-manifold two magnon scattering will also be a sr 10 and D-5.2 X 10- 9 Oe cm 2.
consideration for the LFE linewidth results. One can view Eq. (3) in several ways. The traditional

For the low field effective linewidth results, there are way is to consider the field H (or H) as fixed and examine
two general observations and several important details. The the various Wk(k) dispersion bands that are formed as Ok is
first general observation is that the LFE linewidths in Fig. I scanned from zero to 1r/2. One can then make a frequency
are generally larger than the HFE linewidth values. The sec- cut at some selected driving frequency of interest, such as the
ond is that the relative UD and CS AH,ff values are now signal frequency o in the effective linewidth experiment, for
reversed, as compared to the high field response. The LFE example, and obtain a determination of those modes that are
linewidths for the UD sample are generally larger than those degenerate with the drive signal frequency &). Alternatively,
for the CS sample. one can arrive at this same detennination of degenerate

With regard to the details, the most obvious point is in modes by considering a fixed spin wave frequency at ok
the change in the AHefr vs H responses for both samples =w and then solving for the dispersion bands in k for 0

close to the Hx point. Above H=Hx but below H=H*0 , both < Ok < 7r/2 as a function of H. Both approaches will be used
linewidths increase rapidly with field but the change for the below.
CS sample is more rapid than that for the UD sample. The Figures 2 and 3 show spin wave band diagrams that
CS linewidths start out smaller but increase more rapidly elucidate the manner in which these degenerate spin wave
than the UD as one moves from the Hx point to larger fields. mode populations change with field. All diagrams were ob-
There is also an apparent crossover of the data for the two tained for YIG parameters. The graphs in Fig. 2 show tradi-
samples at a field close to H=H9. Finally, as one moves tional plots of spin wave frequency (ok vs k for two specific
below H=Hx, the AH,ff for the UD sample continues to de- fields, as indicated. The dashed line horizontal frequency

creases, albeit with a weaker response, while the CS data cuts at t0k / 2 7r=10 GHz indicate the nominal signal fre-
show an increase. quency for the current effective linewidth measurements.

The single graph in Fig. 3 shows the corresponding plot of
IV. TWO MAGNON SCATTERING wave number k versus the external field H for a spherical
AND THE EFFECTIVE LINEWIDTH sample with the frequency o,k/ 2 7r set to 10 GHz. The field

scale is the same as used for Fig. 1. The bands evident in
these graphs are formed from dispersion branches that range

In order to analyze and understand the data presented from wave vectors that are parallel to the static field (0k
above, it is necessary to consider the multiband spin wave =0) to wave vectors that are perpendicular to the field (Ok
picture from Ref. I for high fields and extend this picture to = 7"/2). The bands are labeled as EML-HI, EMA, EML-LO,
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20 EML-HI (a) H 2.3 kOe row straight EMA band in the Fig. 2 graphs and the corre-EMA DELk sponding nearly horizontal band in Fig. 3. These narrow/E
15Mg/ bands correspond to the light line at &jk=ckf/ ,- in the non-

%/2;rza10 GHz magnetic limit. The EML-HI labels identify the above-the-
10 - --- - ---------- -- light-line band just above this light line band in the Fig. 2

. -graphs. The EML-LO labels identify the below-the-light-line
- s ----- - band in these graphs. At high k. the EML-HI band converges

EML-LO with the light line, while the EMA-LO band moves farther

0._ and farther away and finally evolves into the DEL band. The
DEL band is so labeled to denote the dipole-exchange (DE)

20. b) H= S kOe and Larmor (L) nature of the high k far-from-the-light-line
response. The "L" in EML also denotes the precession re-

15 ~E(-H EMA .- sponse as Larmor. The "A" in EMA denotes the anti-Larmor
- precession associated with the light line band.

The notation here follows that used in Ref. 1, except for
10 ..-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10 10 G.Hz the additional "HI" and the "LO" designations that are now
EML-LO invoked to designate the above-the-light-line and the below-

the-light-line EMSW bands in Fig. 2. In Ref. 1, only the
EML-LO band (as now labeled) was important for the high

0. ' field effective linewidth. For the low field effective line-i 2x10 4.x10 8.x10 width, it is the EML-HI and DEL bands that play important
Spin wave number k ( radlm )roles. Note that the different bands flip positions relative to

FIG. 2. Graphs (a) and (b) show full infinite medium spin wave band dia- the EMA light line band in going from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3.
grams of the spin wave frequency Wk/2r as a function of the positive real The advantage of the Fig. 2 format is that one can see
wave number k for YIG sphere parameters and external static fields of 2.3 the full spin wave band scheme in reference to the specific
and 5 kOe, respectively. The bands of contours correspond to propagation
angles (0k), relative to the static field, from 0' to 90*. The curves group into slice of modes that are degenerate with the 10 GHz drive
three bands, the nearly straight line light line EMA band, the hybrid below- frequency for given field values. The H=Hx=2.3 kOe field
the-light-line EML-LO (low k) to DEL (high k) band, and the above-the- point for (a) demonstrates the two magnon scattering con-
light-line EML-HI band. The graphs also show dashed reference lines at nections that are relevant to the low field effective linewidth.
wk/2r= 10 GHz. This is also the particular value for which the EML-HI band

converges to the Wk/ 2 7r= 10 GHz reference line at k=O. The
and DEL in all the graphs. The EML-LO and DEL labels H=5 kOe value for (b) was chosen to show the position of
actually correspond to the same band for low and high k the spin wave bands that are relevant to the high field effec-
ranges, as indicated. tive linewidth.

It is important to take note of the band label nomencla- The advantage of the Fig. 3 format is that one can see
ture in the figures. An important line of reference is the nar- directly the manner in which the wave numbers for the

modes that are degenerate with the 10 GHz drive frequency
8x10 5' 00. a*12,- 10 GHz change with field. The labels Hx, H9, and HOO along the field

E axis show, respectively, the point in field at which the above-4x10' DEL the-light-line EMSW band limit frequency at k=0 sits at
4xl06 '8,90 10 GHz, and the points in field at which the Ok= 9 0 ' and Ok
2xt0- =0 low k limit frequencies for the DEL band also sit at

10 GHz. From the dispersion bands in Fig. 3 and the Hx,
5 2xlO' Hg(), and HOO labels, one can now see why these points in
0 EML-HI EML-LO field are identified in Fig. 1.

._.qlx1% /0* EMA '

. 2 B. Qualitative two magnon scattering connections1 2 H x 3 4 5 6 7

Static external field H ( kOe) 1. Recap of high field effective
linewidth origins

FIG. 3. Infinite medium spin wave band diagram of the positive real spin
wave wave number k as a function of the static external field H for YIG As a starting point for the discussion of the low field
sphere parameters and a spin wave frequency wk/27r=10 GHz. The bands data, spin waves, and two magnon scattering, it is useful to
of contours correspond to propagation angles (0k) of 00 to 900, relative to
the static field, as indicated. The curves group into three bands, the nearly begin with a brief recap of the high field results from Ref. I.
flat EMA band, the hybrid DEL (high k and low field) to EML-LO (low k Turn, therefore, to Fig. 2(b) and the high field regime in Fig.
and high field) band, and the low k and low field (H<Hx) EML-HI band. 3. From Fig. 2(b), one sees that for high fields, the main DEL
The Hx, H90, and H0x labels indicate, respectively, the fields at which the band is shifted well above the wk/

2 7T= 10 GHz reference
EML band limit frequency at k=0 sits at 10 GHz and the points in field at
which the Ok=90* and 

0
k=

0 
low k limit frequencies for the DEL band sit at line. From Fig. 3, one sees that the available degenerate

10 GHz. modes in the high field regime all belong to the EML-LO
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band or to the EMA band. It is the EML-LO modes that EML-LO modes that dominate the two magnon scattering
dominate the effective linewidth in the high field regime. contribution to the HFE linewidth are completely out of the

There are three main points of note for the high field picture for the LFE linewidth.
AH,ff data. First, the decrease in the HFE linewidth with Second, the high k DEL modes that were previously
increasing field for the UD and CS materials for the H found at frequencies well above the signal frequency now
>H0 field regime in Fig. 1 is due to the decrease in the actually cross the 10 GHz cut, as in Fig. 2(a). From the Fig.
density of states for the modes in this EML-LO band. As one 3 display, one sees that there are degenerate high k DEL
moves to higher and higher fields, the 10 GHz cut across the modes over the entire low field regime. This means that one
EML-LO band becomes smaller and smaller. The solid curve can have scattering to these high k DEL modes over the
in Fig. 1 represents a best fit to a function of the form entire low field regime. However, these high k modes have
AHeff=A.DOS+AHb, where A is a constant scale factor very short wavelengths in the submicron range. For a signifi-
equal to 7540 Oe cm 3 MHz, DOS denotes the density of cant contribution to AH,ff, the scattering to such modes will
states for the Larmor electromagnetic branch spin waves, and invoke considerations of grain boundaries and not simply the
AHb is a constant background linewidth parameter set to micron sized grains of the polycrystal. On the other hand, the
0.35 Oe. The good matchup of the UD data with the solid large density of states that one finds at high k will promote
curve for H>H 0 is convincing evidence that the EML-LO strong scattering, even if the actual coupling is small. These
band two magnon scattering is responsible for the HFE line- points will be considered in more detail shortly.
width field response. The numerical scale factor A will play a Third, for the particular choice of field at H=Hx for
role in the theoretical analysis of the low field AHetf results. graph (a) of Fig. 2, one can see that the EML-HI band is
This scattering to the extremely low k EML-LO band of touching the 10 GHz line just at k=0. If the field is dropped
modes is relatively weak and the effective linewidths are further, to some value below Hx, the EML-HI band will drop
only slightly larger than the background linewidth of even more in frequency and the 10 GHz cut will then include
0.35 Oe. modes for this band. Figure 3 shows this explicitly. The

The second point is that the high field AH&f. extrapolates changes in the low field AHeff versus field response at H
to near intrinsic linewidth values in the extreme high field =H x in Fig. I for both the UD and the CS samples may be
limit. The fitted AHb value of 0.35 Oe is close to established attributed to the vanishing DOS component at 10 GHz for
values of the 10 GHz linewidth in single crystal YIG. 11  the EML-HI band for H>Hx and the appearance of an
These so-called intrinsic linewidths in this range for single EML-HI DOS component for H<Hx. Any change in the
crystal YIG are typically associated with various magnon actual scattering, of course, will involve modes with low
phonon processes other than two magnon scattering. This wave numbers and extremely large wavelengths. These are
also means that the anti-Larmor EMA band spin waves make the same type of modes that are now known to play an im-
essentially no contribution to the HFE linewidth. Because the portant role in the high field effective linewidth, except that
EMA band is more or less flat as a function of field, as in the EML-HI modes now replace the EML-LO modes and
Fig. 3, this implies that the EMA band is not important for there is now the additional effect of a field cut-off effect for
the LFE linewidth as well. H>Hx.

The third important aspect of the high field response Turn now to specific mode connections from Figs. 2(a)
concerns the more rapid rise in the high field AHeff for the and 3 to the low field effective linewidth. First consider the
CS sample as the field drops below H o. This effect is due to two general points from Sec. HI the larger AH,ff at low field,
differences in microstructure and, in particular, the effect of relative to high field, and the interchange in the relative val-
pores. The maximum spherical pore demagnetizing field in ues of the effective linewidths for the UD and CS samples.
the direction opposite to the applied field, just at the top and One can now see that the basis for a larger AHeff in the low
bottom of the pore, is about 81rM,/3. This is precisely the field regime, relative to high field, is that there are simply
separation of the H0* point from the H0 (no asterisk) point at more degenerate modes. In the low field regime, one always
the high field edge of the manifold region. As H drops below has degenerate DEL hand modes. The high k nature of these
H*o, there are regions in the CS sample that correspond to a modes generally means a larger density of states.
local in-manifold bias field and there is a corresponding in- The high k DEL mode scattering is also the key to the
crease in the effective linewidth. There is a counterpart interchange of the relative AHeff values, with those for the
pseudo-manifold effect at low field that involves H90 and UD sample now greater than those for the CS samples. One
H9. This effect will be considered shortly. can see from Fig. 3 that the degenerate DEL modes have k

values in the 105 rad/cm range, with corresponding wave-
2, Low field effective linewidth origins lengths well into the submicron range. As already noted,

scattering to such short wavelength modes will be connected
Now consider the low field spin wave band picture in more closely with grain boundaries, rather than with grains

Fig. 2(a) and the low field degenerate mode picture in Fig. 3. and pores, and this will favor the relatively smaller grain UD
The degenerate mode situation for the low field regime is sample. The smaller grain size for the UD sample means a
quite different from that at high field. There are three specific larger net grain boundary area and more scattering, relative
changes of note: First, the previously degenerate EML-LO to the high k scattering for the CS sample. Simple geometric
modes are all well below the &jk/21r= 10 GHz frequency cut, arguments give a grain boundary area that scales with the
as in Fig. 2(a). From the Fig. 3 display, one sees that the grain size a as 1/a. This means that the UD sample, with
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a 8 Am, will have a little more than double the grain the modes. One then obtains the effective linewidth as
boundary area of the CS sample with a - 20 /zm. It is rea- AHeff=2ip M/I M. The YhM integral can be written in the form
sonable, therefore, to see a higher AHff for the UD sample o
in the low field regime. ? rM = O dkC(k)A(&). k) 6(wk- w). (4)

The details of the low field AHeff vs H dependences

demonstrated in Sec. III an also be placed into a clear spin The (M parameter is equal to 1j41rM. The X(wk-w) func-
wave perspective, based on the diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3. tion serves to constrain the considered spin wave modes to
The role of the Hx field point is clear from both figures. The those for the particular wk band of interest and those particu-
changes in the AH,ff vs H responses for both data sets at lar modes that are degenerate with the signal frequency. The
H=Hx are clearly related to the onset of mode degeneracy delta function integral alone corresponds to the density of
for the EML-HI modes at this field. The more rapid rise in states. The coupling factor C(k) determines the strength of
the AHef& for the CS sample, relative to that for the UD the coupling between the uniform mode and the spin waves
sample, for H > Hx must be related to the different interplay due to the grain boundaries. The mode polarization factor
between the coupling and the density of states for these dif- A(o,k) takes the ellipticity of the spin wave modes into
ferent microstructures. account. The paragraphs below outline the essential physics

The apparent crossover in the low field AH,,- at H of the low field scattering, provide recipes for actual evalu-
= H*0 and the larger CS AHeff as one moves into the low field ations, and present fits to the data based on the theory.
pseudo-manifold region for H> H0 are consistent with the Consider first the basic variation in the DOS for the de-
similar effect in the high field regime for H<H*. Here, generate modes as a function of field. Density of states is a
however, one must consider the maximum value of the pore basic concept in solid state physics. The starting assumption
demagnetizing field that is parallel to the static field. For a is that the allowed plane wave modes are uniformly distrib-
spherical pore, this maximum demagnetizing field occurs at uted in k space. It is then a matter of geometry and the
the sides of the pore and is equal to 4irM,/3. The field point details of the given dispersion connections to obtain the
at H=H* is shifted down from H90 by this amount. A close number of modes dn(wk) per unit volume for a given slice of
examination of the low field data in Fig. I shows, moreover, frequency space from Ok to wk+dwk. The relation dn(wk)
that the UD and the CS data points appear to cross at pre- =g(w0k)dW then serves as a definition of a DOS function
cisely this point in field. The rise in AHetf for both samples as g(&0k). For the multiband spin wave situation at hand, g(wOk)
the field is increased is already quite rapid in this local re- becomes the field dependent g(Wk,H) DOS function for the
gion, and it is difficult to tell if there is an actual increase in total density of states for all of the modes degenerate with a
the slope of the response as one would expect from an onset given wk. This is because the k solutions in Eq. (3) also
of pseudo-in-manifold scattering for H> H . depend on H. For a given band of interest, one obtains a

Finally, there are the quite different AHff responses for working equation of the form,
H<Hx. This is the region where the EML-HI modes come
into play. Given the fact that the EML-LO modes give rise to 1g(w,H k Ik TH) sin kd0k.
the same AHeff vs H responses for H>H*o in the high field g(r,H) = 2 , 0k((,H) sndo
regime, while the EML-HI modes give rise to different re-
sponses for the UD and the CS samples in the low field (5)
regime with H<Hx, one can surmise that some different The density of states weighting function is embodied in the
aspects of the low k scattering must be coming into play. It integral of Eq. (4) through the 3(w,,- o) constraint. The den-
may be noteworthy that the two linewidths are roughly equal sity of states plays an important role in two magnon scatter-
for an external field slightly above I kOe. This is about the ing.
point at which the spherical YIG samples will start to demag- Note that the integral in Eq. (5) is over the spin wave
netize. Demagnetization will tend to average out polarization propagation angle 0k only. This corresponds to a vertical line
effects. cut in Fig. 3 at a fixed field across the available modes. For

the two magnon scattering problem, one solves Eq. (3) for
the positive real k(wk, 0,,, H) roots for the DEL, EML-LO,

C. Grain boundary scattering and quantitative and EML-HI bands, obtains the derivative functions needed
for Eq. (5), and then evaluates the integrals for wk= w. These

This section considers a theory of GBS and connections evaluations are done numerically to obtain g( w,H) as a func-
with the present data. The full theory will be published sepa- tion of H. The dispersion relation in Eq. (3) connects k to 0k,
rately. As already noted, the relevant k values are in the and one can reduce the k-space integral to the form given
105 rad/cm range and one needs submicron inhomogeneities above. For specific ow and H values, g(w,H) can be easily
to provide a source for the two magnon coupling. The grains evaluated by numerical methods for any known dispersion
in the UD and CS YIG materials are in the 5-20 /im range. connection.
The main candidate for high k scattering, therefore, is in Figure 4 shows calculated density of states curves for
grain boundaries and related defects. g(o,H) as a function of the static external field H at w/21r

Formally, one may write the two magnon relaxation rate = 10 GHz for the DEL, DEL-LO, and EML-HI bands, as
7hM as an integral over the available k states at Wk=& that indicated. The curves were obtained for YIG parameters.
takes into account the density of states and the coupling to Curves for the EMA band are excluded. The DOS curves in
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FIG. 5. The solid curve shows the scaled grain boundary scattering coupling
FIG. 4. Integrated 10 GHz density of degenerate states g as a function of factor C(k)IC(km.,) as a function of wave number k, where k,= I/a marks
static external field H for the DEL, EML-HI, and EML-LO spin wave bands, the peak position. Here, a is the average grain size. The dashed curve shows
as indicated. The curves were obtained for YIG parameters and sphere the scaled coupling factor for isotropic grain scattering due to anisotropy.
shaped samples. The curves are for a=8 .Am.

Fig. 4 quantify many of the basic features mentioned in the one might expect, the fact that f.b is fairly small means that
previous sections. For the low field DEL band of primary the coupling factor is also small. The sizable effective line-
interest here, the g(w,H) values are rather large, on the order widths due to low field grain boundary scattering derive from
of 10t0 - 10l cm -3 MHz- '. These large values are due to the the high density of states for the DEL modes in the low field
large wave numbers for the dipole exchange spin waves, on regime. Note that this type of GBS model is not valid for
the order of 10- rad/cm, and the corresponding large volume porous materials. Scattering based on an interface anisotropy
of k space. The density of states remains relatively high as is not valid when there are voids between the grains.
one moves to the bulk manifold region and the horizontal Figure 5 shows a normalized plot of C(k)/C a5 (k) from
dashed transition line from DEL to EML-LO modes in Fig. Eq. (6) as a function of k. The grain size a was set at 8 Izm,
3. This is because high k as well as low k spin waves are the nominal grain size for the UD YIG material. Note that
available. For the EML-LO band that is present only at high the horizontal k scale is logarithmic. The coupling factor is a
field, the wave numbers are small and g(w,H) is also small, maximum at kmax= 1/a and it exhibits a rather broad and
typically on the order of 10- cm -3 MHz - t . This matches the nonsymmetric-peak-type response. On a linear k scale, the
situation considered in Ref. 1. The EML-HI band only comes half maximum points in k occur at 0.414/a and 2.414/a, for
in for fields below H=Hx. The density of states for these a half width of 2/a. The dashed curve in Fig. 5 shows the
modes is even smaller, mainly due to the extremely low val- coupling factor that one would expect for grain scattering.
ues of k for this above-the-light-line spin wave band. The grain scattering coupling is essentially constant for k

Turn now to the coupling and polarization functions in <kax and falls to zero fairly rapidly for k > k,,,. One can
Eq. (4). The GBS theory is based on a simple model of see that grain boundary scattering is much different from
partial pinning at the grain boundaries and the assumption of grain scattering.
random grains with an average grain size a. Fourier trans- As noted, the remaining A(w,k) factor in Eq. (4) is re-
forms, correlations, and statistical averaging are used to ob- lated to the change in the spin wave ellipticity as one ranges
tain a C(k) coupling factor that may be written as over the allowed 0 k values for the band. The A(w,k) func-

61Tk 2f2ba' tion may be written as
C(k) = C(k) = (I +k2a2)2 "  (6)

I-L[ I D wmsin2 k (7)

where fg, is an effective grain boundary thickness parameter. A(w, k) = 2 H( + Dk+w+ 2 (
Much of the formal analysis follows from the approach of
Schl6mann for the isotropic anisotropy scattering. 12J 3 That At w/27T= 10 GHz and H=2 kOc for sphere shaped YIG
is, there is no dependence on the direction of k. samples, A(w,k) will range from about 0.68 at Ok= 0 to 0.82

The fgt, parameter derives from a surface or interface at 0 k= 9 0 ' . The change with field from H= 1 kOe to H
anisotropy energy density at the grain boundary and is essen- =2 kOe amounts to about 20%. This causes a small elliptic-
tially the ratio of this energy density to the magnetostatic ity contribution to the field dependence of hr'M in Eq. (4).
self-energy 2 rTM2.t 4 This interaction serves to provide a par- Figure 6 shows results on the computed GBS contribu-
tial pinning of dynamic magnetization at the grain boundary. tion to the low field effective linewidth as a function of field
As shown below, if the measured LFE linewidths are taken based on the prescription given above. The solid circle data
to originate from a GBS process, one obtains f b values in points show the low field AH fr data for the UD YIG sample
the nanometer range.15 These are reasonable values for grain from Fig. 3. The graph extends from the low field I kOe
boundaries in dense ferrite materials. The corresponding sur- limit used for Fig. 3 tip to the edge of the manifold region at
face anisotropy energies are on the 0.1 erg/cm 2 range. This H90. The calculations include only the GBS scattering for the
is also reasonable for a surface or interface anisotropy. As DEL band of modes. The effective grain boundary thickness
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4]/ 0 can be attributed to the appearance of additional low k scat-
0 tering to the EML-HI modes at low field. The data in Fig. 6

3. * .00 show that the amount of deviation in the measured AHeff
pF from the GBS curve increases from near zero to more than

several tenths of an oersted as H drops below HX. At first
2. glance, one might take this full deviation as a measure of the

A change in the density of states for the EML-HI modes with
field and solid evidence for a significant two magnon
EML-HI scattering effect.

H, H*  IH The results in the inset of Fig. 6, however, indicate that
0 M I" this may not be the whole story. The solid curve shown in the

inset shows the expected amount of low field effective line-
Static external field H ( kOe ) width from scattering to the EML-HI modes based on the

FIG. 6. Effective linewidth AH,f vs static external field H for a spherical scale parameter A obtained from the high field fit shown in
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) sample. In the main graph, the solid circles show Fig. 1. One can see that the predicted increase in the two
the data from Fig. I for the ultradense (UD) YIG sample and the solid curve magnon EML-HI scattering based effective linewidth falls
shows the computed linewidth due to grain boundary scattering. The dashed
vertical line indicates the low field edge of the low wave number DEL spin well short of the observed increase. As a caveat, one also has
wave manifold. The Hx and the Hm field points are the same as in Fig. 1. to realize that all of these linewidth values are extremely
The open circles in the inset show the difference values for the data in the small, on the order of or smaller than even the expected
main graph for H <fHx, relative to the solid line. The solid curve shows the intrinsic linewidths.
expected contribution to the LFE linewidth from EMI.-HI scattering, based
on the scaling from the high field results. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that a

different DOS scaling parameter for the low field EML-HI
scattering is needed, relative to the high field EML-LO Aparameter Cgb was set at 9.5 nt and the average grain size a value. At the few tenths of an oersted level, the differences in

was set at the nominal value of 8 .m for the UD sample. teelpiiyfrteelwfedadhg il pnwv

This particular choice for Cgb was made by fine tuning the the ellipticity for these low field and high field spin wave

calculated curve to give the match to the data as shown. As branches, among other things, could be substantial and re-
noted above, an Cgb value of 10 nm or so is reasonable for quire a different scaling.

There are other options as well. It was more than fourdense polycrystalline ferrites. The 14 and 41rM, values were decades ago that Hartwig et at 6 noted a peculiar subthresh-
the same as given above for YIG. The curve includes no old effect for parallel pumping in YIG single crystal spheres.
provision for an offset residual linewidth. These authors observed a rapid increase in the longitudinal

The open circle points in the inset graph in Fig. 6 show microwave permeability loss component just as the applied
the difference between the measured linewidth results for field drops below the HX point. Follow-up theory by Joseph
H<Hx and the GBS theoretical values. The solid curve in and Schldmann 17 gave reasonable support to the presence of
the inset is based on the DOS for the EML-HI band of modes a su h olngi rsnal suport to the pre ena subthreshold longitudinal susceptibility loss component
and the numerical scaling factor A obtained from the fit of that comes into play due to the in-manifold low k spin waves
the EML-LO DOS response to the HFE data. The curve at one-half the pump frequency, just as the field drops belowshows only the expected two magnon scattering linewidth Hx If there is indeed such a subthreshold longitudinal loss
for the EML-HI modes based on this scaling. No other con- co. nIf there cold such a subthreshold trnsves
tributions are included. component, there could also be a subthreshold transverse

One can see from the main graph in Fig. 6 that the GBS loss cmponent. Further work on the LFE linewidth for large
mechanism gives a reasonable semiquantitative match to the single crystal YIG spheres is needed to address these issues.
LFE linewidth data over the applicable high k scattering re-
gion in the field region between Hx and HO. The term "semi- V. SUMMARY
quantitative" is used because it was not possible to obtain a
good fit when a background level linewidth was added to the The above sections have described a refined method for
GBS response. This indicates that further refinements of the precision measurement of the out-of-manifold effective line-
GBS model are needed to include a grain size distribution width in bulk ferrite materials. Specific measurements are
and possibly other factors. In spite of these problems, the reported for two materials, ultradense polycrystalline yttrium
matchup in the overall linewidth values for Hx < H < H0o and iron garnet produced by hot isostatic pressing and conven-
the reasonable values of the GBS model parameters support tional sintered YIG with a moderate porosity. The data and
the thesis of two magnon scattering from the driven uniform corresponding analysis give insight into the origins of micro-
mode to DEL band spin waves as the origin of this low field wave loss in ferrites at low as well as high fields. In parallel
response. with the high field results in Ref. 1, the low field effective

linewidth is shown to be due to scattering to electromagnetic

D. The LFE linewidth below H= Hx spin waves and pseudo-in-manifold spin waves.
and EML-HI scattering The LFE linewidth, however, is attributed to two extra

sources of scattering. From the low field edge of the low k
As already noted in the previous sections, the upward spin wave band down to a cut-off field Hy point for the

deviation of the data from the theoretical curve for H<Hx appearance of low wave number EML-HI modes, the effec-
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Experimental Observation of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam Recurrence
in a Nonlinear Feedback Ring System
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Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence through soliton dynamics has been realized. The experiment used a

magnetic film strip-based active feedback ring. At some ring gain level, a wide spin wave pulse is self-
generated in the ring. As the pulse circulates, it separates into two envelop solitons with different speeds.
When the fast soliton catches up and collides with the slow soliton, the initial wide pulse is perfectly
reconstructed. The repetition of this process leads to periodic recurrences of the initial pulse.

DOI: 10.1 103/PhysRevLen.98.047202 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 05.45.Yv, 76.50.+g

The unexpected recurrence of a nonlinear system back This Letter reports on the realization of an exact and
to an initial state was first discovered by Fermi, Pasta, and periodic FPU type of recurrence. This has been achieved
Ularn (FPU) in 1955 through the simulation of a one- through the novel use of feedback to circumvent the dis-
dimensional lattice [1]. This FPU recurrence paradox was sipation problem. Specifically, one starts with a nonlinear
initially characterized by Fermi as a "little discovery." pulse in a soliton-supporting one-dimensional medium.
This discovery, in fact, marked a true sea change in modem One then feeds the amplified output signal back to the
science [2]. On the one hand, it ushered in the age of input to produce a soliton-supporting "conservative" non-
computational science through the introduction of com- linear ring system. Here, the conservative does not mean
puter simulation for the first time. At the same time, it that the ring system is free of dissipation. Rather, it means
marked the birth of nonlinear science. It led to both the that the wave dissipation is compensated by the active
discovery of solitons and the widespread awareness of feedback. A circulating pulse in such a ring is topologically
deterministic chaos. equivalent to a periodic wave train in a one-dimensional

The FPU recurrence paradox remained a complete mys- conservative system as studied in the ZK work [3]. As
tery until Zabusky and Kruskal (ZK) discovered solitons in such, the nonlinear pulse experiment in such a ring is
1965 [3]. In an attempt to solve the FPU paradox, Zabusky expected to show a true dissipation free recurrence
and Kruskal reduced the FPU problem to the Korteweg- response.
de Vries (KdV) equation based on a so-called continuum The experiment used a magnetic film strip-based active
approximation and numerically discovered solitons. In feedback ring. The magnetic film strip served as a non-
terms of soliton dynamics, they explained that with time, linear dispersive medium for the propagation of spin waves
a large-amplitude periodic wave described by the KdV 17,81. The propagation geometry was chosen to give an
equation can break up into a family of solitons with differ- attractive or self-focusing nonlinearity that supports the
ent speeds. When the fast solitons catch up and collide with formation of bright spin wave envelope solitons [9). The
the slow solitons, there is a reconstruction of the initial active feedback allowed for the self-generation of a wide
periodic wave. spin wave pulse. As the pulse circulates in the ring, it

The ZK 1965 work did even more than provide the first separates into two envelope solitons with different speeds.
solution to the FPU paradox and mark the birth of soliton After many circulations, the fast soliton catches up and
science. It also showed, at least theoretically, that one can collides with the slow soliton and the initial wide pulse is
actually realize FPU recurrence through the excitation of a perfectly reconstructed. The repetition of this soliton pro-
large-amplitude periodic wave in a soliton-supporting non- cess leads to periodic recurrences of the initial pulse.
linear system. Attempts to realize such a FPU recurrence Remarkably, the splitting of the initial pulse into separate
experimentally have been made for periodic waves in solitons and the recombination of these solitons to reform
electrical networks [41, plasmas [51, and magnetic films the initial pulse over and over again is in nearly perfect
[ 61. Here, the breakup of the initial pulses into solitons and agreement with the ZK prediction.
the subsequent overtake and collision of these solitons Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The magnetic
were observed. Bona fide recurrence, however, was not yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film strip is magnetized to satu-
observed. First, the recurrence to the initial state was not ration by a static magnetic field parallel to the length of the
exact because of energy decay. In addition, the energy strip. This configuration allows for the propagation of
decay also precluded the realization of more than a single backward volume spin waves [7-91 and the formation of
recurrence. It is to be emphasized that the main reason for bright spin wave envelope solitons [91. Two microstrip
these failures lies in the dissipation present in the systems. transducers are placed over the YIG strip for the excitation
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Amplifier Attenuator broadening, the pulse evolves into an envelope soliton

[12,13]. With a further increase in the ring gain, the pulse

Directional 0power becomes too high to maintain a single soliton state
and the pulse breaks up into two solitons with different

Excitation coupler 40= speeds. The slow overtake and subsequent collision of
transde Dcn these two solitons produce the FPU recurrence that is

YIG demonstrated below.
Figure 2 shows output signals for three different ring

gain levels. Graphs (a), (b), and (c) show power versus timeMagnetic field profiles measured at G = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.6 dB, respectively.
FIG. 1. Diagram of YIG strip-based active feedback ring For easy comparison, the three signal traces are shown with
system. the same power and time scales. Graph (d) shows expanded

displays of the two pulses at 60 ns and 2920 ns from (c).
Graph (e) shows the carrier waves for the two pulses in (d).

and detection of spin waves. The detection transducer is The curve shows a sine function fit to the data.
connected to the excitation transducer through a linear
broadband microwave amplifier to form an active feedback
ring. The ring gain is controlled through an adjustable
microwave attenuator. The ring signal is sampled through (a) Ring gain G=0.2 dB
a directional coupler and is analyzed with a broadband
microwave oscilloscope. For the data shown below, the .
YIG film strip was 10.8 mm thick, 2 nmn wide, and 30
37 mm long. The magnetic field was held at 970 Oe. The
microstrip transducers were 50 mm wide and 2 mm long. 01
The separation between the transducers was set to be .. .. .... ...
5.7 mm. 0 1 2 3

The feedback ring system can have a number of reso- (b) Ring gain G=0.3 dB
nance eigenmodes that exhibit low decay rates. For a 601
magnetic film feedback ring, the eigennode frequencies
are determined by the phase condition k(wo)l + 00 = 2rrn 30-
where k is the spin wave wave number, to is the spin wave Ij
frequency, I is the transducer separation, 00 is the phase
shift introduced by the feedback circuit, and n is an integer, 0 - ... .... ...
The eigenmode frequencies and their spacing can be ad- 1 2 3
justed through a change in the k(w) dispersion function (c) Ring gain G-0.6 dB
and/or the transducer separation 1. The dispersion function, 60 Start break W collide/
in turn, can be controlled through the film parameters and * uecrn
the magnetic field 171. At a low ring gain G, all of these -30. P Rek
eigenmodes experience an overall net loss and there is no

spontaneous signal in the ring. If the ring gain is increased a. 1
to a certain threshold level, here taken as G = 0, the 0
eigenmode with the lowest decay rate will start to self- 0 1 2
generate and one will obtain a continuous wave response at Tiam (1.s)
this eigenmode frequency. A further increase in the ring (d) (e)
gain results in the generation of additional modes through a 2880 2920 29601 2916 2917

3G2D 40 4four-wave process. In the time domain, this corresponds to E
the formation of a spin wave pulse that circulates in the 0 
ring. The circulation period is given by the sum of the spin 10 0
wave propagation time 1/vg in the film, where V is the a .10

group velocity, and the signal propagation time to in the 0 40 80 120 59 60 6
feedback circuit. Typically, the time 1/Vg is on the order of Time (ns) Time (ns)
100 ns, while the time to amounts to a few nanoseconds atmot100n ]. wat FIG. 2. Graphs (a), (b), and (c) show the power versus time

Thpower of. eprofiles measured at ring gains of G = 0.2 dB, 0.3 dB, and
The power of the circulating spin wave pulse increases 0.6 dB, respectively. Graph (d) shows the two pulses at 60 andwith the ring gain. At some threshold power for which the 2920 ns from (c) on expanded scales. Graph (e) shows the carrier

nonlinearity is strong enough for the nonlinearity-induced waves for the two pulses in (d). The curve shows a sine func-
pulse narrowing to balance the dispersion-induced pulse tion fit.
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The data in Fig. 2 demonstrate the realization of the FPU (a)
recurrence. In (a), one has a uniform pulse train that
corresponds to a stable circulation of a single spin wave
pulse in the ring. With an increase in the ring gain to ' 30.
0.3 dB, as in (b), the amplitude of the pulse increases while
the width of the pulse decreases. Indeed, the half-power 0.
width decreases from about 33 ns for G = 0.2 dB to about 0 2 4 6 8 10
24 ns for G = 0.3 dB. Such a self-narrowing effect results nme (,s)
from attractive nonlinearity, and the circulating pulse now (b) 8
corresponds to a spin wave envelope soliton. The soliton 6.4
nature of this pulse is confirmed by the hyperbolic secant 6 6
shape [12,13] and a constant phase profile [14]. 6.2

With a further increase in the ring gain to 0.6 dB, the 4
pulse loses its soliton nature and evolves into a wide pulse.
This corresponds to the leftmost pulse in (c). Its amplitude 3.0
is about the same as for the soliton in (b). Its width of about -2 3.5,

60 ns, however, is significantly larger than the width of the 3.4

soliton in (b). This wide pulse is not stable [15,161, and it 01 4o 60
gradually breaks into two solitons after several round trips. 0 2 40 60
This breakup is evident from the left half of the trace in (c). Number of round trips

Note that the leading soliton is taller than the initial wide (C) 8 7
pulse, while the trailing soliton is shorter. Here too, the 6.6
soliton nature of these pulses is evident from their hyper- 6. 6.5
bolic secant shapes and constant phase profiles, as well as 55 56 57
additional soliton signatures considered below. One critical 4.
point is that these solitons have amplitude-dependent 3.
speeds; the tall soliton travels faster than the short soliton. 2 3.
Because of this property, the tall soliton catches up and 3.7
collides with the short soliton after several round trips. This 0-

ao 01 M
is evident from the right part of the trace in (c). This 0 20 4"0 
process leads, in t o a perfect recurrence through a Nuiser oround trip
matchup of the left and right most pulses in (c). This
perfect matchup is made even clearer from the superim- FIG. 3. Graph (a) shows the ring signal measured at a ring gain

posed responses in (d). The carriers also match. This is of 0.6 dB. Graphs (b) and (c) show e stall and short silton peak

evident in (e) where both carier waves are nicely fitted by times versus re ae or t on rips, respectively. The circles,
one and the same sine function. triangles, and squares are for the solitons before the first colli-

These results provide a perfect demonstration of FPU sion, after the first collision, and after the second collision,
respectively. The solid, dash, and dot lines show linear fits torecurrence. One key for such a realization lies in th the circle, triangle, and square data, respectively.

amplitude-dependent speed property of the solitons, just

as predicted by Zabusky and Kruskal [3]. It is this
amplitude-dependent speed that makes the slow overtake for the solitons before the first collision, after the first
possible. A second key element of the process is the active collision, and after the second collision, respectively. The
nature of the ring. Without the amplified feedback, pulse solid, dashed, and dotted lines are linear fits to the circle,
decay would dominate the response, and the recurred triangle, and square data, respectively. The insets show
pulse, if any, would have a much lower amplitude. It is selected segments of the data and the fits on expanded
this ring feature that makes the perfect recurrence possible. scales, as indicated.

Since solitons can survive collisions with other solitons The data in Fig. 3(a) show the perfect periodic nature of
13,121, one would naturally expect that the repetition of the the recurrence. Because response is periodic, the definition
soliton collision process described above and the periodic of the initial state is somewhat arbitrary. No matter which
recurrences to the initial pulse could occur for a very long initial state is chosen, however, one always sees multiple
time. Figure 3 shows that such an extended recurrence can recurrences to the initial state. As an example, if one takes
actually be realized. Graph (a) shows the ring signal over a the pulse at 0 s as an initial state, one observes three full
relatively long period of 10 ls. The experimental condi- recurrence periods. Such an extended periodic response is
tions are the same as for the data in Fig. 2(c). Graphs (b) the signature of FPU recurrence. As above, the key to this
and (c) show plots of the corresponding tall and short realization lies in the active feedback. It is believed that the
soliton peak times versus the number of round trips, re- recurrences to the initial pulse are exact. Any small differ-
spectively. The circles, triangles, and squares show the data ences between the initial and the recurred pulses may be
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attributed to the fact that the collisions do not always occur FPU paradox could also be interpreted, for example, in
at the exact same positions, while the signals are always terms of modulational instability (MI) [22,231. Indeed, MI-
recorded at one and the same position, associated recurrence has also been experimentally ob-

Figure 3 also shows a number of basic soliton features. served in deep water [24] and optical fibers [25].
First, graph (a) demonstrates the ability of the solitons to This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army
survive collisions. It is this collision-survival property that Research Office, No. W91INF-04-1-0247, and the Office
allows for the repetitive collisions and the multiple recur- of Naval Research (U.S.A.), No. N00014-06-1-0889.
rences observed in the first place. Second, graphs (b) and Professors B.A. Kalinikos of the St. Petersburg Electro-
(c) show that the collisions also produce phase shifts in the technical University and L. D. Carr of the Colorado School
peak time versus round trip number trajectories for a given of Mines are acknowledged for helpful cormments.
soliton. For the tall soliton in (b), a collision causes the
peak time to advance. For the short soliton in (c), in
contrast, a collision causes a delay. Without these phase
shifts, the recurrence period would be longer than that
shown in (a). One can also see that the trajectories in (b) [1] e. Fermi, J. Pasta, and S. Ulam, Studies of Nonlinear
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A two magnon scattering theory for microwave relaxation in magnetic systems is formulated in the
framework of the Hamiltonian formalism. The paper provides general expressions for
inhomogeneity coupling coefficients in the case of localized inhomogeneities. An approximate
solution for the relaxation rate of the ferromagnetic resonance uniform mode relaxation rate is
presented. Two examples of the application of the theory are presented, one for bulk polycrystalline
ferrites and one for polycrystalline metallic thin films. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.2717084]

I. INTRODUCTION propriate sizes or size distributions to couple the FMR mode
to these degenerate spin wave modes. The total FMR relax-

Processes that involve decay in the amplitude of magne- ation rate then reflects a decay of uniform mode magnons
tization oscillations, generally termed relaxation processes, due to TMS as well as intrinsic processes.
are important for fundamental and practical reasons. These In the case of weak inhomogeneities, the coupling be-
processes, for example, set a natural limit for switching times tween uniform and nonuniform modes can be treated as a
and magnetic recording data transfer rates. I There are two small perturbation and the TMS contribution to the relax-
main pathways for magnetization relaxation: (i) energy trans- ation rate can be evaluated by Fermi's golden rule. This
fer out of magnetic system to a thermal bath that consists of quantum mechanical approach has been adopted by several
phonons or conduction electrons, for example, and (ii) en- authors. 9- 11 Reviews may be found in Refs. 2 and 12, for
ergy redistribution within a magnetic system. The former is example. Alternative methods involve the evaluation of the
usually termed as intrinsic damping. The latter involves cou- inhomogeneity contribution to the microwave suscep-
pling between the various magnetization oscillation modes, tibility 3M or the magnetization time response,5 16 as well as

often called spin waves in wave theory or magnons in quan- the direct numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with
tum particle theory. These two terms are often used inter- inhomogeneity coupling terms included.'17" 8 Higher order
changeably. approaches include considerations of secondary scattering

In the lowest order magnon coupling process, where between nonuniform magnons' 9 and modifications in the
only two excitations are involved, one magnon is destroyed density of degenerate states in the presence of
and another is created. Such a process is called two magnon inhomogeneities.
scattering (TMS).2 This process can be described in terms of Two magnon scattering contributions to the uniform
a scattering of the spin waves due to bulk and/or surface mode ferromagnetic resonance relaxation rate have been in-
inhomogeneities. In the case of static inhomogeneities, the vestigated theoretically and experimentally since the late
scattering may be taken as elastic, so that the initial and final 1950s. The very early works focused on TMS processes in
magnon states will have the same frequency o. The state bulk ferrites. The intense technological interest in ferrite
wave vectors, denoted by k, however, will differ by amounts based radar devices drives continuing work in this area to the
that correlate with the spatial variation of the inhomogene- present day. The main contributions to the TMS relaxationities. rsn a.Temi otiuin oteTSrlxto

rate in ferrite systems come from (i) coupling due to theTwo magnon scattering processes are often invoked to dipole fields associated with pores and surface voids9 10 and
account for additions to the intrinsic ferromagnetic resonance(FMR) relaxation rate or resonance linewidth for bulk 3,4 and (ii) effective field fluctuations associated with the magneto-

(FR eaio ratealin orstrp reonnc tiewdt foroml bulk'te andni
thin film 5 ferrites as well as metallic magnetic films and crystalline anisotropy of the randomly oriented grains in

m-8 polycrystalline samples.2' The particular case of the thin fer-multilayers.6 The driven FMR mode is usually spatially rite disk geometry was considered, for example, by Sparks 22

uniform or near uniform and is taken to correspond to a k 23

=0 spin wave excitation. A valid two magnon scattering re- and most recently by Hurben and Patton, among others.
laxation channel for the uniform mode requires two things: There has also been a strong interest in TMS relaxation(1) available nonzero k modes that are at the same frequency in metallic thin films. Wigen 24 was the first to incorporate the(1as aith le iven o M modesh and 2) inho eee y TMS theory into the analysis of linewidth data for obliquelyas th e driven F M R m ode and (2) inhom ogeneities w ith ap- m g ei e e m l o i m .I h s a a y i , h w v r hmagnetized Permalloy films. In this analysis, however, the

density of degenerate states was evaluated from bulk spin
')On leave from the Department of Electromagnetic Field Theory, Faculty of wave dispersion relations rather than those applicable to thin

Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia.

b)Present address: Institute for Experimentalphysik, Freie Universit5t Berlin, films. It is known, however, that the dynamic dipole fields
Amimallee 14, 14197 Berlin. Germany. associated with film surfaces can modify the applicable dis-
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persion relations25,26 and density of states considerations in a magnets. In the classical approach, spin waves are regarded
significant way. Such effects can lead, for example, to pro- as propagating deviations of the macroscopic magnetization
found dependences of the FMR linewidth on the film thick- M from equilibrium. The dynamics of these deviations de-
ness. rives from the classical torque equation of motion,

A semiquantitative discussion of two magnon scattering dM(r,t)
contributions to the FMR linewidth in thin metallic films was = - -IM(r,t) X H,ff(r,t), (1)
first provided by Patton et al.6 for in-plane magnetized Per- dt

malloy films. The full theoretical analysis of two magnon where y is the electron gyromagnetic ratio and Heff(r, t) is a
scattering processes in thin metallic films started some de- net effective field that includes both external and internal
cades later with the work of Arias and Mills. 6 Their model field components. In order to facilitate the analysis of the
involved scattering from regularly shaped surface defects spin wave dynamics and interactions in a compact way, Eq.
due to both dipole fields and surface anisotropy, and it spe- (1) is commonly transformed into a set of equations of mo-
cifically addressed the situation for ultrathin films. The tion for scalar complex Fourier component spin-wave ampli-
model predictions have been tested experimentally by Lind- tudes. The Hamiltonian formalism provides a way to achieve
ner et al.27 and McMichael et aL.,28 for example. Recently, such a transformation in four conceptually simple steps.
McMichael and Krivosik presented a detailed classical In the first step, one needs to write down the total mag-
model of TMS relaxation for localized randomly distributed netic energy h in specific form. In general terms, 7 may be
inhomogeneities. 14 Nonlocal dipole scattering due to a ran- written according to
dom surface roughness has been treated by Dobin and
Victora 29 and by Maranville et a,. 30  W (2)

This article follows closely the TMS analysis of Mc-

Michael and Krivosik 14 for localized scattering. The theory
presented here, however, is formulated within the framework where W is an energy density and the integral is over the

of a Hamiltonian formalism. This approach is widely used in sample volume V. Both 7Y and W are real. The connection

the theory of weakly dissipative systems, and it is particu- between this energy and the effective field in Eq. (1) is given
larly suitable for the study of nonlinear magnetic by

excitations. 31,32 Recently, for example, there has been a large 1 S-
amount of Hamiltonian based theory on a wave front reversal H,ff(r,t) = V M ,(3)
in ferrite films. 33' 34 This phenomenon involves both two V (5M(r,t)

magnon scattering and nonlinear parametric processes, and with the variational derivative defined in the standard way
this combination holds significant potential for new micro- 1
wave signal processing devices. Hamiltonian approaches to 8H=V[dW_ Z d W(4)
TMS processes have also been used in the analysis of non- bM dM Ix,y, da d(dM/da)
linear magnetization dynamics in the vicinity of the ferro-35 36 29 Inth.ecn.se,.h
magnetic resonance 3 and large angle switching. In spite In the second step, the magnetization components M.,,
of the above activity, there exists no general and comprehen- are expressed in terms of a pair of conjugate variables a(r,t)

sive statement of the formal Hamiltonian TMS theory and and a*(r,t) according to

the corresponding Hamiltonian coefficients for basic mag- iM,(r,t) + M,(r,t) = M,a(r,t) 2- a(r,t)a*(r,t) (5)
netic systems. This work addresses this problem.

Section II presents the basic theoretical approach. It and
gives a review of the working equations for the dynamic M,(r,t) = M,[1 - a(r,t)a*(r,t)]. (6)
magnetization response in a homogeneous sample, provides
general expressions for the inhomogeneity coupling coeffi- Here, M, denotes the saturation magnetization of the material
cients for localized inhomogeneities, and presents an ap- of interest. This transformation was first developed by
proximate solution for a uniform mode free decay response. Schl6mann. 3137 It has been used by many authors for the
Section III provides an example calculation for anisotropy study of spin wave dynamics and related problems. 38-4 One
scattering in a polycrystalline sphere. In Sec. IV, a simplified can see that in the small signal limit a has a simple physical
theoretical approach is used for the analysis of the original interpretation, namely, a x ia., +a, where a,,, are the x- and
data on Permalloy thin films from Ref. 6. Section V provides y-direction cosines of the magnetization vector M.
a summary and conclusions. Gaussian units are used With the use of Eqs. (5) and (6), Eq. (1) may be trans-
throughout. formed into a pair of coupled equations of motion for a(r,t)

and a*(r,t) in Hamiltonian form, according to

II. THE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM da(r,t) U(

A. Dynamic magnetization response and equation dt -&*(r,t)
of motion and the corresponding complex conjugate expression,

This section provides an overview of the Hamiltonian -ida*(r,t)Idt=dl/&(r,t). In the above, U is the magnetic
method in the spin-wave theory. There are several methods energy from Eq. (2), but now expressed in frequency units
for the theoretical analysis of spin wave excitations in ferro- according to
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vin Based on the above, the coupled equations of motion for
(8) the ak and a may be written according to

As with N, U is always real. + r&)ak(t)- (1)
In the third step, the spatial dependences of the conju- d dk(t)

gate variables a(r,t) and a*(r,t) are expanded in a suitable and
basis system. In the usual case, linear normal modes for a d ) dU(1
given sample geometry are chosen as the basis functions. - + a;(t)= "(!1)
The appropriate choice in many situations is a plane wave (dt dak(t)
Fourier series expansion according to In the fourth and final step, the energy U is expanded in

a power series in the ak and ak, written as ,=U(°)+U(i)
a(r,t) = ak(t)eikr (9) +u2)+. . .. The superscripts indicate the degree in powers of

k the different ak, alk, akak,, akak, etc., products. Although the
initial Hamiltonian is usually easy to write down, this expan-along with the corresponding complex conjugate expression sion in the ak and a; is often tedious to obtain. When com-for a*(r, t). Each ak(t) and ak(t) expansion coefficient repre- pleted, however, it allows for the evaluation of all of the

sents the complex amplitude of a planar spin wave that pltdhoer,ialwsfrhevluinofllftepropgtets h comle airectu of wave planar spn we tt different orders of spin wave interaction processes in an ex-
propagates in a direction of the wave vector k. The k=0

mode corresponds to the uniform magnetization mode. Such tremely simple manner. This operational simplicity will be-
come clear in the sections to follow.a plane wave expansion has been established as a permissible

approximation for bulk samples as long as the mode wave- B. Normal modes and spin wave dispersion for a
length (21r/Jkl) is much smaller than the sample dimensions. homogeneous sample
Plane wave expansion has been also employed for laterally
unbounded ultrathin films for which the condition Ikld< I is From the derivative form on the right sides of Eqs. (10)
satisfied, where d is the film thickness. 42 In this ultrathin film and (11), one can see that a truncation of the U expansion
limit, the dynamic magnetization amplitude can be taken to beyond the quadratic terms in the ak and ak corresponds to a
be uniform across the film thickness, and the normal modes linearization of the equation of motion. The zeroth order
are, in essence, propagating plane waves confined in the film term is immaterial for dynamics. The first order term in the U
cross section. The Fourier expansion is then over k vectors expansion defines static equilibrium and may also include a
constrained to the film plane. pumping term from the external fields. The linearized normal

The ak variables are often rescaled as 6k= modes of the magnetic system are fully defined, therefore,
M,V/gtBak, where g is the Land g factor and 1 , is the through the quadratic U (2) part of the energy. For a spatially

Bohr magneton. 13,19A given pair of these rescaled 6k and 6, homogeneous sample, this part may be expressed as
then represent the classical analog to the usual magnon an- ,(2)
nihilation and creation operator pair in the second quantiza- hom Aka(t)ak(t) + 2Bkak(a_k(t) +CC}
tion formalism of quantum mechanics. 43 This analog origi- k I 2

pates from the fact that each excited spin wave reduces the z (12)
component of the total magnetic moment of the sample by agivn mout,eiterby 5 V ... r.y The expansion coefficients Av and Bk take the formgiven amount, either by MsVaka* or by gt/Aak6; .

The Fourier transform operation is canonical and the I H +
equations of motion for the ak and ak will therefore retain the Ak = -H( .k Hy,k) (13)
Hamiltonian form of Eq. (7), but with the variational deriva-
tives replaced by partial derivatives. This replacement relates and
to the fact that the ak and a; are amplitudes in discrete k H
space. Bk =-(- H ,,k + H, A + 2 iH ,,), (14)

There is one more crucial modification. Intrinsic dissipa-

tion due to interactions between the spin waves and the ther- where H,k, Hr., k, and Hy.k are components of what will be
mal bath is accommodated through the ad hoc addition of a termed the homogeneous stiffness field tensor. The specific
relaxation rate term to the coupled equations of motion form of these components will depend on the system of
for ak and a k. This relaxation rate 77k parameter is real. In interest.45'46 An outline of the development of these terms is
principle, such a term could also be obtained directly from given in the Appendix. Two sets of specific expressions, one
additional Hamiltonian terms that represent spin wave cou- for bulk samples of ellipsoidal shape and one for in-plane
pling to the thermal bath.44 The development will show that magnetized thin films, are given in Secs. II and IV. Note that
in the first order approximation, the two magnon relaxation H,k, Hyy,k, and Hy,k are real. This means, in turn, that Ak is
rate term simply adds to the 7 just introduced. By implica- also real and the conditions Ak=A-k and Bk=B-k are valid.
tion, other two particle interaction terms will have the same With the form of U (2) as given in Eq. (12), Eqs. (10)hom
effect, at least to lowest order. The i7k, therefore, simply and (11) will comprise coupled equations of motion for a
accounts for intrinsic thermal bath decay terms in a heuristic given pair of ak and a amplitudes or, equivalently, pairs of
way. ak and a*k amplitudes. For some aspects of the analysis, the
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(ak,a*k) form proves convenient. The decoupling can be ac- effective field and separated into two categories, local and
complished through a canonical transformation first devel- nonlocal. A polycrystalline ferrite or thin film with densely
oped by Holstein and Primakoff (HP).47 For the present pur- packed randomly oriented crystalline grains, for example,
poses, this transformation may be written as constitutes a system with local inhomogeneities. Samples

ak(t) = UkCk(t) + VkC*k(t), (15) with pores, pits, or surface irregularities that produce long
range dipole fields, on the other hand, provide examples of

where the transformation coefficients are specified through nonlocal inhomogeneities. The formulation here will focus
Aon local inhomogeneities. In the case of nonlocal scattering

Uk= V , (16) processes, one can cast the working equations in a similar
2&jk form, albeit with a somewhat more complex analysis than

that given below.
29

Bk B A For the dense polycrystalline sample with local inhomo-
BkI 2 &k (17) geneities, the important contributions to WV generally derive

and from the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in randomly oriented
grains and the r-dependent variation in M associated with

')k = AIBk2  = I HtVH.,kHyy, k. (18) the plane and spin waves. This second effect is critical. It is
present even for a completely saturated sample with a uni-

Equation (18) also gives the wkh(k) dispersion relation for the for cid pnet sat gatin he situio
form and r-independent static magnetization, the situation

normal mode excitations associated with these amplitudes, considered below. In the simple case of uniaxial grains, one
From the properties of Ak and Bk it follows that (1) the Uk are can write WT(r,M)=-K(r)/M2[Ie(r).M(r)]2 , where K,(r)
real and (2) the conditions uk=u-k, Vk=V-k, and ftk=Wk are

satisfied. represents the spatially dependent uniaxial anisotropy energy

The HP transformation casts Eq. (12) into a diagonal density parameter and e(r) is a unit vector that defines the
form as U()=Xk OkC*(t)ck(t). The new pair of conjugate grain-to-grain r-dependent uniaxial easy axis. Later in thefor as .Uhm 2 ' C analysis, the practical parameters of importance will be de-
variables ck(t) and ck(t) correspond to the linear normal spin veloped in terms of the components of an r-dependent 2
wave modes. Since the transformation from the ak and ak to ve e i te s f the cor dependnt 2
the Ck and ck is canonical, the equations of motion for the Ck X 2 effective field tensor h(r) and the corresponding Fourier
and c; follow the same form as for the ak and a*. However, components of these fields.

i (2) is diagonal in Ck and c, the equations of Turn now to the dynamics. For purposes of analysis, it ismotion are now uncoupled. One then has assumed that the sample remains magnetically saturated witha well defined static and r-independent magnetization vector

+ = dc;t) Wkk() (19) specified as MO=M,i. One also takes the dynamic magneti-
dt '' ( ct(t) zation, given by m(r,t)=[M(r,t)-M], to be small. In this

) Flimit, VV(r,M) may be expanded in a Taylor series about the
along with the counterpart equation for ck(t). For a homoge- magnetization equilibrium position. Taken out to second or-
neous system, the dispersion ok(k), together with the relax-
ation rate parameter r&, now provides all the information der terms only, W(r,M) takes the form

needed to describe the linear spin wave dynamics. The ck(t)
and c*(t) correspond to plane waves with a well defined dis- W(r,M) V(r,M0) + VMVV (r,M)IM m(r,t)

persion. One can also work backwards, as needed, to extract
the physical dynamic magnetization response as a Fourier + im'(r,t) - VMVMIT(r,M)IM . m(r,t).
superposition of these normal modes, suitably transformed.

The working equations developed up to now constitute (2()
the lead into the main problem at hand, namely, the spin
wave dynamics and the additional relaxation processes that One then proceeds to apply the same transformations devel-
are present in the presence of inhomogeneities. The next sec- oped in the previous sections to the dynamic magnetization,
tion considers the extension of the formalism established so first in terms of the conjugate a(r,t) and a*(r,t) variables,
far to this problem. The new ingredient is a spatial variation then in terms of the ak and a*, and finally in terms of the
of the stiffness fields due to the inhomogeneities. This results previously diagonal Ck and ck.
in a new coupling between spin wave modes at the same Recall that the second order homogeneous sample

frequency but with different wave vectors, or, in other words, Hamiltonian r(2) after transformation to the Ck and c , is
two magnon scattering. diagonal and leads to the spin wave dispersion and normal

modes. The corresponding second order terms in the ck and

C. Inhomogeneity coupling and mode mixing c k for the transformed 1/(r,M) will be nondiagonal. The
additional coupling between the ck and c k modes in this case

Spatial inhomogeneities introduce an additional contri- can be viewed as the basis of two magnon scattering.

bution to the energy density that will be denoted as IV. In The algebra is somewhat tedious but straightforward.
what follows, a tilde (-) will be used to denote any inhomo- Only a brief roadmap is provided here. The first transforma-
geneity related quantity. Spatial inhomogeneities may be tion leads to a second order energy density component, writ-
classified according to the sources of the spatial fluctuating ten in frequency units, that takes the form
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L v , (2) =- * Apart from the details, however, these Fourier compo-
- =A(r)a(r,t)a(r,t) nent field terms will be large when JqJ is on the order of an
M, inverse grain size. The sizes of these terms will be on the

+ l[B(r)a*(r,t)a*(r,t) + c.c.], (21) order of the anisotropy field parameter 2K,/M,. At the same
2 time, the A±q-k+k' factors in the terms in F (2) will tend to

couple specific k and k' modes that satisfy the condition
with coefficients A(r)=JY[Qx(r)+h,y(r)]/2 and B(r) Ik-k'i JqJ. This coupling is the source of the two magnon
=J [-hr)+ ,,,(r)+2i/7(r)]/2. The ,(r), hy(r), and scattering.
h,y(r) denote the spatially dependent components of the in- In terms of the Ck and c;, the total second order Hamil-

homogeneous stiffness field tensor h(r). Formally, these tonian U (2) takes the form

components are given as
U (2) _Ul (2) +i 2

d2  (r,M) dVV(r,M) hor

h,,(r) = Ms 2 - M a=x,y = .C 1 + O
dM *(t)Ck(t) + [6k,k'(t)Ck,(t)

k 2 kk'(22)

and + FkkC;(t)Ck,(t) + C.C.]. (25)

02 V(r,M) The coefficients of the new c;ck , and c;C k, pair terms are
ktyS(r) = M (23) given bycMxdMY M0

Note that the functional forms for the new spatially depen- Gkk , = Ak-k'(UkUk, + VkVk') + Bk-k,UkVk, + B_k+k,VkU k'

dent i(r) and b(r) functions in terms of the hxx(r), h,ry(r), (26)

and hy(r) parallel the original homogeneous sample Ak and
Bk expressions in terms of the Hx.,k, Hy,k, and Hxy,k. This and
parallel form is not a coincidence. It is related directly to the
quadratic form of the energy in both cases. This parallel
structure also carries over to the equations that connect the Fk,k' = Ak+k'(UkVk' + UkUk') + Bk+k'UkUk ' + B_k-k'VkVk ' -

Fourier transform parameters Aq, B x,q, h yy,q, and hyq. (27)
The second transformation makes direct use of these Fourier
transforms and yields a second order Hamiltonian, From the properties of the HP transformation, one can show

N ' that these coefficients satisfy the conditions 5kk'=Gk'.k and
M'(2) = Tk,k, =k,k-

The full dk,k' and Fkk' expressions given above appear
(t)ak'(t)A* to be fairly formidable. Section I D below, however, will

2 1 1[ak( qk+k' show that the relevant parameter for uniform mode two mag-
2
qkk' non relaxation is 5AI. 2. Section II E will then consider a

+ B*ak(t)ak,(t)Aq+k+k,] + C.c. (24) further reduction in the form for 10,kl2 based on general
The Kronecker delta (A) functions express the overall con- considerations for the spatial correlation of the Fourier com-

servation of wave vector that includes the pseudomomentum ponents of the stiffness field tensor h(r). Keep in mind that

of the Fourier components of the inhomogeneity terms. the Uk and Vk are defined through the Ak and the Bk coeffi-
cients in.- orn(2) .At the same time, the Aq and B track back to

It is useful at this point to contrast these hq, hyyq, and ho q

hxy.q Fourier transformed inhomogeneous stiffness field ten- the Fourier components of h(r). For all terms, the surviving

sor components with the previously developed H,,,k, Hyy,k, q values are specified through the Kronecker delta functions

and H.y,k homogeneous sample stiffness field tensor compo- in the terms of Eq. (24), with either k or k' set to zero. This

nents. The summary of the development for H., k, Hyy,k, and means that all of the related parameters in I0 ,k12 will ulti-

H,y,k in the Appendix illustrates how these fields derive from mately track back to correlations between the surviving Fou-
internal effective fields taken as linear functionals of the vec- rier components of h(r), with multipliers that involve prod-
tor magnetization. The k dependences for these Fourier com- ucts of the homogeneous stiffness field tensor components
ponent fields therefore reflect the nature of the mutual inter- Hxx,k, Hyy.k, and Hxy.k, for k=0 with those for k * 0. A prac-
actions between the magnetic moments or the interaction tical and fairly general working expression for I4.jA12 will be

with external field. In contrast, the h., hyy,q, and kyhq stiff- given in Sec. II E. Part of the power of the Hamiltonian
ness fields derive from the inhomogeneous energy density approach is that the needed I60,'1 for real systems can often

M(r,M), and their wave vector dependences reflect prima- be extracted in a relatively simple form. This will become
rily the spatial variation in the material inhomogeneities. clear from the examples considered in Secs. III and IV.
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Apart from the apparent complexity of the 6k,k' and scattering events among the k * 0 will always occur with a
Fk,k', it is clear that the previously diagonal equation of mo- very short characteristic time that can be neglected in the
tion for Ck(t) is no longer diagonal. This equation of motion overall sequence of scattering events.
now takes the form The set of coupled equations of motion for the single

co(t) and ensemble of Ck(t) amplitudes implicit in Eq. (28)
id  may then be written in a simple form as

+ 71k )Ck(t) = O)Ck(t) + 1 Ldk,k'Ck'(t) + Fk,k'Ck,(t)]. )
k' -+ YoCO = ( 0 0OW + E. [60ACk(t) + TO,kCk*(t)]

(28) k;0

(29)
One can see that the inclusion of inhomogeneities in the
analysis, in combination with a proper Hamiltonian treat- and
ment of the extra terms in the energy, leads directly to new /d )
coupling terms in the equation of motion. The main contri- dt+ Cikck(t) = (OkCk(t) + 60,kC(t) + &A0kCO(t), k * 0.
bution to the two magnon scattering relaxation for a given Ck

mode is due to 6k,k' terms for Ik'J values that are within an
inverse grain size of the given Ikl. If the k mode of interest is It is to be emphasized that the k parameters in the above are
the uniform mode, for example, the coupling will be to all k' explicitly for k * 0 modes. The surviving coupling coeffi-
modes within a sphere of radius -7r/6, where is the size of cients now involve only the k=0 mode and individual un-
the grain or other inhomogeneity. As this analysis is applied coupled k * 0 modes.
to specific situations, the parameter 6 will carry over to a The second simplification is to seek co(t) solutions in the
correlation length for the inhomogeneity of interest, adiabatic approximation. The uniform mode and k *:0

The above relations constitute a general formulation of modes are taken to have the forms c0 (t)=Eo(t)e- "'W and
the linearized spin wave equations of motion in the case of ck(t)=ck(t)e-i-W, respectively, where the ZO(t) and Z'k(t)
local inhomogeneity scattering. Nonlocal inhomogeneity specify slowly time varying envelope functions. The above
scattering will lead to the same form of the Hamiltonian but equations may then be combined to yield a Z7(t) equation of
with different coupling coefficients. From the development motion of the form
of the equations of motion, one can also see that the analysis
can be easily extended beyond the small signal limit. One d() 7ojo(t) I
simply has to take higher order terms in the inhomogeneity dt - ,0 (S)o(-s)ds, (31)
energy Taylor expansion into account, along with the appro-
priate transformations. This relatively simple and conceptu- with a driving function W(s) given by
ally straightforward inclusion of nonlinearity is a particular 1 2 k
advantage of the Hamiltonian method. However, in the prob- f(s) = e k{1'0,keo('k)- ITO,k e (32)
lems associated with nonlinear magnetization dynamics in k;60

the presence of inhomogeneities, it is usually sufficient to Under the slowly varying envelope assumption, one can ne-
take the inhomogeneity contribution in the linearized form glect the retardation implicit in the 17(s)?o(t-s) integral term
along with the higher order terms from the homogeneous by setting jo(t-s) o(t). The differential equation in Eq.
Hamiltonian.3 1 .33,34  (31) can then be solved by separation of variables. For times

It is possible, in principle, to diagonalize the new total much longer than the inverse relaxation rate, or for t
Hamiltonian (25) and find the new normal modes and the > 1 / T&, however, the upper integration limit may be set to -.
corresponding eigenfrequencies. Such a procedure has been One then obtains a relatively simple equation of motion for
used in Refs. 17 and 18, for example, for the numerical the envelope function Jo(t) given by
analysis of FMR spectra in thin films with simple types of
inhomogeneities characterized by randomly distributed local dZ0 (t)
fields. It is found, however, that the absorption profile for dt

weak scattering is reasonably well described by the approxi-
mate solution for the uniform mode relaxation rate that can where F0 is given as a sum over the available nonzero k
be found from the above working equations. Uniform mode states according to
decay is considered below.1r = i Y IG °_kl ' IF0,k* h

k*0 , (O-0-k+irik TWO+U+ ir& I

D. Uniform mode free decay rate (34)

A series of simplifications allows one to solve the aug- Keep in mind that the original homogeneous sample har-
mented uniform mode (k=0) free decay problem embodied monic frequency response at wo has already been taken out
in the above equations. The first such simplification is to of the problem through the substitution co(t)=jo(t)e--"0. It is
ignore the secondary scattering between the nonuniform or clear, therefore, that the inhomogeneities bring in two ef-
k * 0 modes. The basic argument here is that the multiple fects. First, the inhomogeneity coupling produces a shift of
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the uniform mode eigenfrequency oo by an amount that cor- values that are on the order of or smaller than and zero for
responds to the imaginary part of F0, namely, i6o. Second, the JRI > , where denotes the size of the inhomogeneity. The
two magnon scattering also brings in an additional contribu- condition C(O) =1 is true, by definition. As a rule, the par-

tion to the relaxation rate given by the real part of F0, ticular choice for C(R) does not affect the final results in any

namely, k. Both results are tied directly to the coupling significant way. For applications to I1.15 2, one needs the

coefficients Go0,k and Fok. These, in turn, connect back to the Fourier transform of Eq. (36). This is given as

fluctuating field Fourier components hxx,q, hyy,q, and hxy.q, h,kha,',k = (h.,6(r)h,,S,(r)Wk, (37)

Notice two further characteristics of the F0 source func-tion for the two magnon decay and frequency shift. First, the where Ck is the Fourier transform of C(R). Two points
o fshould be noticed here. (1) The upper cutoff wave number in

denominators for the G0,k terms are resonant. These terms Ck is of the order of Ikl rr/4 (2) The limiting value of Ck
are large only when Ito0-k is on the order of or smaller in the low wave number limit will be on the order of Co
than the intrinsic spin wave relaxation rate 7. Loosely -Vf/V, where is a mean inhomogeneity volume. Both
speaking, this means that only those modes within 7A of the properties may be readily obtained from the properties of the
uniform mode frequency wo will contribute to the scattering. correlation function C(R) and the Fourier transform.
In quantum terms, this corresponds to energy conservation Based on the outline given in Sec. I C and the above
for the individual wo -4 ok mode scattering events, apart correlation function nomenclature, it is straightforward to
from the caveat of broadened spin wave modes. In contrast obtain IGO0,kI 2 in terms of the various parameters developed
with the Gok term responses, the Fok term denominators are
nonresonant. Under the reasonable assumption that w or defined above. The result is
+ &kJ>Jwoo &)k is true, one can safely neglect the contribu- 15 - ' 1 4 k 2 ( )H kH xO
tions of the FOk term to either the two magnon frequency 4-
shift 450 or the two magnon relaxation rate T0.

In the r& - 0 limit the inhomogeneity contribution to the + 2(hX,hyy)(okwo0/I 2 + Hxy,kHxY,o)
relaxation rate is reduced to the form + (h y)[HkyyO +

1TI 40*,k1 "5 (0 0 - &-k) (35) - 2(wkwo/I Hy2 
- , nykHxv0)]}. (38)

k
Note that the Hrr.k, etc., denote the homogeneous sample

This Fermi golden rule form closely matches the result one

would obtain directly from the quantum formulation of spin stiffness field tensor components, and these occur as prod-

wave scattering. The usual factor of 2 in front of the sum ucts of terms for k=0 and k * 0, while the (h 2), etc., denote

from the quantum analysis is absent. This is due to the fact the spatially averaged values of the indicated inhomogeneous
that relaxation rate 0, as defined, reflects the decay of the stiffness field tensor component products, as indicated.

uniform mode amplitude co rather than the magnon occupa- The evaluation of the specific spatial averages involves
tion number which scales with lc012. The delta function in Eq. only knowledge of the specific energy form of interest. By
(35) conveys the stipulation that the usable k modes must be way of example, Sec. Ill will present expressions for the

degenerate with the uniform mode frequency. This degen- spatially averaged product terms for cubic ma netocrystal-
eracy is one of the key constraints in practical calculations. line anisotropy obtained from previous work, along with

general comments on the procedure.

E. Randomly distributed inhomogeneities

It was noted in Sec. II C that the sought after I60,A2 F. TWo magnon scattering as a uniform mode
factors will all involve correlations between pairs of the sur- frequency perturbation

viving Fourier components of h(r) multiplied by products of Before the consideration of specific calculations based
the homogeneous stiffness field tensor components for k=0 on the above working equations, it is useful to examine a
and those with k * 0. The latter are a matter of algebra. The relatively simple intuitive result based on spatial linewidth
former require some discussion. These correlations may be broadening considerations. From Sec. Il B, the uniform
expressed through a working relation, mode frequency for a homogeneous sample may be written

as wo=I(H.,,oHyy.o-H' 0 ) 1 /2 . One may now consider the
+ R)d 3r inhomogeneous sample to be comprised of small grains, each

with a slightly different local uniform mode frequency,
specified as w0(r). The spatial dependence of to0(r) can be

= (,p(r)h,p,(r))C(lR) (oa,/3,',/3' = x,y), (36) then obtained from the spatial variation of the uniform mode

where . denotes a spatial average and C(R) is an appro- stiffness fields Hx.o(r) =H,,O+hx,(r), H,Y,O(r) =Hyy.(
priate correlation function. For practical purposes, the spatial +hyy(r), and H,0(r)=H',,0+h'Y(r). The overall form of
average may be replaced by a configuration average. wo0(r) will be the same as given above, but with the homo-

Following Schlimann, 21 plausible choices for C(R) geneous sample stiffness fields replaced by the total stiffness
should generally include functions that are nonzero for JRI fields
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,,--H.(r)y(r)- H2 (r) and Hxy.k, both for a general k value and for k=0, (2) the

0r VT.r ,0r) , (corresponding spatial averages for the inhomogeneous

To the lowest order in the h (r), hyy(r), and kZy(r), the spa- sample stiffness fields given by (h2), (h2y), (-2), and
tial frequency deviation from w0, taken as &o0(r), is obtained (hhyy), and (3) the correlation function Fourier transform,
as Ck. For computational purposes, one also needs to convert

,,o d - , 9wo d o _from the k sum over degenerate spin wave modes to an
8wo0(r) dwh (r) + d hy(r) + 0 ,x(r) integral, according to lk---V/(27r)3 fffk2 sin Okdkdkdo k.dHxxo dH.o dH.Y,, This conversion is justified for typical macroscopic sample

_ nx0yy(r) nyh') 2nyhx . sizes.

2o 0  + yyoxxr) - Wyh,rJ. The homogeneous sample stiffness field algebra is based

(40) on the method outlined in the Appendix. The internal effec-
tive field is comprised of the static field, uniform demagne-

One can see, therefore, that the spatial variations in the in- tizing fields, exchange fields, and dipole-dipole fields with
homogeneous sample stiffness fields yield a corresponding surface effects neglected. The components of the spin wave
spatial inhomogeneous broadening in the FMR frequency. stiffness fields are obtained as
One can then take the Fourier transform of &o0(r), denoted = Hk COS2

as &0.k, as a coupling coefficient between k=0 and k : Hxxk = H, + Dk2 + 4rM sin O sk,

magnetization modes. Indeed, in the limit of low k scatter-
ing, that is, for scattering to modes with k 0, one can show Hyy,k = Hi + Dk2 + 41rM, sin2 Ok sin 2 Pk, (44)

that Gk,012 is reduced to a simple physical form, namely, and

I60A 16o0kl = (,5-'(r))Ck. (41) HXy,k = 41TM, sin a O sin O1k cos (kk. (45)

For weak, long wavelength inhomogeneities, therefore, the In the above, Hi=H-4,irM,13 is the internal static field and
two magnon scattering process amounts to a frequency D is an exchange constant. The (kk and Ok denote the standard
broadening effect ameliorated by the correlation function of azimuthal and polar spin wave propagation angles, respec-
the fluctuations that are the source of the scattering in the tively, that define the direction of the wave vector k relative
first place. to the direction of the static field. The above fields combine

In the limit of zero intrinsic damping, one can make use totgive a bulk sample spin wave frequency wh, written in the
of Eq. (35), apply the frequency line broadening connection, standard form as
and obtain

2(w0(r)) Ck5(wu - ok) kr( &ow(r))Cog(wo), = V(H i + Dk 2) (H, + D k2 + 4rM, sin 2 tk). (46)

k Note that the bulk sample (Ok(k) function contains no azi-

(42) muthal angle dependence. The homogeneous sample stiff-
ness fields for k=0 are given by

where g(W0)=Xk8 0-J(Wk) is the total density of states for

the low k spin wave modes that are degenerate with the H,,0 = Hy,,0 = H = w/l (47)
uniform mode. For a well characterized sample, all of the
quantities in Eq. (42) are known. One has, therefore, a rea- and
sonable expression for the two magnon relaxation rate based HV, . = 0. (48)
on relatively simple physical considerations on the resonance
frequency broadening. Note that the FMR frequency w0 for a spherical sample is

just equal to IyH.
III. ANISOTROPY SCATTERING IN A The spatial averages for the inhomogeneous sample stiff-

POLYCRYSTALLINE FERRITE SPHERE ness fields (hX ), (hK, ), and (hxhY) involve an
analysis based on the cubic magnetocrystalline energy den-

This section summarizes a representative calculation of sity as developed in general terms in Sec. II C. To the lowest
the two magnon scattering relaxation rate for a bulk [three- order, cubic symmetry leads to an anisotropy energy density
dimensional (3D)] insulating material. As a specific example, of the form -K 2+2a2 2 wof=te fom 17=Kl +taz+ ax) where K, is the
a dense polycrystalline ferrite sphere magnetized to satura- ua f o m n en

tionby unfor stticfied H s cnsiere. I isassmed usual first order magnetocrystal line anisotropy energy den-tion by a uniform static field H is considered. It is assumed sity parameter and the ax, yz denote the direction cosines

that grain orientations are randomly distributed and that each between the magnetization vector M(r) and the local cubic

grain is comprised of a single crystal with cubic magneto- X, Y, and Z axes in the random crystalline grains. It is useful
crystalline anisotropy. This is the classic two magnon scat- todfnacuiaioro ied rmtrH 2 1W

2 to define a cubic anisotropy field parameter H=2K,IM,.tering problem first treated by Schlomann. As in Ref. 21, The e n
intrinsic damping will be neglected. The starting point for the spatial average quantities (), (h

analysis is Eq. (35). h ), and Kh,/hvy) is a matter of (1) a careful analysis of
The needed parameters for the isotropic sphere sample energy derivatives for W specified in Sec. 11 C and (2) proper

are (1) the homogeneous sample stiffness fields, Hx,,k, HYk, spatial averaging. McMichael and Krivosik gave the details
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of such an analysis for a variety of inhomogeneities in Ref. transparent development directly from Hamiltonian prin-
14. The needed spatial averages for cubic anisotropy are ob- ciples.
tained as

2 29 2 IV. TWO MAGNON SCATTERING LINEWIDTH IN THIN(hx) =(hY) = 10- H. (49) FILMS

Ferromagnetic resonance in a variety of forms is widely

(h2y)= 9 5H2 (50) used to determine the uniform mode relaxation or damping
105 arate through linewidth measurements for thin magnetic films

and in general and metallic films, in particular. It has been well
known since the late 1960s, moreover, that two magnon scat-

IH2 tering can make significant contributions to these linewidths,
(Uyy) = 105 Ha" (51) as in Ref. 6, for example. In spite of this, the predominant

popular approach for most workers has been simply to ana-
Note that all terms involve the square of the anisotropy field lyze all data on the basis of a single phenomenological
multiplied by some numerical factor. Other types of aniso- damping parameter based Landau-Lifshitz or Gilbert damp-
tropy generally lead to the same form, but with different ing model. While there have been notable exceptions to this
numerical factors. phenomenological approach for data analysis, mainly

Finally, turn to the correlations. A relatively standard through the working equations from the Arias and Mills
choice for the correlation function C(R) is21  theory,10 as provided in Refs. 8, 27, and 49, for example,

there has really been no cogent application of the two mag-
C(R) = e-IRI/, (52) non theory to a wide range of thin film FMR linewidth data.

where 4 is now a characteristic correlation length that may be The purpose of this section is to provide such an application
associated with the grain size in the polycrystalline sample, based on the equations developed above and the long stand-
for example. The Fourier transform of Eq. (52) yields 48  ing linewidth data from Ref. 6 for a range of Permalloy film

thicknesses and FMR frequencies. These data were obtained

Ck Ck= 27r2flk) (53) for in-plane static fields.
V k2' The data from Ref. 6 are analyzed in terms of a simple

model that includes three contributions to the relaxation rate:
with intrinsic magnon-electron scattering, eddy current Ohmic

4 c3k2  losses, and two magnon scattering. The magnon-electron
f(k)= ir[l +t(k4) 2]2  (54) scattering contribution was analyzed in terms of Gilbert

damping. 50,51

The f(k) nomenclature follows the notation of Ref. 21. Note Within the framework of the Gilbert model, the intrinsic
that f(k) is a steeply peaked function with its maximum at contribution to the uniform mode relaxation rate can be writ-
k= 1/4 . In wave number space, f(k) will select out only those ten as
Fourier components around this peak position for a strong Ik,m-e = aGWOPA, (56)
contribution to the scattering.

The stage is now set for the evaluation of the two mag- where aG is the Gilbert damping parameter. The aG param-
non relaxation rate from Eq. (35). With the sum over k re- eter can, in principle, be obtained in terms of the band struc-
placed by a volume integral over k space as given above, use ture, as discussed in Ref. 50 and elsewhere. For the present
of the prescribed homogeneous stiffness fields and the spa- purposes, aG will be used simply as an adjustable parameter.
tially averaged inhomogeneous stiffness field products just The PA factor is related to the uniform mode ellipticity and
listed, the final result is obtained as can be expressed as 50

0-- 
7 1  

dkf dcos "kfk)  PA =I (H.x,° + Hyy,°) = d. MR57-=iW= ,' vI(57)
'l= 1 0 5 JKaotkI ) PA0H.Xo = 0- FMR

1 where H, as in the last section, is the external static field and
X 1 + 19L(Hi+Dk2 +21rM, sin 2 Ok) the derivative is evaluated at the resonance point. Note that

O the second equality in Eq. (57) is valid only if the change in

K (n0 - k). (55) static field H does not affect the magnetization static equilib-
rium. In such a case the PA factor serves also as a conversion

Keep in mind that even though this is a 3D problem, the factor between the relaxation rate and the field linewidth. 5Z 53

G0,kl is independent of the azimuthal spin wave propagation If the x and y directions are taken to be perpendicular and
angle Ok. The result in Eq. (55) matches the original result parallel to the film plane, respectively, one has H,,,0  H
given by Eq. (47b) in Ref. 21. This result has formed much +47rM, and Hyo-H. The off-diagonal H.O stiffness field
of the basis of the linewidth analysis for dense bulk poly- component for this geometry is zero. The films in Ref. 6 had
crystalline ferrites from the 1960s. The value of the present the usual in-plane uniaxial anisotropy that is typical of field
rendering of this result is in the step by step and relatively deposited Permalloy films. This has not been included in the
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analysis here. Trial calculations that include the anisotropy 607GHz
show no appreciable effect. 5.()6GHz

Eddy current losses can be particularly pronounced for 40- 5GHz
thicker films and higher frequencies. For a negligible ex- 0 30- 0 4GHz
change interaction and small dissipation, the eddy current 20- 2GHz
relaxation rate can be written in the same form as Gilbert : 10- 1GHz
damping given by Eq. (56) with aG replaced by54, 5  0 0

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
4irMsd. - 60-IT 1 d2  

(58) C50 (b) 7GHzaec= 3C
2  

p 4 0-(b
040-

Here, p is the electrical resistivity, d is the film thickness, and 30- m-e
c is the speed of light. 20- e-c

The final and critical contribution to the relaxation rate 10-
and the FMR linewidth for this discussion is the two magnon 0 , m-m

contribution due to inhomogeneities, based on the formalism 0 50 100 150 200 250 360 350 400
in Sec. II. For in-plane magnetized high magnetization thin Film thickness d (nm)
films and relatively low frequency ferromagnetic resonance, FIG. I. Field swept linewidth AH as a function of film thickness d for a

the degenerate nonuniform modes have relatively low k val- series of Ni77Fe23 thin films. Graph (a) shows data from Ref. 6 at specified
ues. In this case, the approximations discussed in Sec. II F frequencies indicated by the various symbols. The solid lines represent fits
are applicable. 27  of Eq. (64) to the data with fitting parameters as given in the text, Graph (b)

If one further assumes that the inhomogeneous stiffness shows data and fit results at 7 GHz, along with a breakdown of the compo-
nent eddy current (ec), magnon-electron (m-e), and two magnon (m-m)

fields do not differ significantly from each other, one can contributions to the linewidth, as indicated.

write (h x)(i27y) (i12 . In this case Eq. (42) is simplified
tof to0 = (aG + aec)twoPA + KPA 6 (wo - ok)dk, (63)

Pg (59)

For a very thin film, moreover, the dynamic magnetization where K-0.161 2(h)Af. Note that the specific numerical
does not vary significantly across the film thickness. In this factor in the parameter K will depend on the choice of cor-
uniform magnetization mode approximation, the calculation relation function. Other than this, the form above for the total
of the density of states function g(w0 ) may be reduced to a relaxation rate can be taken as fairly general, subject to the
two dimensional k-space formulation for in-plane propagat- limits already noted.
ing modes and may be rewritten as The field swept FMR linewidth AH is then given as

A AH(wo,d) = 2 r/°LQI pAl 2
(WO) 1(CO- wk) -(2f) (o- wk)dk, (60) H -IA [  a1 (d)]o

k
k~~ (2iT

where A is the film area. The integration in Eq. (60) may be + 2 -PA(wo) 6two- wk(d)]dk. (64)

evaluated analytically for the ultrathin film limit. 14,16 In such

a case the result does not depend on the film thickness. Here, Equation (64) has been written in such a form as to keep all
however, numerical integration has been used, with the full dependences on the FMR frequency wo and film thickness d
spin wave dispersion ok taken in the uniform magnetization explicit.

mode approximation. 14,42 This dispersion can be expressed Figures 1 and 2 summarize the field linewidth data from
through wk=IVl HXXkHyk, with the homogeneous spin the published graphs in Ref. 6 for a series of Permalloy films,

wave stiffness fields given as along with corresponding fit results based on the above
working equations. Graph (a) in Fig. I shows the half power

H ,k = H + Dk2 + 41TMNk(kd) (61) field swept linewidth AH as a function of film thickness d for
the indicated frequencies. The various symbols show the data
and the solid curves show the fits. Graph (b) shows the data

Hyy,k = H + Dk2 + 4"rM, sin 2 Ok[l - Nk(kd)]. (62) and fit for 7 GHz only, along with a breakdown of the com-
ponent eddy current (ec), magnon-electron (m-e), and two

Here, 0k is now the angle between the in-plane spin wave k magnon (m-m) contributions to the linewidth, as indicated.
vector and the direction of the external static field H. The Figure 2 shows the corresponding results for three of the
ultrathin film dipole field function Nk is given by Nk=(1 films in a linewidth versus frequency () format.
-e-kd)/kd. Finally, a two dimensional Fourier transform of The fitting was done in a general way, with common
the correlation function given by Eq. (52) in the k=0 limit material and structure parameters used for all the films. The
yields Co-2A /A, where Af is a mean inhomogeneity area. focus was on the realization of a reasonable overall fit that

Based on the above working equations, the total relax- adequately demonstrates the overall trend of the data rather
ation rate may be written as than a point-by-point matchup. The curves shown were ob-
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60- V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
50- (a)320r40. (a) . '20Onrn In summary, this work presents a compact but complete
40- 3Onrn synopsis of two magnon scattering theory done within the
3framework of the Hamiltonian formalism. It provides general

20. expressions for the inhomogeneity coupling coefficients in
10 the case of localized inhomogeneities. The key ideas may be
0 ' extended to nonlocal scattering without any modification in

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
60- the formalism. At the present stage, the theory is applicable
50- (b) 320nm to problems where the nonuniform magnetization excitations
40- can be described as plane wave modes. In principle, other30- r- types of normal mode expansions could be used in place of

20- the plane waves, but such modifications will, by necessity,

10. r-n significantly expand the amount of algebra. For practical pur-

0i poses, the plane wave approach as presented appears to be
02 3 4 5 6 7 8 adequate for most material systems of technological interest.

Frequency f(GHz) By way of example, two specific applications of the
theory are presented. The first involves a representative cal-

FIG. 2. Field swept linewidth AH as a function of frequency f for a series of culation of the two magnon scattering relaxation rate for an-
Ni77Fe23 thin films. Graph (a) shows data from Ref. 6 at specified thick- isotropy scattering in bulk polycrystalline spheres. It is
nesses indicated by the various symbols. The solid lines represent fits of Eq.
(64) to the data with fitting parameters as given in the text. Graph (b) shows shown that the result obtained from the Hamiltonian ap-
data and fit results for the 320 nm thick film along with a breakdown of the proach matches exactly the classic solution from Ref. 21. In
component eddy current (ec), magnon-electron (m-e), and two magnon the second example, previously published FMR linewidth
(m-m) contributions to the linewidth, as indicated, data versus film thickness and frequency for thin NiFe films

have been analyzed on the basis of the working TMS equa-

tained for 47TM,= 10 kG, Iyj/2ir=2.9 MHz/Oe, aG,=0.0057, tions developed here from the Hamiltonian formalism. It is

p=3415 s [38 pfl cm in Systeme International (SI) units], shown that the theory provides results that are in reasonable

and (h2)Af=9 X 10-9Oe 2 cm 2. The p value needed to fit the agreement with the data.

data is somewhat higher than the typical literature values

15-25 /.dl cm for Permalloy.56 The (h2)A 4 appear reason- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

able. For an average characteristic inhomogeneity length, C This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army Re-
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One can see that the fits generally replicate the trends of tremely High Density Recording (EHDR) program.

the data in both graphs. Keep in mind that the combination
of eddy current damping and magnon-electron damping APPENDIX

alone would give only a linewidth that scales linearly with This appendix provides a roadmap for the evaluation of
frequency and quadratically with film thickness. Both the homogeneous stiffness field tensor introduced in Sec. II B.
data and the fits provide convincing evidence for an addi- The analysis starts from the magnetic energy 7- written in
tional two magnon component with more complicated d and the form
f dependences. These dependences come from the variation
in the density of states for the two magnon scattering. The ?i= -I M(r,t). Het(r,t)d3 r
breakdowns in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) show these effects. Note,
in particular, the small but distinct m-m components in the f t )
(b) graphs in both figures. The scatter in the data in Fig. 1 is - M(r,t). HM(r,t)d3r. (Al)
too large to see the two magnon effect on the response as

clearly as one might like, but the overall trend, especially in Here, the first term represents the Zeeman energy that de-
graph (a), provides reasonably convincing evidence of such a rives from the interaction of the magnetization with an exter-
response. The two magnon knee can be discerned somewhat nal magnetic field H,xt(r, t). The second term represents the
more clearly in Fig. 2. interaction energy of the magnetization with the separate and

Considered overall, the data, the fits, and the break- distinct internal magnetic self-field HM(r,t). This field is
downs demonstrate fairly clearly the role of the two magnon assumed to be a linear functional of the magnetization
scattering contribution to the Permalloy film in the linewidth. M(r,t). Examples of such internal fields include the Max-
In spite of the fairly basic simplified model used here, mainly wellian dipole field, the non-Maxwellian macroscopic ex-
for the sake of simplicity of analysis, the quantitative as well change field, and the non-Maxwellian effective field associ-
as qualitative match of the theory to the entire ensemble of ated with a uniaxial anisotropy. Other self-fields that arc
data for a single set of fitting parameters is remarkable. given by higher order functionals of the magnetization, such
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as an effective field due to cubic anisotropy, for example, Hq,k = 4rMNyk, (A8)
may be incorporated into a linearized form through an ap-
propriate Taylor expansion. It is important to keep in mind where Hi=H-41rMN,,O is the internal static field. As a final
that the magnetization response in the small signal limit is step, the expression in Eq. (A6) can be transformed into the
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Magnetic properties and structural implications for nanocrystalline Fe-Ti-N thin films
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The magnetization and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) profiles have been measured for a series of soft-

magnetic nanocrystalline Fe-Ti-N films. Magnetization (M) measurements were made as a function of tem-
perature (T) from 2 to 300 K and in-plane field (H) up to I kOe. Additionally, room temperature easy and hard
direction in-plane field hysteresis loops were measured for fields between ± 100 Oe, and 10 GHz FMR mea-
surements were performed. The 50 nm thick films were made by magnetron sputtering in an in-plane field. The
nominal titanium concentration was 3 at. % and the nitrogen concentrations (xN) ranged from 0 to 12.7 at. %.
The saturation magnetization (M) vs T data and the extracted exchange parameters as a function of XN are
consistent with a lattice expansion due to the addition of interstitial nitrogen in the body-centered-cubic (bcc)
lattice and a structural transition to body-centered-tetragonal (bct) in the 6-8 at. % nitrogen range. The
hysteresis loop and FMR data show a consistent picture of the changes in both the uniaxial and cubic aniso-
tropy as a function of xN. Films with xN-- 3.9 at. % show an overall uniaxial anisotropy, with an anisotropy
field parameter H. that increases with xN. The corresponding dispersion averaged uniaxial anisotropy energy
density parameter (K,)=H,M,12 is a linear function of XN, with a rate of increase of 950± 150
erg/cm3 per at. % nitrogen. The estimated uniaxial anisotropy energy per nitrogen atom is 30 J/mol, a value
consistent with other systems. For xN below 6 at. %, the scaling of coercive force H, data with the sixth power
of the grain size D indicate a grain averaged effective cubic anisotropy energy density parameter (K,) that is
about an order of magnitude smaller that the nominal (KI) values for iron, and give a quantitative (KI) vs D
response that matches predictions for exchange coupled random grains with cubic anisotropy.

DOI: 10.1 103/PhysRevB.75.094435 PACS number(s): 75.30.Cr, 75.30.Gw, 76 .50.+g

I. INTRODUCTION The purpose of this work was to perform a comprehensive
The nanocrystalline Fe-Q-N thin film system, with Q study of the fundamental magnetic properties of the Fe-Ti-N

=Al, Ti, Ta, or Zr, for example, has been a subject of great film system. This has been done for a range of nitrogen con-
interest over the last decade or so. '0 This interest has been centrations from 0- 13 at. %, the range over which most of
driven, in part by the seminal work on binary Fe-N films by the interesting and useful property changes occur. Three
Kim and Takahashi,' who were the first to show that the types of measurements were made, magnetization vs tem-
addition of nitrogen appears to give a magnetization higher perature from 2 to 300 K at a fixed field of I kOe, hysteresis
than pure iron, even at small nitrogen levels. While the ni- loops for fields from -100 to +100 Oe at 300 K, and room
trogen is generally taken to reside on interstitial sites and temperature field swept ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) at
result in an expansion of the iron lattice, 12 the actual effect of 9.5 GHz. All data were for in-plane fields only.The different types of data all indicate some sort of athe nitrogen atoms on the magnetization is still a matter of Tctralrnt te 6- at. nitroe r Thiscontroversy. 1 3 15 The shift in interest to the three element structural transition in the 6-8 at. % nitrogen range. Thiscnerfilsystem Thsiftn diene to the hreeleonht applies to the effective exchange as extracted from the mag-
Fe-Q-N film system has been driven by the realization that netization vs temperature data, the coercive force data, and
small amounts of the third element can provide an enhanced the cubic and uniaxial anisotropy parameters obtained from
thermal stability.' 7 In addition to the challenges to under- the hysteresis loop and the FMR data. There is a clear tran-
stand the fundamental magnetic properties of Fe-Q-N films, sition from cubic anisotropy dominance to uniaxial aniso-
the system shows a number of attractive properties for mi- tropy dominance in the same 6-8 at. % nitrogen range.
crowave device and magnetic information storage applica- The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
tions. These include large magnetization, field-induced brief overview of the structure and magnetic properties of the
uniaxial anisotropy, high permeability, low coercive force, Fe-N and Fe-Q-N film systems. Section III gives a descrip-
and low microwave loss. tion of the film materials and the magnetization and micro-

The recent work by Alexander and co-workers on the wave measurement procedures. Section IV presents magne-
Fe-Ti-N film systems, as cited above, has shown evidence tization vs temperature data and an analysis of the data in
for a low microwave loss with strong microstructure terms of effective exchange parameters. Section V presents
correlations.8 '9 Work from this group has also provided con- the room temperature microwave and hysteresis loop data,
cise data on structure, room temperature magnetization, and summarizes results on the coercive force, and shows a quali-
anisotropy.5-' 0 Apart from these studies, however, there has tative analysis of the data in terms of cubic and uniaxial
been very little definitive work to elucidate the magnetic anisotropy. Section VI elucidates the dependence of derived
interactions, identify structural transitions, and changes in cubic and uniaxial anisotropy energy density parameters on
the magnetic properties associated with these transitions, or nitrogen content, based on the data presented in Sec. V, and
to separate the different contributions to the magnetic aniso- examines the ferromagnetic exchange length implications for
tropy. these nanocrystalline films.
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE Fe-N AND Fe-Q-N (a) bcc Fe-Ti (b) Distorted bcc Fe-Ti-N
FILM SYSTEMS

The introduction gave a brief overview of Fe-N and ... - Fe - i
Fe-Q-N thin films, with an emphasis on magnetic properties. %
This section focuses on structure. For the film thicknesses of Fe
interest here, typically in the 50 nm range, no special thick- l I
ness effects are expected and only bulk structure consider- ' .. : i3.9 A
ations are needed. The available literature indicates that as
one adds nitrogen, there are progressive changes in
structure. 8 One starts with body-centered-cubic (bcc) a-Fe 'I,
and a saturation induction 4irM, of about 21 kG. For ..
Fel, N, , with a nitrogen content XN up to 0.4 at. % or so, (
the nitrogen atoms can be dissolved in the bcc lattice with
essentially no change in the structure. 8 ,"9 It is important to
emphasize that the nitrogen enters the bcc lattice interstitially 2.8m A (2.87s A)
and the xN parameter here simply denotes the atomic fraction -2s A
of the nitrogen in the overall material. FIG. I. Schematic illustrations of (a) the bce iron structure and

As one moves above XN-0.4 at. %, the interstitial nitro- (b) the tetragonally distorted bcc Fe-N structure for about 5 at. %
gen becomes sufficient to produce a tetragonally distorted nitrogen. The shaded atoms indicate possible titanium additions.
a'-Fe-N phase. At some level between xN-0.4 at. % and The separation distances in (a) are for pure iron (nonparentheses)
xN- I I at. %, the literature indicates an overall structure and iron with about 3 at. % titanium (parentheses). The separation
change to a body-centered-tetragonal (bct) a"-Fe-N phase.' 8  distances in (b) are estimated values for Fe-N with about 5 at. %
Reported values of the saturation induction of the a" phase nitrogen and no structural transition to bet.
vary over a wide range, typically from 20 to 30 kG or
so. 3-1 5

,
20 Neither the details on this bcc-bct transition point respectively. The values in (b) are estimates for Fe-N with

nor the problem with the wide variance in 47rM, have been XN-5 at. %, under the assumption that there is no phase
resolved to date. Above xN- II at. %, there appears to be a transition to bct at this level.
transition to a face-centered-cubic (fcc) y'-Fe-N phase with Overall, Fig. I shows two things. First, the addition of
the nitrogen atoms at interstitial octahedral sites. At about nitrogen to the bcc Fe or Fe-Ti system causes a tetragonal
XN-25 at. %, one further structural change gives rise to a distortion to the lattice. Second, the titanium, if present, re-
hexagonal-closed-packed E-Fe-N phase. Finally, for XN sides on iron sites. The choice to place a single interstitial
'50 at. %, the orthorhombic C-Fe-N phase forms. 12  nitrogen atom on the lattice diagram in Fig. I(b) is simply

Even though the sequences of changes summarized above for purposes of illustration. As noted above, one can have a
produce interesting phase transitions and potentially useful tetragonally distorted bcc structure at low XN levels or a
magnetic properties in some regimes, the metastability of bonafide body-centered-tetragonal structure for high xN
these binary Fe-N phases 2' limits the practical use of these levels. 18 Insofar as no unit cell is indicated, the (b) diagram
films. It has been found that the addition of small amounts of could actually apply to either of these situations. The main
a third element Q to form ternary Fe-Q-N phases, typically point of Fig. 1(b) is that the addition of nitrogen breaks the
Hf, Ta, Ti, or Zr, can serve to increase thermal stability. 4, 6' 7  cubic symmetry. One should notice that the interstitial nitro-
For pure iron, additions of such a Q element at levels up to gen in the (b) diagram serves to push away the two nearest-
about 5 at. % have been found to dissolve substitutionally neighbor iron atoms. 12 It is this symmetry breaking effect
into the bcc lattice with no substantial effect on the structure that can lead to a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in field de-
or magnetic properties. 3 Similar levels of substitution for posited alloys or films.
these elements in the Fe-N system also appear to have little The additional point to be drawn from the figure concerns
effect except for the enhanced thermal stability. This is one the bcc site titanium. It was noted above that the Fe-N sys-
reason for the focus on Fe-Ti-N films in this work. The dis- tem with interstitial nitrogen is generally unstable and that
torted bcc to bct structural transition noted above for the the presence of bcc site titanium atoms serves to stabilize the
Fe-N film system also appears to be operative for Fe-Ti-N Fe-N system. This is believed to occur because the increase
films. Data in Ref. 6, for example, indicate that films with in the lattice parameter caused by the larger titanium atom
about 3 at. % Ti, have a structural transition at about XN increases the space available for the interstitial nitrogen. t,

7 at. %. The data show that for small levels of Ti, this makes for a
By way of example, Fig. I shows schematic crystal struc- more stable alloy.

ture diagrams for (a) bcc iron and (b) tetragonally distorted The role of the nitrogen in modifying the magnetic aniso-
bcc iron with an interstitial nitrogen atom in place, as indi- tropy in Fe-Ti-N films is one of the main aspects of this
cated. The shaded circle in each diagram serves to indicate paper. The body-centered-cubic Fe-Ti alloy has cubic aniso-
the possible presence of iron site titanium atoms in the over- tropy. As nitrogen is added to the lattice, there is a decrease
all Fe-Ti-N structure. The labels indicate nominal atom spac- in the cubic anisotropy, up to the structural transition to bct at
ings. The nonparentheses and parentheses values in (a) are XN- 7 at. %.7 The nitrogen induced distortion in the lattice
for pure bcc iron and Fe-Ti with about 3 at. % titanium, might be one possible reason for this decrease. Above the
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XN- 7 at. % structural transition point, the cubic anisotropy annealed at 100 'C in an easy axis oriented 300 Oe field.
is essentially zero. The atomic concentrations of the different elements were

There is no literature data available on the effect of nitro- measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). All
gen on the field induced uniaxial anisotropy in Fe-Ti-N films had about 3 at. % of titanium. The noted difference in
films. For Fe-Ta-N and Fe-Zr-N films, deposition in an in- titanium content between the target and the film for sputter-
plane field produces a uniaxial anisotropy that increases with ing in an argon-nitrogen atmosphere is consistent with that
XN. 2 2 3 One can presume that this is a pair ordering effect. reported in Ref. 10. The nitrogen content xN varied from zero
One can also speculate that Fe-Ti-N films should show a to 12.7 at. %. Grain sizes were determined by transmission
similar response. It seems clear that the symmetry breaking electron microscopy (TEM). The nitrogen content and aver-
due to the nitrogen, first in producing a tetragonally distorted age grain sizes of various films are listed in Table I. Further
bcc lattice at low xN levels and then in producing a bonafide details are given in Refs. 6 and 8.

The magnetization measurements were made as a func-
bct structure at higher levels, should produce such an aniso- tion ea m nt fie with a e nc-

tropy when a field is used to promote a preferred direction in ing quantum inteference device (SQUID) magnetometer.

the overall polycrystalline film. The fields were always applied in-plane. Prior to the SQUID
One of the key results from the present work is a clear measurements, FMR measurements as a function of the in-

map of the change in the anisotropy, both cubic and uniaxial, plane field direction were used to ascertain the easy and hard
as a function of the nitrogen level in the Fe-Ti-N system. axes for the films with uniaxial anisotropy. The details of the
Based on the above, one would expect to see a drop in the FMR measurements are given below. Three types of magne-
cubic anisotropy to zero as one goes from Fe-Ti to Fe-Ti-N tization data were then obtained. First, full magnetization vs
with xN-7 at. %. At the same time, one should see an in- field hysteresis loop data were obtained for easy direction
crease in the uniaxial anisotropy component, and this aniso- in-plane fields from -100 to +100 Oe at 300 K. Fields of
tropy will become dominant as the alloy changes to bct for 100 Oe were found to be adequate to achieve magnetic satu-
xN> 7 at. % or so. One can also speculate that these aniso- ration in all cases. Second, saturation magnetization vs tem-
tropy changes will be accompanied by signature changes in perature was then measured from 300 K down to 2 K at a
the magnetization. Data from the literature do show that the fixed field of 1 kOe. All of the magnetization values in Table
magnetization drops as xN is increased.5 There has been no I and the magnetization data below are based on a nominal
work that demonstrates any connection between the struc- film thickness of 50 nm for all the samples.
tural change induced effects on the anisotropy with related Finally, in order to determine the threshold nitrogen level
effects on the magnetization. The data given below will dem- needed for uniaxial anisotropy and determine the uniaxial
onstrate such connections. anisotropy field values for samples above this threshold, ad-

In addition to structural changes, the presence of nitrogen ditional hysteresis loop data were obtained at 300 K for both
affects the grain-growth process in Fe-Ti-N films. Transmis- easy and hard direction fields. Samples with xvN2t 3 .9 at. %
sion electron microscopy data on films similar to those used showed uniaxial anisotropy. Those with xN< 3.9 at. %
in this work indicate a decrease in grain size from about showed no uniaxial anisotropy. The coercive force values
28 nm at xN=O to 4 nm at xN- 12.7 at. %.8,9 This effect is from the easy direction hysteresis loop measurements were
relevant to the present work because the hysteresis loop also used to estimate values of the cubic and uniaxial aniso-
properties depend on microstructure as well as anisotropy. tropy energy density parameters based on established coer-
References 8 and 9 also show a connection between grain cive force models. Anisotropy nomenclature will be intro-
size and the FMR linewidth. However, it is not clear that the duced as needed in Secs. V and VI.
linewidth effect is related to grain size or to a structural Room temperature ferromagnetic resonance measure-
change. The hysteresis loop data below will make a case for ments at 9.5 GHz were used to check the uniaxial anisotropy
correlations with both structure and grain size. field values for the high nitrogen content samples. The FMR

profiles were measured by a shorted waveguide reflection
HI. FILM PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT technique 24,25 with field modulation and lock-in detection.

TECHNIQUES The samples were mounted on the waveguide-short such thatthe external static and microwave fields were in the plane of

The samples were kindly provided by Alexander of the the films and mutually perpendicular. The raw data consisted
University of Alabama MINT Center. The film preparation of plots of the field derivative of the FMR absorption peak
and the materials analysis work was done by Ding and Al- response as a function of applied field. The resonance field
exander. The nanocrystalline Fe-Ti-N films of nominal position was determined from the zero crossing point on the
50 nm thickness were prepared on glass substrates in a derivative profile. Data were obtained as a function of the
nitrogen-argon atmosphere by dc magnetron sputtering from in-plane static field orientation in 10 degree steps over a
Fe-Ti alloy targets with a nominal titanium content of about half-circle. The FMR field position vs angle was then used to
5 at. %. A 300 Oe static magnetic field was applied in the obtain the uniaxial anisotropy field parameter H. For films
plane of the substrate to define a specific axis for the possible with XN< 3.9 at. %, the derivative FMR profiles were too
development of the field induced uniaxial anisotropy. For broad and the shifts in the FMR field position with angle
purposes of discussion this direction will be termed the were too small to obtain usable values of H.
"easy" direction, even for films with no uniaxial anisotropy. Table I shows a summary of basic film parameters as a
The films were then removed from the deposition system and function of the nitrogen level. The nitrogen content and grain
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TABLE I. Summary of sample parameters as a function of nitrogen content. The nitrogen content and grain size for different films were
obtained from XPS and TEM measurements at the MINT Center, University of Alabama. Other parameters were obtained from SQUID and
FMR measurements as part of this work. These parameters are discussed in detail in Secs. IV and V.

Hard axis
hysteresis

loop
determined FMR

uniaxial Uniaxial
Spin-spin anisotropy anisotropy

Saturation exchange Coercive field field
Nitrogen Grain induction energy force parameter parameter
content size D 47rM,(300 K) Jex H(300 K) H(300 K) H(300 K)
XN (at %) (nm) (kG) (10 15 erg) (Oe) (Oe) (Oe)

0 28 19.4 6.7 13.5
1.9 20 19.0 4.4 7.5
3.9 15 18.8 3.7 6.7 7 4.0
5.4 10 18.2 3.0 6 9 6.5
7.0 8.5 16.8 2.5 5.3 11 8.7
8.4 7.5 15.3 2.4 6.5 16 12.5

10.9 5 14.2 2.1 8.5 19 12.5
12.7 4 13.9 2.1 11.0 23 19.0

size shown in the first two columns were obtained from XPS A. Nitrogen loading and temperature dependence
and TEM measurements by Alexander of the University of of saturation induction
Alabama MINT Center. 26 The other columns show results
from the SQUID and FMR measurements. The saturation Figure 2 shows experimental results on the saturation in-
induction and spin-spin exchange energy results will be con- duction vs temperature and nitrogen level. The data for each
sidered in Sec. IV. The coercive force and uniaxial aniso- sample were obtained as a decreasing function of tempera-
tropy field results will be considered in Sec. V. ture and for a constant in-plane field H of I kOe. Graph (a)

shows the full ensemble of data in a 41rM,(T) format for all
of the samples, with the xN values as indicated. Graph (b)

IV. EFFECT OF NITROGEN ON shows selected data in 47rM, vs XN format at two specific
SATURATION INDUCTION

20. (a) X,.
~1 ___________ 0.0As noted in the Introduction, the initial interest in Fe-N j 1.9 at.%3.9 at.%/thin films was driven, in large part, by an apparent increase &-- 8 5.4 at.%

in the magnetization for small additions of nitrogen. Interest- ;o -. a.
ingly, there has been little work on the change in the magne- Z" 16 8 

- - t.

tization with the nitrogen level. The use of titanium to 1 10.9 at.%

achieve thermally stable films makes the current series of .5 14 12.7 at.%
films ideal for a full study of the magnetization as a function 5 0 100 200 300

-S Temperature T(K)of the nitrogen content as well as temperature. c 20-

There are two parts to this section. The first focuses on the (b)

actual data on the saturation induction 41TMs vs temperature 18
T for the full series of samples. The second presents an 300 K
analysis of the M,(T) response, sample by sample, to give 16

the XN dependence of the average nearest-neighbor spin-spin
exchange interaction for the Fe-Ti-N films. The analysis I
shows a strong correlation between the expected structural 4 c 12

changes in the films with increasing XN and the exchange. Nhtogen content x,(at. %)

One finds, specifically, that the Heisenberg exchange param- FIG. 2. (a) Saturation induction 47TM, as a function of tempera-
eter J,, shows a very strong decrease with increasing XN UP ture T for films with different nitrogen concentrations (XN), as indi-
to about 6-8 at. % nitrogen and then shows only a very cated. The data were obtained for an in-plane field H of I kOe and
small change, if any, for larger XN values. This response is taken as a decreasing function of temperature. The solid lines show
consistent with the expected expansion of the lattice with the Bloch 73/2 law fits. (b) Variation in 47rM, with XN at 50 K and
addition of nitrogen and a structure change at 6-8 at. %. 300 K. The curves provide a guide to the eye only.
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temperature points, 50 K and 300 K. The solid curves in (a) It is useful to note that for, temperatures well below the
represent fits to a Bloch T312 law. The curves in (b) are a Curie temperature Tc, Eq. (1) may also be written in terms of
guide to the eye. T, instead of the Bloch parameter B according to 41rM,

Figure 2(a) shows four things. First, at a given XN level, =4rMso[1-0.1167(T/Tc)3/2].29 The conversion yields Tc
41rM, is a decreasing function of temperature. Second, the = 1055±90 K at XN=O, in nominal agreement with the
41rM,(7) response can always be fitted nicely to a Bloch P3/2 known Curie temperature for iron.27

type response. Third, the curvature of the 4rM,(T) response Finally, consider the 41rM, vs x-N responses in Fig. 2(b).
generally increases with XN. This is an indication that the The 4 1rM(xN) profile follows the same decreasing trend with
exchange coupling is a decreasing function of XN. Finally, at XN that has been reported for binary Fe-N films prepared by
any given temperature, 41rM, generally decreases with in- dc magnetron sputtering.13 In this context, one should note
creasing nitrogen content. There is never an increase in that an increase in 47rM, was observed in rf sputtered and
4trM, with x1v. molecular beam epitaxy deposited films. 1

.20 Therefore, after
Figure 2(b) elaborates on the last point made above, the discussion in Ref. 14, it is likely that the preparation

These data show that the 47rM, vs XN response at fixed tem- technique plays an important role in setting the 47rM, vs XN
perature shows an interesting structure. In particular, the 50 response. In case of ternary Fe-Ti-N, the decrease in 41rM,
and 300 K data both show a gradual decrease in 47rM. up to with increasing xN at a given temperature can be attributed to
about XN=6 at. %, followed by a rather rapid change in the the magnetic dilution caused by more and more nitrogen on
XN=6-8 at. % range, and then a gradual leveling off for interstitial sites. One can surmize, moreover, that the rapid
higher XN values. It is also useful to take note of the numeri- change in 41rM, in the XN=6-8 at. % range is indicative of
cal values in graph (b). First, the 4,7rM. value at 300 K and some sort of a structural transition. Such a transition is, in
XN=0 is about 19.5 kG. This value is very close to the 47rM, fact, reflected in the exchange response as a function of the
value of 21 kG for pure a-Fe noted above. The small differ- nitrogen content. The following section considers the actual
ence is attributed to the nonmagnetic titanium in these films, exchange energy parameter Jex as a function of XN.
Second, one can see that there is very little scatter in the
point-to-point data for either temperature. Keep in mind that
all of the data are for different films with assumed nominal B. Variation in the spin-spin exchange energy
thicknesses of 50 nm. The lack of scatter indicates that all of with nitrogen content
the films have the same thickness to within a few percent or The standard starting point for a spin-wave analysis for
so. This means that overall, the 41TM, data in Fig. I show the M,(T) is a mean-field nearest-neighbor Heisenberg Hamil-
true relative response for the different XN values. tonian of the form

Turn now to the Bloch T3/ 2 law fits in Fig. 2(a). Within the
framework of the Heisenberg exchange spin-wave model for h= - 2J. Si' Si.1, (2)
a three-dimensional ferromagnetic system at temperatures
well below the Curie temperature, the temperature depen-
dence of the saturation induction can be written as 27  where the Si denote individual lattice site spins. From the

standard Heisenberg analysis, 27 one obtains an M,(T) as
47rM(T) = 4rM,0(1 -BT 312). (1) given in Eq. (1) with a Jex-B connection given by

je (I SQB -213
Here, 41rM 0 is the extrapolated saturation induction at T Jex= -'(3)
=0 and B is the Bloch coefficient. The B parameter allows 2S 0.0587
one to test the experimental response against the spin-wave In the above, kB is the Boltzmann constant, S is the dimen-
model and quantify the curvature of the 41rM,(T) response. sionless spin value for the site, and Q is the number of atoms
As noted above, the solid line fits to the Bloch law in Fig. per cubic unit cell in the lattice. The numerical factor derives
2(a) are quite good. The R2 (correlation coefficient squared) from the boson statistics for spin waves. For bcc iron, one
of the fit for the xN=O film is equal to 0.96 and for all other has S=5/2 and Q=2. This isotropic mean-field model is
films, this value is above 0.99. These fits, in turn, yield em- taken to be applicable for polycrystalline films of the sort
pirical values of 4rMso and XN as a function of xN. The fitted used here. The important point for this discussion is that Jex
4"frM,o as a function of xN shows the same basic response as varies as B-2 3. This means that the linear increase in B with
the Fig. 2(b) data at 50 K, but with values that are slightly xN noted above will translate into a nonlinear decrease in Je,
above the points shown. The fitted B values range from with XN.
(3.1±0.4) X 10-6 K-31 2 at XN=0 to (17± 1) X 10- 6 K-3 2 at One final caveat is needed. Equation (3) is explicitly for a
XN= 12.7 at. %. The overall B(xN) response is essentially lin- bcc structure. In accord with the 41rM(xN) data in Fig. 2(b),
ear up to XN= 10.9 at. % and then appears to level off. The the Je,, results indicate the possibility of a structure transition
value for XN=O closely matches literature value for bulk that will, in turn, invalidate the specific form of Eq. (3). This
a-Fe, B,.F =3.3 X 10-6 K-312 .28 The increase in the B param- point will be revisited at the end of the section.
eter with XN is an indication of a decrease in the average Figure 3 shows the change in J,, with XN from the data fits
exchange interaction between the spins. A quantitative analy- to Eq. (1) and the conversion in Eq. (3). The open circles
sis of the B(xN) results in terms of exchange will be consid- show the Je,, values obtained for a bcc structure. An expo-
ered below. nential fit, as specified in the caption, is shown by the solid
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8 for large xN levels may not be strictly applicable.

Because of the structural transition from the distorted bcc
6 - to a bet phase in the 5<XN< 8 at. % range, and as just

noted, one should revise the B - Jex calculation algorithm for
4 XN levels above the transition point. In order to keep the

" -~calculation procedure as simple as possible, however, one

2 can consider the structure of the bct a" phase as a distorted
-..... fcc lattice. 4 In this case, Eq. (3) can still be taken as valid,

00 but with Q increased from 2 to 4. This gives a lowering in
0 12 the corresponding Jex values for XN> 5 at. %, as shown by

Nitrogen content x, (at. %) the dashed line in Fig. 3. The revised Jex values are lower by
a factor of about 1.6 than the previous values. However, this

FIG. 3. Spin-spin exchange energy Jex as a function of nitrogen does not modify the overall result of a decreasing J,, vs xN
content xN. The open circles show the application of the Heisenberg response.
model to the measurement results. The solid line shows a best fit As an aside, it is useful to recast the exchange parameter
based on an exponential decay function of the form U+ Ve-

WXN with J,x in terms of the often-used exchange stiffness constant
U=2 X 10-1 5 erg, V=4.6 X 10- 1- erg, and W=0.3. The shaded re- e nnection is given
gion for 5 <XN< 8 at. % indicates a possible bcc to bct structural by A=e Aa, where a is the lattice paramcter. 3 The A
transition region. The errors for the points without error bars are b 2S 2

smaller than the size of the symbol. The dashed line shows the format is used extensively and one can readily compare
inferred J. values if the bcc to bct transition is taken into account present results with values in the archival literature. Typical
according to the discussion in text. A values for many materials, from metals to insulators, are in

the 10-6 erg/cm range. For a-Fe, one has A=2.1
curve. The gray shading in the 5<XN<8 at. % range is X 10-6 erg/cm, 31 for example. For Fe-Ti films, Ding et al.I"
shown to indicate a possible structural transition. The dashed report an a value of 2.878 A. Based on the Jx results in Fig.
line indicated the revised Jex vs XN response for XN 3, this gives A=(2.9±0.2) X 10-6 erg/cm at XN=O.
>5 at. % that one obtains if the working formula is revised
to match a bct lattice. This point will be revisited shortly at V. COMPETITION BETWEEN CUBIC
the end of this section. A. UIT IO N IOT ROPYAND UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPY

In line with the discussion above, the overall decrease in
Jex with increasing XN can be attributed to the increase in the This section focuses on the effect of the nitrogen level on
spin-spin distance as the added interstitial site nitrogen the cubic and the field induced uniaxial anisotropy. Both fer-
causes the lattice to expand. The strong decrease in Je, for romagnetic resonance and hysteresis loop results are consid-
XN< 5 at. % or so, indicates an increase in the average spin- ered. Nitrogen is known to affect the magnetic anisotropy in
spin distance in this range. For higher concentrations, the Fe-N and Fe-Q-N films. The bcc XN=O film has a predomi-
apparent leveling off in J,, indicates that some sort of tran- nant cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy and no measurable
sition has occurred. As noted in Sec. II, there is a structural field induced uniaxial anisotropy. As XN is increased from
transition somewhere in the 0.4 <XN< II at. % range for zero and nitrogen goes to the interstitial sites, there is a local
Fe-N, and it is reasonable to expect a similar effect for breaking of the cubic symmetry. This symmetry breaking
Fe-Ti-N. X-ray data by Ding et al.,6 on films similar to those might cause a reduction in the usual cubic anisotropy. At the
studied here do indicate a structural change. same time, the interstitial nitrogen, in combination with film

What do these data mean? After the discussion of Sec. II, deposition in a field, gives rise to a uniaxial anisotropy. Fur-
it is clear that the random distribution of the nitrogen atoms ther, it is well known that the grain size governs the aniso-
at the octahedral interstices first distorts the bcc structure for tropy in the nanocrystalline systems. As discussed earlier, the
relatively low XN levels and then results in a bcc to bct struc- nitrogen also serves to slow the grain growth in the Fe-Ti-N
tural transition at large XN. Recall that the 41rM,(xN) data in system. This gives the grain size decrease with increasing
Fig. 2(b) also indicate a possible structure transition in the nitrogen content shown in Table I.
5 < xN< 8 at. % range. Based on these considerations and There are two parts to this section. Section V A presents
the results in Fig. 3, the overall JCx(xN) response can be ex- room temperature FMR results that show a clear signature of
plained as follows. (1) At small values of xN, likely below a deposition field induced uniaxial anisotropy. The uniaxial
5 at. % or so, there is a dilation in the overall bcc lattice due field parameter increases with XN for nitrogen levels above
to an increase in the Fe site-to-site distance induced by the about 4 at. %. Section V B presents room temperature hys-
presence of the interstitial nitrogen, and this dilation causes teresis loop results. The easy direction loop based coercive
Jex to decrease rapidly. (2) As XN moves above 5 at. % or so, force data and the hard direction loop anisotropy data for
the structural transition suggested in Ref. 6 and evident from XN- 3.9 at. % reveal systematic changes in both the cubic
Fig. 2(b) causes an apparent leveling off in the J,x(xN) re- and uniaxial anisotropy with nitrogen content as well as a
sponse. As noted above, however, a structural transition in- competition between these anisotropies. Both results are con-
validates the rigorous use of Eq. (3) to extract a Jex from the sistent with the considerations outlined above. Section VI
fitted Bloch coefficient B with the Q value of 2 for a bee will provide a semiquantitative analysis of these results in
lattice. This means that the numerical values of Jx in Fig. 3 terms of energy density considerations.
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2 630- (a) pin (a). The solid line shows a linear fit to the data shown.
_ .Films with XN<3.9 at. % showed no measurable uniaxial

8 620-'er eanisotropy.
0 The results in Fig. 4 show that (1) the FMR field vs in-

- Yx, -. 7plane easy axis-field angle data fit nicely to a uniaxial aniso-
tropy model, and (2) the uniaxial anisotropy field parameterr 6D0 - H. appears to increase with xN for xvN>-- 3.9 at. %. The re-

0 60) 12D 180 sponse is approximately linear. The slope of the fitted line in
In-pla sfield-easya xis angle o(degree) Fig. 4(b) is 1.3 Oe/at. %. This increase is consistent with a

20. (b) picture of localized tetragonal distortions to the lattice in-
Room duced by nitrogen additions and a directional ordering of

15" tarrerare these local regions for field deposited films.
S * It is important to emphasize that these FMR determina--0 tions of H, vs xN are done for saturated samples. In contrast_ 5- with the hysteresis results in the next section, models based

0 on magnetization processes do not enter into the results.
0 48 12 It is also important to note here that FMR field position
N trogen cxontnt x,(at*0,data on polycrystalline films cannot be used to access thecubic anisotropy. The cubic anisotropy can be estimated

FIG. 4. (a) Room temperature FMR resonance position HFMR as from FMR linewidth data and a two magnon scattering
a function of the angle 4 between the in-plane field and easy direc- analysis. 33,3' The focus of this paper is on static properties
tion for the xN=8.4 at. % film. The solid curve shows the fit to Eq. rather than FMR losses and related mechanisms. Brief re-
(4) with 41nM,= 15.3 kG and H,= 12.5 Oe. (b) Uniaxial anisotropy marks on the connection between results reported in Refs. 33
field parameter Hu as a function of nitrogen content XN. The solid and 34 and cubic anisotropy determinations from the hyster-
line shows a linear fit to the data. esis loop data will be given in the next section.

A. Microwave results B. Hysteresis loop results

Measurements of the fixed frequency FMR field HFMR as Hysteresis loop measurements as a function of the field
afunction of the angle f between the in-plane applied fie angle also provide information on anisotropy. Ideally, easyafnctio the axisan b usetoeetherinheuaal eld direction in-plane fields will give square loops with a coer-and the easy axis can be used to determine the uniaxial an- ciefreH.OeanueasdrctoH aatosime

isotopyfied paameer , Fr irn bsedfilm an x-and cive force H,. One can use easy direction H, data to estimateisotropy field parameter Hu.For iron based films and x-band eihrteuaiaanorpynrgdnsyprmtrK r
frequencies, the operational FMR formula that connects the ui anisotropy energy density parameter K , i

HFMR 0, nd ,, cn bewriten s32the cubic anisotropy energy density parameter K1, depending
on which one is dominant. If the cubic anisotropy plays the

(OFMR = I4 r I4IMS(HFMR + H. cos 20), (4) dominant role in the magnetization processes, hard direction
hysteresis loops will be similar to the easy direction loops. If,

where WM R is the resonance frequency and y is the electron however, uniaxial anisotropy plays the dominant role, the
gyromagnetic ratio for the material. For most transition metal ideal hard direction loop response will take the form M
alloys, one can make the pure spin approximation and use a =(M,/H,)H for H<H, and M=M, for H>H. Here, M is
nominal spin only IyJ /21r value of 2.8 GHz/kOe. It is im- the magnetization and H is the static external field. For non-
portant to emphasize that Eq. (4) is valid only if two condi- ideal uniaxial systems with, for example, interactions be-
tions are satisfied, (1) a saturated film and (2) 41rMs>HFMR. tween misaligned grains, these ideal hard direction uniaxial
Subject to these conditions, fits from Eq. (4) to data on HFMR loops will be somewhat widened and the apparent H. values
as a function of 0 can be used to determine H,,. The data will be somewhat larger. The data below will show this ef-
show that for the films with XN- 3.9 at. %, there is generally fect.
a clear in-plane uniaxial anisotropy for these field deposited The hysteresis loops look quite different for the films with
films. As noted in Sec. III, the FMR linewidths for films with xN< 3.9 at. % and those with greater amounts of nitrogen.
XN< 3.9 at. % were too broad to obtain a discernable Figure 5 shows representative 300 K easy and hard direction
HFMR(44) response or usable values of H, in-plane field hysteresis loops for samples below and above

Figure 4 shows room temperature microwave results for this cut. The data are shown in a normalized M(H)IM, for-
samples with XN- 3.9 at. %. Graph (a) shows representative mat. Graph (a) is for XN= 1.9 at. % and (b) is for XN
FMR resonance position vs angle data for one particular film =7 at. %. The solid and dashed lines in each graph show the
with XN=8.4 at. %. The open circles show the data and the easy and hard direction loop data, respectively. The loops in
solid curve shows a best fit from Eq. (4). The curve shown is (a) are quite square and nearly identical, and with a coercive
for 41rM,= 15.3 kG, as obtained from the room temperature force of about 7.5 Oe. The fact that the sample shows no
saturation induction measurements discussed in Sec. IV and evidence of uniaxial anisotropy is consistent with the FMR
an H. value of 12.5 Oe. The R2 value for the fit was 0.99. results.
Graph (b) shows the full ensemble of microwave results on The loops in (b), on the other hand, have a clear uniaxial
H, as a function of XN, based on data and fits similar to those anisotropy signature. The saturation point for hard direction
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1.0 (a) x = 1.9 at. % 15 (a) Based on a cubic

0.5- H along easy &1 * anisotropy model0.- direction nT _" 5,1
0.0. . - 5-

. , -. -0 10 20 30 1111-0.5 300 K -alonghard 1 Grain size D (nm) --1.0' direction -- a,, .11. .l

_______ __ _______'1 300 K -
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N al easy 30 (b) Based on
0.5 direction OS-W unlaxial

0.0 zt'20, , anisotropy model
H Halong hard0 f' direction "Z - Z10.

1.0 23______ Fo r
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In-plane field H(Oe) 0 4 8 12

FIG. 5. Example of room temperature hysteresis loops of the Nitrogen content xN (at. %)

magnetization M, normalized to the saturation magnetization M s, as FG 6. (a) Coercive force H, as a function of nitrogen content
a function of the in-plane field H for two Fe-Ti-N films. Graphs (a)
and (b) are for nitrogen contents (xN) of 1.9 at. % and 7 at. %, as XN at 300 K. The solid squares show the data. The inset shows H, as

a function of grain size D. The solid line shows a fit based on Xindicated. The solid and dashed lines show the data for easy and +YD6 with X=6 Oe and Y=.53X 134 Oe/CM 6. (b) Uniaxial an-
hard direction fields, as indicated. The hard direction saturation field + ty  ith X=6 0e a s a 1.53 O XN. The Uiatia l esindiate inthefirt qudrat o (b istakn astheunixia anso- isotropy field parameter H, as a function of xN. The solid triangles
indicated in the first quadrant of (b) is taken as the uniaxial aniso show the H. values from the hard axis hysteresis loop data. The
tropy field parameter H,, for the sample. solid circles show the FMR based H. values from Fig. 4(b). The

loop in (b) is taken as the H, parameter for the sample. The solid lines show linear fits to these two data sets. The open squares
easy direction loop is nearly square and the coercive force is show inferred H. values based on the H,. data in (a) and a Stoner-
about 5 Oe. The saturation point at 11 Oe noted for the hard Wohlfarth model for randomly oriented noninteracting uniaxial
direction loop is consistent with the 9 Oe value for H, ob- grains. The dashed lines give a guide to the eye.
tamined by FMR. One can also note that the hard direction through a minimum for XN- 7 at. % film, and then increases
loop in (b) has an open character. This is an indication of a for higher concentrations. This type of response has been
fairly high degree of anisotropy dispersion for these poly- confirmed by separate measurements by the Alabama
crystalline films. group 26 and is also found for Fe-Zr-N films.23 The same data

Figure 6 shows summary data from the hysteresis loop in an H, vs D format, and the fit to the random cubic grain
measurements for all samples. The solid square data in (a) model, serve to illustrate the possible cubic anisotropy origin
show results on the coercive force H, values from the easy of the H, vs xN response at low nitrogen levels and the need
direction loops as a function of the nitrogen content XN. The for another mechanism at high XN. The fit shows that the data
inset shows the same H, data, but plotted as a function of the for 7.5 nm--< D- 28 nm and 8.4 at. % 2! XN 0 matches
average grain size D from Table L The solid curve in the such a model, and that there are significant deviations from
inset shows a fit to a model function H(D)=X+ YD 6. Fol- the predictions of a random cubic grain coercive force model
lowing Herzer and co-workers, 35, 36 a D6 response would be for smaller grain sizes and higher nitrogen levels.
expected for a system of randomly oriented single-domain Figure 6(b) provides complimentary information based on
interacting cubic grains. Keep in mind that the large grain uniaxial anisotropy considerations. The data show good con-
size end of the inset graph corresponds to low nitrogen and sistency between the hard axis hysteresis loop saturation
the low grain size region corresponds to high nitrogen. These field H, points for XN-> 3.9 at. % and the FMR results. The
H, vs D data and the fit shown will be important for the up shift for the hysteresis loop data can be attributed to the
discussion below, choice of the hard direction loop saturation field as a mea-

In Fig. 6(b), the solid triangles show the H, vs XN results sure of H,. The slope of the fit to the loop results is about
from the hard direction loops for the samples with XN 1.8±0.1Oe/at. %. This consistency is noteworthy, insofar as

-3.9 at. %. The solid circles show the corresponding H, vs the loop data involve magnetization processes that take a
XN results from the FMR measurements. The solid straight high dispersion sample from a partially magnetized state to a
lines represent linear fits to the respective sets of data. The saturated state, while the FMR data are for saturated samples
open square points and the dashed lines show the Hu vs XN at high field.
prediction based on a Stoner-Wohlfarth (S-W) random The H,, vs XN response shown by the open square points
uniaxial grain model. 37 This model suggests a coercive force and connecting lines in graph (b), estimated on the basis of
to anisotropy field conversion recipe given by H,=0.479H. the S-W randomly oriented uniaxial anisotropy model, fol-

In Fig. 6(a), one sees that the coercive force decreases low the similar trend as the H, data in (a). The more inter-
with increasing nitrogen content for low xN values, goes esting aspect is that these points appear to match the actual
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H, data reasonably well for XN 27 at. %. For lower XN val- section provides a more quantitative perspective on these
ues, this model gives a rapidly increasing H. prediction that conclusions. The analysis below is based on the classic
is completely different from the data trend. N,e139 and S-W 37 coercive force models for polycrystals

These data provide several previously unrealized connec- with random cubic or uniaxial grains, respectively.
tions between nitrogen content and anisotropy in Fe-Ti-N Following Harte38 and Herzer,3536 the usual cubic aniso-
films. Keep in mind that an increasing xN level has two ef- tropy energy density parameter K, is replaced by an aver-
fects. It produces an emerging uniaxial anisotropy for xN aged (KI) that takes the exchange coupling between the ran-
values above 4 at. % or so. At the same time, the induced dom cubic grains into account. The connection between (KI)
tetragonal distortion is also expected to ameliorate the siz- and the local K, is related to the grain size D and the so-
able cubic anisotropy that is present for the pure Fe-Ti sys- called ferromagnetic exchange length Lex, defined here as
tem. The main graph in Fig. 6(a) shows both effects nicely. AI(K 1 ). For situations with Lex>D, one has a (K,)/K I ra-
The drop in H, with increasing xN on the left-hand side of the tio that is less than one and on the order of (DIL"x)312 . Now
graph is due to a decrease in the cubic anisotropy. The in- add coercive force considerations. As shown by Nei, the
crease in H, with xN on the right-hand side is due to the coercive force in a system of randomly oriented particles
increase in H,,. The inset results reinforce this scenario. The with cubic anisotropy follows the relation Hc=0.64KIIMs.
good fit to the random cubic Hc model for large grain sizes For interacting grains, this carries over to Hc=0.64(K1)/Ms.
corresponds to the low nitrogen regime where the cubic an- The coercive force data presented in Sec. V, when cast into a
isotropy is expected to dominate. As one moves to the low D (KI) vs XN format, shows this down-scaling effect nicely.
part of the inset graph, the data depart drastically from the D6  These results will be considered shortly.
fit based on cubic anisotropy. This is a signature of the rising Similar arguments should apply to polycrystals with a
uniaxial effects. Viewed as a whole, these data show a clear random uniaxial anisotropy. Here, one deals with the corre-
transition in the coercive force mechanism in the 6-8 at. % sponding uniaxial energy density parameter K,=H.M,12,
nitrogen range. but with K, replaced by (K.) to account for the substantial

Figure 6(a) and the discussion above provided arguments anisotropy dispersion. Recall that both the open hard direc-
for a coercive force based on cubic anisotropy for low XN tion loops in Fig. 5(b) and the H, fits to a random uniaxial
values. Figure 6(b) provides parallel arguments for a coer- anisotropy model at high nitrogen levels shown in Fig. 6(b)
cive force origin in the rising uniaxial anisotropy for the high support a conclusion that there are large fluctuations in theXN range of compositions. This is the message given by the easy axis directions from grain to grain. In this case, the
XNmange of comositons.Thisis the messag give the S-working formula from the classic S-W analysis for noninter-match up between the data and the S-W random uniaxial atn riswt admuixa xsi ie sH

acting grains with random uniaxial axes is given as Hgrain model predictions for xN- 7 at. % or so. The validity =0.96K,/M,. Interactions then give a K, - (K,) replacement
of a cubic mechanism for lower nitrogen levels also explains just as in the cubic case. The present samples, however, have
the rapid rise in the S-W model prediction away from the a field induced rather than a random anisotropy. The inter-
data at low XN. esting point is that the H, obtained from the random model,

This match up in Fig. 6(b) for XN -- 7 at. %, however, as applied to the coercive force data, matches nicely to the
raises an important question. The FMR derived and the hard H, values from the hard direction loop and FMR results. The
direction loop based Hu values shown by the solid points in same situation is reflected when all of the data are cast into a
(b) correspond to the overall uniaxial anisotropy for the en- K, or (K,) vs XN format.
tire film in a saturated state. The S-W model and the open Figure 7 presents results on (KI) and (K,) vs XN, as ex-
points, on the other hand, are based on the random distribu- tracted from the coercive force and anisotropy field data in
tion of uniaxial grains. How can these two very different Fig. 6, based on the working relations given above. The open
situations give a match? Most likely, the answer lies in the squares and circles show the (KI) and (K,) values, respec-
nature of the interactions between the random grains in the tively, as obtained from the easy direction H, data. The grain
film. The same arguments used by Herzer in Refs. 35 and 36 size D is marked for the data points for the films with XN
that lead to the cubic random grain model D6 coercive force <7 at. %. The solid curve shows a generated line following
response used in (a) would suggest that a large local uniaxial (KI)= 15 X 103-+3.7 X 1037 D 6 and a linearized XN(D) folded
anisotropy is reduced substantially because of the grain-to- in from Table I for D -- 10 nm. Recall that a D6 exchange
grain interactions. 38 This would lead to the type of match-up coupled random grain response was verified for the H, data
shown, as will be considered further in the next section. in Fig. 6(a). The solid triangles and circles are from the H,
From an empirical point of view, this appears directly in the - (Ku) conversion, based on the FMR and hard axis hyster-
high dispersion in the uniaxial anisotropy evident from the esis loop data. The dashed straight line provides a guide to
open hard direction hysteresis loop in Fig. 5(b). the eye for the more-or-less linear response indicated by the

open circle, solid circle, and triangle data points. Note that
VI. ANISOTROPY ENERGY, EXCHANGE LENGTH, this line extends through the origin of the graph. The shaded

AND GRAIN INTERACTIONS region shows the inferred transition region between cubic
anisotropy dominant to uniaxial anisotropy dominant coer-

Section V considered FMR and hysteresis loop data and, cive force processes in the 6<XN<8 at. % range of nitro-
based on these data, presented qualitative arguments on co- gen.
ercive force origins due to cubic anisotropy at low nitrogen Figure 7 underscores three important results. First, the
levels and uniaxial anisotropy at high nitrogen levels. This extracted (Kl) values for low xN are in the range of 15-30
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Cubic anisotropy Uniaxial anisotropy 3.9 at. % and XN= 5.4 at. % samples lie in the cubic aniso-
dominant dominant tropy, even though the uniaxial anisotropy dominates the

*E 30- D-28nm FMR and hard axis loop responses.
aThe nice match up for the (Ku) values for all three types

2 - 1nm of measurements for XN>7 at. % reaffirms the dominance of
10iOn uniaxial anisotropy in this region. The linear increase in (Ku)

< K> <K>, with XN also reinforces the origin of the uniaxial anisotropy10 )" in the field induced directional ordering of the interstitial site
nitrogen atoms. From the dashed line in Fig. 7, (K,)/xN is

0- equal to about 950±150 erg/cm3 per at. % nitrogen. van de
4 12 Riet et al.22 have calculated the averaged single ion uniaxial

Nitrogen content x, (at. %) anisotropy ener y for nanocrystalline Fe-Ta-N films to be

FIG. 7. Effective anisotropy energy density parameters as a V5kBT,(K)12N, where T, is the temperature of the system
function of xN at 300 K. The open squares and circles show the during the field induced ordering in-field deposition and N is
effective cubic and uniaxial anisotropy energy density parameters the concentration of the nitrogen atoms. For sputtering onto
(KI) and (Ku), respectively, as obtained from the easy axis coercive substrates at room temperature, the (KU)/xN ratio from Fig. 7
force data. The open symbols were made bigger to give a clear give an effective uniaxial anisotropy energy per nitrogen
visual display of all the points. The grain sizes (D) for low XN films atom of about 30± 10 J/mole. This is the same value as ob-
are as marked. The solid curve shows a generated line of form tained in Ref. 22 for Fe-Ta-N. Reference 22 also cites values
(K,)=X'+ Y'D6. The solid circles and triangles show the (Ku) val- of 38 J/mol for Mn-Bi and 34 J/mol for Fe-C. The reason-
ues from the FMR and hard axis hysteresis loop data, respectively, able match for these different systems strongly supports a
The dashed line is drawn as a guide to the eye. The shaded region model for the anisotropy based on impurity atom induced
shows the possible changeover region from a dominant cubic to a structural ordering.
dominant uniaxial anisotropy.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

X 103 erg/cm 3 or so, much smaller than typical K, values for In summary, the above sections have described the prepa-
iron and iron alloys with low substitution levels. This order ration details and measurement results on the fundamental
of magnitude reduction in the (KI) for the low xN regime is magnetic properties of Fe-Ti-N films with nitrogen concen-
due to the exchange cou ling random grain effects noted trations ranging from 0 to 12.7 at. % and a nominal amount
above. With Le= VA1(Kj), one obtains an exchange length of titanium at 3 at. %. The films were deposited by magne-
of about 95 nm for the XN=O film, that is about 3-4 times tron sputtering in an in-plane field. The focus of this work
higher than the literature value for iron and iron alloys.35,40 was on the effect of interstitial nitrogen on the magnetiza-
However, the relation (K 1 )/K - (D/L,,)312, along with the tion, the exchange, the coercive force, the cubic magneto-
numerical data given above, gives the single grain Ki value crystalline anisotropy, and the field induced uniaxial aniso-
at XN=O to be about 200 X 103 erg/cm 3, that is the same tropy. The data were obtained from SQUID measurements of
order as known values for iron. the magnetization vs field and temperature and from room

Second, the fall-off in (KI) with XN in this same range temperature FMR measurements.
appears to match nicely with the D6 prediction from the ex- The magnetization vs temperature data indicate an expan-
change coupled random grain model. This match can also be sion in the lattice with increasing nitrogen content and a
made quantitative. The formulas given above can be com- structural transition in the 6-8 at. % nitrogen range. A
bined to give a (KI)=(KI/A3)D6 type response. The solid Bloch spin-wave analysis of these data to give the nearest-
line fit in Fig. 7 corresponds to a function (K1(erg/cm 3)) neighbor spin-spin exchange energy as a function of XN also
=X'+ Y'[D(cm)], with X=15X 103 erg/CM 3 and Y'=3.7 indicates a lattice expansion with nitrogen below about

6 at. % and a leveling off above this level. This is also sug-X 1037 erg/cm9. A comparison between the Y' from the fit getvofasrcultanio.
and the K,I/A 3 prediction gives a K, value of about 180 gestive of a structural transition.
and th10 A3 predCM,aloicn ives a ae o about 1The hysteresis loop and FMR data show significant and

Fially, teoerg/cm3 , a o re rgta rngte for ir . %systematic changes in the magnetic anisotropy as a function
Finally, the coercive force data in the XN> 4 at. % regime of nitrogen content. The hard direction saturation field and

convert to (K,,) values that match the anisotropy energy den- FMR data show the increase in the uniaxial anisotropy field
sity parameters extracted from the H, values from both the with nitrogen content for XN> 4 at. %, and no uniaxial char-
FMR and the hard direction loops. These values also match acter for lower nitrogen levels. The easy direction coercive
(K,) estimates recently obtained from a two magnon analysis force H, shows a decrease with increasing XN for nitrogen
of FMR linewidth data for Fe-Ti-N films.3 3 4' One can see, levels below about 7 at. % and then an increase for higher
moreover, that at the low end of this range, the FMR and concentrations.
hard direction loop data give (K,) values that are signifi- In the low nitrogen regime, H, scales with the sixth power
cantly lower than the (Ks) values inferred from the easy di- of the grain size D, more or less as expected for random
rection loop coercive force data. These larger (KI) values are grains with cubic anisotropy. Extracted values of the aver-
the reason that the coercive force origins for the xN aged cubic anisotropy energy density parameter (KI) show
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The longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect is used to obtain a calibrated measure of the dynamic

magnetization response over the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) profile for in-plane magnetized
Permalloy films excited with high power in-plane transverse microwave fields at 1.25 to 3.75 GHz and
in-plane precession angles up to about 20*. The data provide a profound demonstration of the Suhl
threshold effect for parametric spin wave generation for angles above about 14, the magnetization
precession lock-up just above threshold, and the complicated response over the full FMR profile at very
high powers.

DOI: 10.1 103/PhysRevLett.98.207602 PACS numbers: 7 6 .50.+g, 72.10.Di, 75.30.Ds, 78.20.Ls

Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) can be separated into magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements of the
two regimes. First, there is the low power small angle change in the longitudinal component of the magnetization
response regime that can be described by a linearized MZ as a function of the static field, frequency, and micro-
damped precession model [1]. Second, there is the high wave field amplitude.
power and generally larger angle response regime that By way of example, specific results are given below for a
involves Suhl spin wave instability processes and threshold 20 nm thick Permalloy film and a range of microwave
effects [2]. The thresholds can occur at precession angles at excitation frequencies from 1.25 to 3.75 GHz. The data
fractions of a degree for some single-crystal ferrites [31, or show the classic near uniform mode linear FMR response
tens of degrees for metallic thin films [4,5]. for powers below the Suhi threshold, a lock-up in the

With the exception of inductive pick-up loop techniques precession cone at and just above the threshold, and the
used for some of the early high power work on microwave complicated nonlinear response that occurs at high power.
ferrites [61, the nonlinear Suhl response has generally been The MOKE-NLFMR method gives quantitative informa-
inferred from microwave cavity measurements [4]. In re- tion on the critical precession angle and microwave field
cent years, however, new coplanar waveguide (CPW) tech- amplitude at the onset of the Suhl instability. In combina-
niques have been developed to study the FMR response, tion with theory, the data also yield a determination of the
particularly for metallic ferromagnetic films, in the time spin wave relaxation rate for the critical modes. One
domain with step field excitation [7,8] and in the field or special advantage of the MOKE-NLFMR technique is
frequency domain with cw microwave excitation [1,91. that the Suhl processes, both at and above threshold, can
While CPW excitation is highly attractive for nonlinear be identified directly.
dynamics studies, the time domain FMR response to fast The threshold microwave field amplitude for this pro-
rise time step fields does not appear to produce parametric cess, hcri,, may be written as
spin waves or show Suhl instability effects, even when the
dynamic magnetization deflection angles are in excess of hcrit = AHM 2

k 1/2
90* [10, 1]. Recent time-resolved FMR measurements on Wk-FMR ) 1
Permalloy films made with large amplitude microwave
pulses, however, do indicate a substantial increase in the Here, AHFMR is the half-power FMR field swept line-
apparent damping as well as a decrease in the spatially width and 77k denotes the relaxation rate of the critical spin
averaged magnetization [ 12]. These are precisely the ef- wave mode. The real positive dimensionless Wk parameter
fects associated with Suhl processes. Recent work has also reflects the coupling between the uniform mode and the
demonstrated the use of magneto-optical methods for FMR critical spin wave mode for the thin film geometry [ 16]. Wk
measurements [ 13-151. is generally a function of the film parameters, the field, and

This Letter reports on a technique for the direct mea- the frequency. In the present case, Wk is in the 0.1-0.4
surement of the quantitative magnetization dynamics asso- range, depending on the pumping frequency. The parame-
ciated with nonlinear ferromagnetic resonance (NLFMR) ter WM =AolylM, expresses the saturation magnetization
in a thin film under cw microwave excitation in a CPW of the film, Ms, in frequency units. Here, uo and y denote
structure. The method involves a new quantitative analysis the permeability of free space and the electron gyromag-
of the nonlinear response, obtained by direct longitudinal netic ratio, respectively. Equation (1) shows that a mea-

0031-9007/07/98(20)/207602(4) 207602-1 © 2007 The American Physical Society
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surement of h,ri,, coupled with a proper theoretical evalu- The polar MOKE M, signal, as well as the quadratic con-
ation of Wk, can yield a determination of the critical mode tribution of M x • My, average to zero because of the low
spin wave relaxation rate. This is one of the key realiza- 10 kHz bandwidth of the photodiode that is far below the
tions from the Suhl theory. nominal 1-4 GHz range of FMR excitation frequencies

The 20 nm thick Ni80Fe20 films were sputter deposited in the experiments. Possible polarization rotation contri-
on glass in an in-plane field of 20 kA/m (250 Ge) to define butions originating from the glass substrate are subtracted
the uniaxial anisotropy easy axis. This ensures a symmetric by the nature of the lock-in detection technique. For
response around the equilibrium axis even at low bias fields Permalloy films with an angle of incidence of 45, the
and large pump fields when the bias field is aligned parallel maximum Kerr rotation for a full magnetization reversal is
to the easy axis. The films were capped with a 12 nm sili- about 500 A,rad. For an analyzer setting at I' off the
con nitride protective overcoat. Standard magnetometry crossed polarizer-analyzer configuration as used here, the
gave a saturation induction AOM, value of 1.07 T output light intensity is approximately linear in M..
(10.7 kG). Because of the nanosecond time scale for the FMR

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The response and the anticipated parametric Suhl response, in
sample was placed film side down on a CPW structure with combination with the low bandwidth of the photodiode, the
the film easy axis parallel to the static field H and the CPW detected signal will correspond to the change in the time
line axis, as indicated. The film was insulated from the averaged z component of the magnetization, taken as
CPW structure with a 1 mm polyimide layer. The micro- A(Mz), between the power on and power off time intervals
wave pump field h was applied through the application of of the square-wave modulation. The raw signals were
1 kHz square-wave modulated microwave power to the calibrated against the maximum possible MOKE response
signal line. The amplitude (h) of the pump field was obtained by alternatively saturating the film in the --z
calibrated from the voltage at the CPW output. We mea- directions. This was done by the application of a symmet-
sured the magnetization response across the center con- c 4.8 kA/m (60 Ge) peak-to-peak square-wave field drive
ductor and found a homogeneous response until close to at 2 Hz. The calibrated signal then corresponds tothe edges, where the pump field direction changes from in- A(M,)/M,. For in-plane magnetized Permalloy films andplane to out-of-plane. the range of microwave frequencies used here, the preces-

plane logitout-ple Msion cone is effectively flat and constrained to lie in the y-z
Thlnitudi0nal M4 E m setp as fcosed o an u plane, as defined in Fig. i. The maximum change in thepolarized 800 nm, 4 mW laser beam focused to a 20 irm magnetization z component AM z over a precession cycle,

diameter spot size at the sample, a standard polarization taken as AM z isthen t AMv a ein-ple
analyzer, a photodiode, and a lock-in amplifier for detec- precn angl then close to 2A(Mz) and the in-plane

tion. The magnetization MZ component serves to rotate the precession angle is equal to cos- 10 - AZM)
plan.Te f agntization f thcopent veslhtl, rote wthe Full sets of AMZ/M, vs H profiles that correspond to theplane of polarization of the incident beam slightly, but with FMR response were obtained for h values from about 70 to
little if any elliptical distortion. The MY component makes 400 A/m (0.9 to 5.0 Ge). The FMR field HR was obtained
no contributions to the polarization change to first order, as as the maximum response point on a given AMz/M, vs H
we probe the magnetization with incoming s polarization. profile at low power. The HR(w) response generally

matched the thin film FMR condition in the low frequency
modulated s-polarized laser beam limit, oj = I yjAO[(HR + Hk)MSI'12 , where Hk is the uni-
microwave 1 U axial anisotropy field. Fits to this relation gave I y1 and Hk

input sa"mpl' values consistent with field-deposited Permalloy films.
analyzer Figure 2 gives results for the frequency to/2-r

2.25 GHz. Similar results were found at other frequencies.
easy Figure 2(a) shows AM./M, vs H profiles for the full range

photo of h values noted above. The solid circles identify theaxis iode
coplanar h d maximum AMZ/M, points from curve to curve. Under

waveguide H the assumption of a constant overall magnetization vector,
generally valid only at low power, the numbers on the
vertical axis give in-plane precession angles from about
8* at AMz/M = 0.01 to about 200 at AM,/M, = 0.06.
The break in the data at AM ,/M 0.03 and h = hcrit -130 A/rn (1.6 Ge) corresponds to the Suhl threshold. The

FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment. The thin film is placed on 130 precsi on d t the oints old. The
top of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure with the film easy in-plane precession angle at this point is about 140. The
axis and the static applied field H parallel to the CPW line and corresponding critical AM, value, taken as AM., is close
the z direction. The field h is generated by the CPW line and the to 0.03M, For h values below 120 A/m (1.5 Ge), the
modulated microwave input. The longitudinal magneto-optical AMz(H) profiles translate into transverse magnetization
Kerr effect detection scheme is shown schematically by the amplitude Imy(H)l response that closely matches linear
s-polarized laser beam, the analyzer, and the photodiode. FMR theory.
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Static field H(Oe) Pump field amplitude h (e) Following L'vov [19], the S theory yields a working
20 40 60 80 0 1 2 3 4 5

0.06 4 0.06 ...... equation for AM, above threshold of the form:
(5) 0) .05 ( b )  L P FMR

0.040.04 IR - -z+ _M~ h I M (2
06 ~AM'C AMZC) -1 =R0.03 0.03 A +  A- . (2)

00.02 < .02 S-theory The R parameter controls the level of the phase limita-E hcr#h
0.01 0.01 130 A/m tion and is on the order of unity. In physical terms, this

.00 0.00 (1.6 O) limitation is due to a power dependent change in phase
h 70 A/r (0.9 Oe) , between the pair of parametrically excited spin waves and

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 100 200 300 400 the microwave field that results in a decrease in the effec-
Static field H (kA/m) Pump field amplitude h (A/m) tive pumping power. There is no phase limitation for R = 0

and the lock-up would remain constant at AM Z = AMZC*
FIG. 2. (a) Collage of profiles of the measured change in the For a very large R, parametric spin wave excitation would
longitudinal magnetization component AM,, normalized to the be suppressed at any power. The S theory curve in Fig. 2
magnetization M,, as a function of the static field H for a range was obtained for AMzc/MS = 0.03, h,ri, = 130 A/m, and
of microwave field amplitude h values, as indicated. The maxi- R = 0.6. One can see that Eq. (2) models the above-
mum values at a given h are shown by the solid circles. threshold data extremely well with a moderate choice of(b) Maximum AMZ/Ms values from (a) versus h, with fitted(b) axium AzIM vaues rom(a) erss h wit fited R. Applications of the first two approaches cited above docurves from low power FMR (LPFMR) theory and the nonlinear
S theory, as indicated. The microwave frequency was 2.25 GHz. not give acceptable fits to the data. Taken more generally,

these results may well be an indication that the phase
Figure 2(b) shows the maximum AMZ/MS points from limitation mechanism also plays a dominant role in the

Fig. 2(a) as a function of h. The solid circles show the data. large angle dynamic magnetization response in metallic
There are three distinct regions: (i) There is a smooth thin films.
quadratic increase for h values below h,rit; (ii) there is an Figure 3 summarizes key results for all frequencies.
apparent lock-up in AM, at AM,, as h moves from h. up Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the AHFR and hcri versus

to about 200 A/m (2.5 Oe); (iii) as h moves to higher h frequency results. The lines show linear fits. Figure 3(c)
values, the increase in AMZ/M resumes. The quadratic shows the theoretical variation in Wk with frequency from
increase at low h is related to the linear FMR response. the S theory. The solid circles in Fig. 3(d) show final results
Both the lock-up and resumed increase for h - hcfi, relate on the spin wave relaxation rate 77k versus frequency, based
to the Suhl NLFMR response. As these data show, the on Eq. (1) and the results in Figs. 3(a)- 3(c). As a basis of
MOKE-NLFMR technique makes all of these responses comparison, the open circles in 3(d) show the uniform
accessible by simple and direct experimental means, and in mode relaxation rate i versus frequency, and the horizon-
a form that is amenable to ready analysis. tal line shows the mean r70 value. The linear frequency

Consider the low power response in somewhat more dependence for AHFMR in Fig. 3(a) is typical for metallic
detail. When the anisotropy easy axis is aligned parallel thin films [ 1]. The slope of the linear fit corresponds to a
to the bias field direction the transverse my response will be Gilbert damping parameter a value of about 0.005. The

ntIMI = M, and zero-frequency linewidth intercept at AHinh = 302 A/mlinear in h. In the small signal limit, with yM 2 (3.8 Oe) can be ascribed to inhomogeneous line broad-
Im <<M, one can write AM:/Ms -Im 2/2Ms. The ening. One can see that the hcri, response in 3(b) is also
theoretical low power FMR (LPFMR) AM,(h) response, more or less linear in frequency. When combined with the
therefore, is quadratic in h. The dashed LPFMR labeled nearly linear Wk versus frequency response in 3(c), along
line in Fig. 2(b) shows a quadratic fit to the data for h < with the effects of the nonzero intercepts in 3(a)- 3(c), the
130 A/m. The linear theory gives an overall LPFMR end result is an 77k that appears to be relatively level for
response with Imyl - 2MSh/AHFMR and AM,/Ms - w/2r > 2.5 GHz, and drops off at lower frequencies.
2h 2/AHF'MR. The fit shown corresponds to an FMR line- The correlation between the 7k results and the intrinsic
width of 980 A/m (12.2 Oe). This value matches the half- FMR relaxation rate 710 is significant. The open circle
power linewidth obtained directly from the low power points come from the working equation that connects the
Imy(H)l profiles for h < hri,. assumed intrinsic FMR linewidth, AH = AHFMR -

The lock-up and the high power AMz/Ms vs h response AHinh, to a in the narrow linewidth limit, namely AH =
are related to the above-threshold steady-state dynamics. 2ao/Ily, in combination with the relaxation rate connec-
Various approaches have been used to model this type of tion applicable in the low frequency limit, - aoJM/2
nonlinear response. These include a back reaction of the [I].
parametric spin waves on the FMR mode [2], nonlinear The results in Fig. 3(d) indicate that the critical spin
damping associated with the spin waves [ 17], and a phase wave mode relaxation rate is more or less frequency inde-
limiting mechanism through what is often called the S pendent and very close to the intrinsic uniform mode
theory [ 18]. relaxation rate for frequencies above 2.5 GHz. This indi-
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